
EC 11 - MODERN MISSION AND ECUMENICS

Fall 1984 Mr. Moffett

Reading Requirements

Students will be expected to complete the following reading during the semester

from the two textbooks:

J. Verkuyl, Contemporary Missiology , pp . 1-71, 89-122, 163-260, 309-340

Paul A. Crow, Christian Unity: Matrix for Mission

In addition, from the Reading List:

300 pages from the General section
300 pages from the section on Ecumenics

200 pages from Missionary Biography

Papers Required

1. Two reports will be required on the reading, one at the end of each Reading
Week. Each paper will contain a one-page outline of a book you have chosen
to read from the recommended list, and an additional half page of your own
personal reaction to the book, whether positive or negative.

2. One 10-page paper will be required on one of the following subjects, OR on a

subject of your own choosing (which must be approved by the professor):

The History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1981
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Ecumenical Movement
Why the 19th Century has been Called "The Great Century" of Missions
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Missionary Movement
An Exposition of the Great Commission
The Missio Dei
The Present State of Mission in Your Denomination
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Third World Churches
Who Are the "Unreached"?
A Critical Appraisal of the Christian Movement in a Third World Country
What Is the Mission of the Church?
Social Action and Missions
The Stages in Mission: Trends from the 19th to the 20th Century
Cooperation or Union: What is the Ecumenical Goal?
The 20th Century Ecumenical Councils
The World Council of Churches and Evangelical Ecumenicity
The International Missionary Council and its Role in the Ecumenical Movement

Course Outline

I . Introductory

The significance of missions and ecumenics in history
Tensions between missions and ecumenics
Their essential relationship

II . Approaches to a Definition of Mission

The Biblical base
The Old Testament: from Abraham to the Suffering Servant
The Intertestamentary period
The New Testament

Jesus and the "Great Commission"
"Apostle" and "missionary"; the 12 and the 70
Paul the missionary
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Course Outline, continued

Current Interpretations of "Mission"
The Biblical concept compared with the classical 19th century form
Changes in 20th century concepts

"From mission to church": rise of the younger churches
"From missions to mission": the ecumenical movement

Current reactions to these trends

III

.

The Meaning of Ecumenics

The word "ecumenics"
How ecumenics differs from other disciplines
Sources of church division: Biblical and contemporary

IV. The History of Ecumenics

Early approaches to unity
The Ecumenical Councils
Reformation attempts to recover unity: Bucer and Calvin

The roots of the modern ecumenical movement
18th century revival
19th century missions
20th century church unions (especially Church of South India)

V

.

The Organization of the Modern Ecumenical Movement

Mission: Edinburgh 1910 and the International Missionary Council
Unity: The World Council of Churches

VI

.

Current Issues in Missions and Ecumenics

Critique of the ecumenical movement, and the rise of alternatives
Critiques of the missionary movement, and the unfinished task

Reading List

* Books marked * are on reserve in the library.

General

Roland Allen, Missionary Motives: St. Paul's or Ours. 1962
* G. H. Anderson and T. Stransky, Mission Trends: No. 1; and No. 2

J. H. Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions. 1960
G. H. Anderson, Witnessing to the Kingdom: Melbourne and Beyond. 1982

* David J. Bosch, Witness to the World. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Gospel and Frontier Peoples.

* Pierce Beaver, American Protestant Women in World Mission. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Missionary Between the Times. 1968
John T. Boberg and J. Scherer, Mission in the 70s. 1972
Jose Comblin, The Meaning of Mission. 1978

* Orlando Costas, The Church and Mission: A Shattering Critique from the Third World.

F. E. Edwards, The Role of the Faith Mission.
A. F. Glasser, et al., Crucial Dimensions in World Evangelization. 1976

D. J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally . 1978

* David Barnett, World Christian Encyclopedia
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Reading List: General, continued

* J. C. Hoekendijk, The Church Inside Out. 1966

Norman Horner, Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission: Ecumenical-Conservative

Encounter. 1968
J. H. Kane, Understanding Christian Missions. 1978

Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture. 1979

Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God. 1955

Eugene Nida, Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith. 1960

D. T. Niles, Upon the Earth. 1962
Stephen Neill, The Unfinished Task. 1957
D. M. Paton, The Reform of the Ministry (on Roland Allen). 1968

* John Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World. 1972

Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission. 1972

G. F. Vicedora, The Mission of God. 1965
Peter Wagner, Church Growth and the Whole Gospel. 1981

* Ralph Winter and S. Hawthorne, Perspectives on the World Christian Mission, 1981

Reilly, Michael C., Spirituality for Mission. 1978
G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ, 1981

Ecumenics

A. J. van der Bent, What in the World is the World Council of Churches?
Geneve: WCC, 1978

Pierce Beaver, Ecumenical Beginnings in Protestant World Mission. New York:

Nelson, 1962
Paul Crow and W. J. Boney, Church Union at Midpoint. New York: Association

Press, 1972
* Harold E. Fey (ed.), A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1968.

Philadelphia: Westminster, 1970
R. N. Flew and R. E. Davies, The Catholicity of Protestantism. London:

Lutterworth, 1950
Norman Goodall, The Ecumenical Movement. London: Oxford, 1961

* Harvey T. Hoekstra, The World Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism.
Wheaton: Tyndale, 1979

*W. Richie Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations: A History of the International
Missionary Council. New York: Harper, 1962

* Leon Howell, Acting in Faith: The World Council Since 1975.
Robert Kaiser, Pope, Council and World: The Story of Vatican II. New York:

Macmillan, 1963
Ernst Lange, And Yet It Moves... Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979

* John A. Mackay, Ecumenics: The Science of the Church Universal
Lesslie Newbigin, The Household of God. New York: Friendship Press, 1954
A. C. Outler, That the World May Believe. (Unity for Methodists.) New York:
Methodist Board of World Mission, 1966

Edward A. Powers, In Essentials Unity: An Ecumenical Sampler. New York:
Friendship Press, 1982

Marcel Pradervand, History of the World Presbyterian Alliance of Reformed Churche
Stanley Rycroft, The Ecumenical Witness of the United Presbyterian Church.
New York: COEMAR, 1968

W. A. Visser t' Hooft, Has the Ecumenical Church a Future? Belfast:
Christian Journals, 1974

Lerond Curry, Protestant-Catholic Relations in America. Lexington:
University of Kentucky, 1972
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Reading List: Ecumenics, continued

Paul Ramsey, Who Speaks for the Church? Nashville: Abingdon, 1967
* E. Schillebeeckx, The Real Achievement of Vatican II. 1967

G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ. 1981

I heology of Missions (for your information, but not required for this course)

G. H. Anderson (ed.), Christian Mission in Theological Perspective. New York:

Abingdon, 1967
J. Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962
Hendrick Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. New York:

International Missionary Council, 1947
Charles W. Forman, A Faith for the Nations. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1947

Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978
Arthur Glasser and D. A. McGavran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission. 1983

Biographies (a sampling)

Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missionaries 1515-1914. 1979
Ruth A. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya : A Biographical History... 1983

William Axling, Kagawa. 1932
James Broderick, St. Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. 1952
A. J. Apposamy, The Cross is Heaven: Life and Writings of Sadhu Sundar Singh. 1957

James Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor.
John Pollock, Hudson Taylor and Maria. 1962

John Richardson, Peace Child. 1974
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, New Frontiers for Old. 1946

* C. Howard Hopkins, John R. Mott

. . . and many, many other missionary biographies. Find one of your own choosing,
and secure approval from professor.
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Reading Requirements

Students will be expected to complete the following reading during the semester

from the two textbooks:

J. Verkuyl, Contemporary Missiology , pp. 1-71, 89-122, 163-260, 309-340

Paul A. Crow, Christian Unity: Matrix for Mission

In addition, from the Reading List:

300 pages from the General section

300 pages from the section on Ecumenics

200 pages from Missionary Biography

Papers Required

1. Two reports will be required on the ree
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from the recommended list, and an additional half page of your own

personal reaction to the book, whether positive or negative.

2. One 10-page paper will be required on one of the following subjects, OR on a

subject of your own choosing (which must be approved by the professor)*
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The History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1981: <\ -SkcJo r>« .

Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Ecumenical Movement
Why the 19th Century has been Called "The Great Century" of Missions
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Missionary Movement
An Exposition of the Great Commission
The Missio Dei
The Present State of Mission in Your Denomination
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Third World Churches
Who Are the "Unreached"?

, A Critical Appraisal of the Christian Movement in a Third World Country
What Is the Mission of the Church?

The Stages in Mission: Trends from the 19th to the 20th Century
Cooperation or Union: What is the Ecumenical Goal?
The 20th Century Ecumenical Councils. vY-ai? a tvfcui <5-)*]wa*uil

The World Council of Churches and Evangelical Ecumenicity
The International Missionary Council and its Role in the Ecumenical Movement

Course Outline

I . Introductory

The significance of missions and ecumenics in history
Tensions between missions and ecumenics
Their essential relationship

II . Approaches to a Definition of Mission

The Biblical base
The Old Testament: from Abraham to the Suffering Servant
The Intertestamentary period
The New Testament

Jesus and the "Great Commission"
"Apostle" and "missionary"; the 12 and the 70
Paul the missionary
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Course Outline, continued

Current Interpretations of "Mission"
The Biblical concept compared with the classical 19th century form
Changes in 20th century concepts

"From mission to church": rise of the younger churches
"From missions to mission": the ecumenical movement

Current reactions to these trends

III

.

The Meaning of Ecumenics

The word "ecumenics"
How ecumenics differs from other disciplines
Sources of church division: Biblical and contemporary

IV. The History of Ecumenics

Early approaches to unity
The Ecumenical Councils
Reformation attempts to recover unity: Bucer and Calvin

The roots of the modern ecumenical movement
18th century revival
19th century missions
20th century church unions (especially Church of South India)

V

.

The Organization of the Modern Ecumenical Movement

Mission: Edinburgh 1910 and the International Missionary Council
Unity: The World Council of Churches

VI

.

Current Issues in Missions and Ecumenics

Critique of the ecumenical movement, and the rise of alternatives
Critiques of the missionary movement, and the unfinished task

Reading List

* Books marked * are on reserve in the library.

General

Roland Allen, Missionary Motives: St. Paul's or Ours. 1962
* G. H. Anderson and T. Stransky, Mission Trends: No. 1; and No. 2

J. H. Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions. 1960
G. H. Anderson, Witnessing to the Kingdom: Melbourne and Beyond. 1982

* David J. Bosch, Witness to the World. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Gospel and Frontier Peoples.

* Pierce Beaver, American Protestant Women in World Mission. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Missionary Between the Times. 1968
John T. Boberg and J. Scherer, Mission in the 70s. 1972
Jose Comblin, The Meaning of Mission. 1978

* Orlando Costas, The Church and Mission: A Shattering Critique from the Third World.

F. E. Edwards,. The Role of the Faith Mission.
A. F. Glasser, et al.. Crucial Dimensions in World Evangelization. 1976

D. J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally . 1978

* David Barnett, World Christian Encyclopedia
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Reading List: General, continued

* J. C. Hoekendijk, The Church Inside Out. 1966
Norman Horner, Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission: Ecumenical-Conservative

Encounter. 1968
J. H. Kane, Understanding Christian Missions. 1978
Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture. 1979
Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God. 1955
Eugene Nida, Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith. 1960
D. T. Niles, Upon the Earth. 1962
Stephen Neill, The Unfinished Task. 1957
D. M. Paton, The Reform of the Ministry (on Roland Allen) . 1968

* John Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World. 1972
Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission. 1972
G. F. Vicedom, The Mission of God. 1965
Peter Wagner, Church Growth and the Whole Gospel. 1981

* Ralph Winter and S. Hawthorne, Perspectives on the World Christian Mission, 1981

Reilly, Michael C., Spirituality for Mission. 1978
G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ, 1981

Ecumenics

WCGt-*9-?8

Pierce Beaver, Ecumenical Beginnings in Protestant World Mission. New York:
Nelson, 1962

^ Paul Crow and W. J. Boney, Church Union at Midpoint. New York: Association
Press, 1972

* Harold E. Fey (ed.), A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1968.
) Philadelphia: Westminster, 1970

R. N. Flew and R. E. Davies, The Catholicity of Protestantism. London:
Lutterworth, 1950

Norman Goodall, The Ecumenical Movement. London: Oxford, 1961
* Harvey T. Hoekstra, The World Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism.

Wheaton: Tyndale, 1979
*W. Richie Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations: A History of the International

Missionary Council. New York: Harper, 1962
* Leon Howell, Acting in Faith: The World Council Since 1975.

Robert Kaiser, Pope, Council and World: The Story of Vatican II. New York:
Macmillan, 1963

Ernst Lange, And Yet It Moves... Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979
* John A. Mackay, Ecumenics: The Science of the Church Universal
Lesslie Newbigin, The Household of God. New York: Friendship Press, 1954
A. C. Outler, That the World May Believe. (Unity for Methodists.) New York:
Methodist Board of World Mission, 1966

i ivi-c ale Sampler-,—=New-^Yetlc:

,Er1 ejirl&hip Pre ss,—IS&t
Marcel Pradervand, History of the World Presbyterian Alliance of Reformed Churches
Stanley Rycroft, The Ecumenical Witness of the United Presbyterian Church.
New York: COEMAR, 1968

W. A. Visser t* Hooft, Has the Ecumenical Church a Future? Belfast:
Christian Journals, 1974

Lerond Curry, Protestant-Catholic Relations in America. Lexington:
University of Kentucky, 1972
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Reading List: Ecumenics, continued

Paul Ramsey, Who Speaks for the Church? Nashville: Abingdon, 1967
* E. Schillebeeckx, The Real Achievement of Vatican II. 1967

G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ. 198]

Theology of Missions (for your information, but not required for this course)

G. H. Anderson (ed.), Christian Mission in Theological Perspective. New York:

Abingdon, 1967
J. Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962
Hendrick Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. New York:

International Missionary Council, 19A7
Charles W. Forman, A Faith for the Nations. Philadelphia: Westminster, 19A7
Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978
Arthur Glasser and D. A. McGavran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission. 1983

Biographies (a sampling)

f

Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missionaries 1515-1914. 1979
Ruth A. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya : A Biographical History... 1983
William Axling, Kagawa. 1932

James Broderick, St. Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. 1952

A. J. Apposamy, The Cross is Heaven: Life and Writings of Sadhu Sundar Singh. 1957

James Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor.
John Pollock, Hudson Taylor and Maria. 1962

John Richardson, Peace Child. 1974
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, New Frontiers for Old. 1946

* C. Howard Hopkins, John R. Mott

. . . and many, many other missionary biographies. Find one of your own choosing,
and secure approval from professor.
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EC 11 - MODERN MISSION AND ECUMENICS

Mr. Moffett

Reading Requirements

Students will be expected to complete the following reading during the semester

from the two textbooks:

J. Verkuyl, Contemporary Missiology , pp. 1-71, 89-122, 163-260, 309-340

Paul A. Crow, Christian Unity: Matrix for Mission

In addition, from the Reading List:

300 pages from the General section
300 pages from the section on Ecumenics

200 pages from Missionary Biography

Papers Required '
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-—trO'Teaa from the recommended list, and an additional half page of your own
personal reaction to the book, whether positive or negative.

2. One 10-page paper will be required on one of the following subjects, OR on a

subject of your own choosing (which must be approved by the professor)* ^
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The History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1981 : f/wj/itv) a ?

Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Ecumenical Movement
Why the 19th Century has been Called "The Great Century" of Missions
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Missionary Movement
An Exposition of the Great Commission
The Missio Dei
The Present State of Mission in Your Denomination
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Third World Churches
Who Are the "Unreached"?
,A Critical Appraisal of the Christian Movement in a Third World Country
What Is the Mission of the Church?
Spci ai^vYc-t iron- and~44t&s4o^
The Stages in Mission: Trends from the 19th to the 20th Century
Cooperation or Union: What is the Ecumenical Goal?
The 20th Century Ecumenical Councils . iJOT o.hul

j
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The World Council of Churches and Evangelical Ecumenicity
The International Missionary Council and its Role in the Ecumenical Movement

Course Outline

I . Introductory

The significance of missions and ecumenics in history
Tensions between missions and ecumenics
Their essential relationship

II . Approaches to a Definition of Mission

The Biblical base
The Old Testament: from Abraham to the Suffering Servant
The Intertestamentary period
The New Testament

Jesus and the "Great Commission"
"Apostle" and "missionary"; the 12 and the 70
Paul the missionary
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Course Outline, continued

Current Interpretations of "Mission"
The Biblical concept compared with the classical 19th century form
Changes in 20th century concepts

"From mission to church": rise of the younger churches
"From missions to mission": the ecumenical movement

Current reactions to these trends

III

.

The Meaning of Ecumenics

The word "ecumenics"
How ecumenics differs from other disciplines
Sources of church division: Biblical and contemporary

IV. The History of Ecumenics

Early approaches to unity
The Ecumenical Councils
Reformation attempts to recover unity: Bucer and Calvin

The roots of the modern ecumenical movement
18th century revival
19th century missions
20th century church unions (especially Church of South India)

V

.

The Organization of the Modern Ecumenical Movement

Mission: Edinburgh 1910 and the International Missionary Council
Unity: The World Council of Churches

VI. Current Issues in Missions and Ecumenics

Critique of the ecumenical movement, and the rise of alternatives
Critiques of the missionary movement, and the unfinished task

Reading List

* Books marked * are on reserve in the library.

General

Roland Allen, Missionary Motives: St. Paul's or Ours. 1962
* G. H. Anderson and T. Stransky, Mission Trends: No. 1; and No. 2

J. H. Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions. 1960
G. H. Anderson, Witnessing to the Kingdom: Melbourne and Beyond. 1982

* David J. Bosch, Witness to the World. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Gospel and Frontier Peoples.

* Pierce Beaver, American Protestant Women in World Mission. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Missionary Between the Times. 1968
John T. Boberg and J. Scherer, Mission in the 70s. 1972

Jose Comblin, The Meaning of Mission. 1978
* Orlando Costas, The Church and Mission: A Shattering Critique from the Third World.

F. E. Edwards, The Role of the Faith Mission.
A. F. Glasser, et al., Crucial Dimensions in World Evangelization. 1976

D. J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally . 1978

* David Barnett, World Christian Encyclopedia
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Reading List: General, continued

* J. C. Hoekendijk, The Church Inside Out. 1966

Norman Horner, Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission: Ecumenical-Conservative

Encounter. 1968
J. H. Kane, Understanding Christian Missions. 1978

Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture. 1979

Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God. 1955

Eugene Nida, Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith. 1960

D. T. Niles, Upon the Earth. 1962

Stephen Neill, The Unfinished Task. 1957

D. M. Paton, The Reform of the Ministry (on Roland Allen). 1968

a John Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World. 1972

Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission. 1972

G. F. Vicedom, The Mission of God. 1965
Peter Wagner, Church Growth and the Whole Gospel. 1981

a Ralph Winter and S. Hawthorne, Perspectives on the World Christian Mission, 1981

Reilly, Michael C., Spirituality for Mission. 1978

G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ, 1981

Ecumenics

-Ln—the Wor ld_—Lfe^-the Worl d r.nunr;

Pierce Beaver, Ecumenical Beginnings in Protestant World Mission. New York:

Nelson, 1962
Paul Crow and W. J. Boney, Church Union at Midpoint. New York: Association

Press, 1972
* Harold E. Fey (ed.), A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1968.

Philadelphia: Westminster, 1970
R. N. Flew and R. E. Davies, The Catholicity of Protestantism. London:

Lutterworth, 1950
Norman Goodall, The Ecumenical Movement. London: Oxford, 1961

* Harvey T. Hoekstra, The World Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism.
Wheaton: Tyndale, 1979

*W. Richie Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations: A History of the International
Missionary Council. New York: Harper, 1962

* Leon Howell, Acting in Faith: The World Council Since 1975.
Robert Kaiser, Pope, Council and World: The Story of Vatican II. New York:
Macmillan, 1963

Ernst Lange, And Yet It Moves... Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979
* John A. Mackay, Ecumenics: The Science of the Church Universal
Lesslie Newbigin, The Household of God. New York: Friendship Press, 1954
A. C. Outler, That the World May Believe. (Unity for Methodists.) New York:

Methodist Board of World Mission, 1966
I n Essentia-Le Uni-tyjz^Aa-£cumenlcal -Same-1 —N«w=5&erk:
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Marcel Pradervand, History of the World Presbyterian Alliance of Reformed Churche
Stanley Rycroft, The Ecumenical Witness of the United Presbyterian Church.
New York: COEMAR, 1968

W. A. Visser t* Hooft, Has the Ecumenical Church a Future? Belfast:
Christian Journals, 1974

Lerond Curry, Protestant-Catholic Relations in America. Lexington:
University of Kentucky, 1972
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Reading List: Ecumenics, continued

Paul Ramsey, Who Speaks for the Church? Nashville: Abingdon, 1967
* E. Schillebeeckx, The Real Achievement of Vatican II. 1967

G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ. 1981

Theology of Missions (for your information, but not required for this course)

G. H. Anderson (ed.), Christian Mission in Theological Perspective. New York:

Abingdon, 1967
J. Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962
Hendrick Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. New York:

International Missionary Council, 1947
Charles W. Forman, A Faith for the Nations. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1947
Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978
Arthur Glasser and D. A. McGavran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission. 1983

Biographies (a sampling)

T

Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missionaries 1515-1914. 1979
Ruth A. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya: A Biographical History... 1983
William Axling, Kagawa. 1932
James Broderick, St. Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. 1952

A. J. Apposamy, The Cross is Heaven: Life and Writings of Sadhu Sundar Singh. 1957

James Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor.
John Pollock, Hudson Taylor and Maria. 1962

John Richardson, Peace Child. 1974
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, New Frontiers for Old. 1946

* C. Howard Hopkins, John R. Mott

. . . and many, many other missionary biographies. Find one of your own choosing,
and secure approval from professor.



TWENTY -FIVE LARGEST AGENCIES IN REPORTED OVERSEAS PERSONNEL

Addit ional
Short-Term
Personnel

Agency 1972 1975 1979 1979

Southern Baptist Convention, Foreign Mission Board 2,507 2,667 2,906 2,866
Wvcliffe Bible Translators International, Inc. 2,200 2,693 1,781 466
New Tribes Mission 701 864 1,385 30
Assemblies of God, Division of Foreign Missions 967 1,091 1,214 170
General Conference of Seventh-Dav Adventists 1,546 1,360 996 111
United Methodist Church World Division Board Global Min. 951 788 938 166
Evangelical Alliance Mission, The (TEAM) 992 892 905 197
Youth With A Mission 1,009 1,190 887 3,000
Christian and Missionary Alliance 803 790 809 9

Christian Churches /Churches of Christ 1,623 1,296 699 NR
United Methodist Church Commission on Relief 100 133 650 985
Baptist Bible Fellowship International 379 458 630 0

Baptist Mid-Missions 511 905 608 14

Baptist International Mission, Inc. 334 471 596 0

Sudan Interior Mission, Inc. 818 699 590 28
Brethren Assemblies 538 347 554 0

Africa Inland Mission 514 491 511 65
Association of baptists for World Evangelism, Inc. 351 337 502 18

Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission Society 491 485 501 114
Campus Crusade for Christ, International (Overseas Dept. 114 2 i

~
500 77

Church of the Nazarene, General Board Dept, of World Msns 495 462 484 70
Mennonite Central Committee 454 433 431 0

Gospel Missionary Union 288 406 389 17

United Presbvtenan Church in the USA Program Agencv 604 438 359 20
American Lutheran Church Division for World Missions 393 318 329 18



Agency

TWENTY- FIVE LARGEST AGENCIES IN REPORTED INCOME
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

el £ >• j Km I'm
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Southern Baptist Convention,
Foreign Mission Board

General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists

Church World Service
Division of DOM-NCCCUSA

Christian Churches/
Churches of Christ

World Vision International
Assemblies of God, Division

of Foreign Missions
World Vision, Incorporated
Wycliffe Bible Translators

Internat ional ,
Inc

.

United Methodist Church
World Division of the
Board of Global Ministries

Gideons International
Church of the Nazarene, General

Board Department of World
Mi ssions

Christian and Missionary
A1 1 i ance

Campus Crusade for Christ,
International (Overseas
Department

)

United Methodist Church
United Methodist Committee
on Relief

Compasion International, Inc.
Sudan Interior Mission, Inc.
Evangelical Alliance Mission

(TEAM)
Evangelism Center, Inc.
World Literature Crusade
United Church Board for

World Ministries
Lutheran World Relief, Inc.
Conservative Baptist Foreign
Mission Society

American Baptist Churches in

the U.S.A., International Ministries
American Bible Society
Mennonite Central Committee

T - Total Income for all Ministries

1973 1975 1979

35.4 46.8 62.4

29.1 25.0 60.0

10.6 23. 5T 41.2

NR NR 40.0
7.4 7.9 34.8

12.4 20.9 29.9
NL NL 29.0

10. 7T 16 .9T 19.9

20.4 15.4 18.8
2.6 6.0 15.0

5.0 11.0 15.0

5.6 7.4 13.3

2.0 5.7 12.5

3.0 7.5 12.1
1.6 3.0 11.1
5.0 8.5 11.1

5.9 8 .

1

10.9
1.8T 4.2 10.8
2.0 9.2T 9.8

4.4 6.3 9.5
2.4 4 . 5T 9.4

3.8 2.0 9.1

4.2T 4.6 8.1
4 .

1

5.6 8.0
1.9 4.9 7.8

6-9

Changes in the size of the overseas staff for any given agency are
often the result of one or more specific factors. Reductions may
either be forced by a reduced income to the agency or may be a

voluntary or planned effort to "lower the profile" on North Ameri-
can personnel while giving more ministry responsibility to in-
digenous Christians. Increases in overseas staff reported by
other agencies are usually the result of expanded ministries and
the openings of new fields of service, often themselves the result
of increased income.



TWENTY-rElVE*. LARGEST AGENCIES' IN REPORTED OVERSEAS PERSQMKEL

Agency
.

Southern Baptist Convention, Foreign Mi ss i on- Board
Wycliffe Biole Translators Interna t i ona L , Inc. •

New Tribes MFsSion
Asseabl i es "of God, Division of Foreign Missions
General Conference o£ Seventh - Day Advent i St

s

Uni t£d Ife-tbodi st Church Wor 1-d Division Board ‘G1 oba I Min.
Evangel ical. All iance Mission; The (TEAM)
Youth With. A Mission, • *

•Christian and Missionary Alliance • .
-

Christian Churches/Churches of Chrrst ’ '

United Methodist Church Commission on Relief
Baptist- Bible fellowship International
Baptist .Mid-Missions -

Baptist International Mission, Inc.
Sudan Interior Mission, Inc.
Brethrjen Assemblies
Africa Inland Mission <•'.

Association of Baptists for World Evangelism, Tnc.
Cons«x;vati.ye Baptist Foreign Mission Society •".!

Campus Crusade for Christ, International (Overseas Dept:]
Church of the Nazdrene, General Board Dept, of World Msns
Mennonlte Central Committee -

Gospel Missionary Union
United Presbyterian Church in the USA Program Agency
American Lutheran Church Division for World Missions

1972 1979

Additional
ShortrTera
. Personnel

• 19-79

2 ; 5 G
7'

2,-906 2.866
2.2-00

l ,-TB L
• '466

701 T ,385" •30
967- 1,214 - 17-0

1 .54 6 .996 , / 111
. 9S1 • 936 166
. 992 905 197

1 ,Q09 8B7 -- 5,000
603 • 909 ..9

• 1,623' ' .699 • SR
100 •

. 65Q -98-5

-S73- .-630 --
.

0

511" -. 608' 14

334 '
- S96 0

8 IB. 590 28
. 538 - -- 554' ’ - 0

514
: sii 65

'351 502 18

491 501.- _
114

'> 114: 500
'

• 77
495 484 . 70
454 431 0

28B 389 17

604 • .359 20
393 329. 18



For reading on Mission and Ecumenical Councils.

On Missions :

Edinburgh, 1910: W.II.T. Gairdner, "Edinburgh 1910: An Account and Interpreta-
tion.. (Edinb. & Lond.: Oliphant, Anderson, Ferrier, 1910)

Jerusalem 1928, Madras 1938, Whitby 1942: Win. Richey Hogg, Ecume nical Founda-
tions: A History of the IMC .

. (N.Y.: Harperr
,

_
T952l pp. 244-342.

Madras, 1938 (IMC): The World Mission of the? Church .. (Lond. & NY: IMC, 1939)

Willingen, 1952 (IMC): Norman Goodall, Missions Unde r the Cross ... (NY : Friendship, 1

Ghana, 1958 (IMC): R.K. Orchard, ed. , The Ghana Assembly of the IMC . (Lond. :Ed.Pr.

Mexico City, 1963 (CWME): R.K. Orchard, ed.. Witness in Six Continent s. (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh House, 1964)

Bangkok, 1973 (CWME): Bangkok Assemb ly, 1973 : M i nutes & Repor ts .
.

(Geneva: WCC, 1973)

Berlin, 1966 [LCOWE]: Oik? Race, One Gospel , One Task : World Congress on E vangel ism ..

vol . 2 (Minneapol is : World Wide Publ . 1967 7
Lausanne, 1975 (LCOWE): Let the Earth Hear His Voices Jnt'l_. Congress on World

Evangelization, ed. J.D. Douglas. [Mi nneapol i s : Wld Wide, 1975)

Melbourne, 1980 (CWME): G.H. Anderson, ed., Witnessing to the Kingdom. (Maryknoll:
Orbis, 1981)

Pattaya, 1980 (LCOWE): Lausanne Occasional Papers: Thailand Report. Nos. 5-19.

(Wheaton, IL: LCOWE, 1981/2)

Edinburgh '80: Allen Starling, ed.. Seeds of P romise : Wo rld Consultation on

Frontier Missions. (Pasadena: Win. Carey, 1981)^

On Unity (WCC)

:

Amsterdam, 1948: Man/js Disorder and God's Design . (N.Y.: Harper, n.d.)

Evanston, 1954: Wisser t'Hooft, W.A., ed., The Evanston Report .. (Lond.:SCM, 1954)

Evanston to flew Delhi , 1954-61 (Geneva: WCC, 1961)

New Delhi, 1961: Visser t'Hooft, W.A., ed., The New Del hi Report .
.

(NY: Ass. Pr., 19

New Delh i to Uppsa la: 196Ji68. (Geneva: WCC, 1968)

Uppsala, 1968: Norman Goodall, ed., The U ppsala Report 1968 . (Geneva: WCC, 1968)

U ppsala Speaks : Section Reports .
.

(2nd ed.) (Genevea: WCC, 1968)

Uppsala to Nairobi : 1 968-75 . (N.Y: Friendship Press/Lond. :SPCK, 1975)

Nairobi, 1975: David Paton, ed., Breaking Barriers: Nairobi, 1975. (London: SPCK/

Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976

Critical :

Paul Ramsey, Who Speaks for the Church? (Nashville & NY: Abingdon, 1967)

Peter Beyerhaus, Bangkok '73 (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974)

Harvey T. Hoekstra, The World Council of Churches and the Demi se of Evangelism.

(Wheaton: Tyndale, 19797
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It has been said that the nineteenth century was the great age of

missions and that the twentieth century is the great age of ecurnenics. Yet

Christian leaders are becoming increasingly dissatisfied with this

description. Some point out that the age of missions is not over. Others

argue that the ecumenical movement has lost its momentum in the latter

half of this century. Many, however, view this separation of the two great

Christian movements of the modern era as a great distortion. In his book,

Church Unity and Church Mission, theologian Martin Marty wants

to provoke Christian people into thinking about one theme: that

they have enough unity now to resume their mission to the

world, and that resumed mission will enhance their quest for

unity.
1

As the ecumenical movement grew out of the missionary explosion of the

previous century, Marty and others argue that our new found unity must

give a fresh and new impetus to missions. Whenever each exists only for

itself, both have fallen into error. Ecurnenics without missions produces

inter-church dialogue which is irrelevant to the majority of the Church and

to the secular world. Missions without ecurnenics produces competition

between denominations which undercuts the Gospel's message of

reconciliation. Yet while the inseparability of ecurnenics and missions is a

theological necessity, it has not been always been a historical reality. Even

Marty concedes that "the link between the two is a kind of imagination not

often shown either by the halfhearted ecumenical or by the uninterested

evangelical Christian."
2

Yet this imaginative link was first voiced by the supreme authority of

the Church, its Lord Jesus Christ, in what William Temple considered to be

"perhaps the most ^sacred passage ever in the four Gospels,"'
5

the

seventeenth chapter (q the Gospel of John, Jesus prays for both the unity

and the mission of his Church. This is the locus classicus for understanding

the relationship between ecurnenics and missions. And yet it has been



fought over, misinterpreted, and misused by partisans of each side of the

debate. Paul Mi near remarks that

aggressive evangelists and ardent ecumenists often contend

with one another for the exclusive right to this text; indeed, if

the bones of contention between these two were laid end to

end, they would reach from Pentecost to the Parousia.
4

y

Despite this feud, John 17 is too crucial a passage to ignore. Although it is

difficult to achieve an understanding of the whole text, a brief exegetical

study of some of its major themes followed by the interpretations of some

modern theologians will be beneficial for understanding the vital link

between Church unitu and Church missions.

O
The seventeenth chapter f^ the Gospel of John is more than just a

prayer. It is commonly called "the high-priestly prayer" because in it Jesus

consecrates himself (v.19) on behalf of others as the high priest did when

offering a sacrifice for others in the temple. Yet the prayer goes even

beyond this comparison with the intimate tone which is characterized by

the repeated address of God as Father. What is, however, most significant

about John 17 is its context. The high-priestly prayer is not Only Jesus’

last words before his arrest, it is also the consummation of the Last

Discourse. In 13:31-17:26 Jesus speaks to his disciples in the upper room

of the Last Supper (although the Supper is never mentioned). His public

ministry behind him and his arrest, torture, and crucifixion before him,

Jesus prepares his disciples for what will soon happen to him and to them.

Some have viewed these discourses as a last testament or as final

instructions before Jesus' departure.

In his monumental commentary on the Gospel of John, Raymond Brown

suggests that there is an affinity between the Last Discourse and the

various discourses of Jesus' ministry. Brown essentially divides the Gospel

into the Book of Signs (1:19 - 12:50) and the Book of Glory (13:1 - 20:31).

The first half portrays Jesus' public ministry which is punctuated by signs



or miracles. Each sign is accompanied by a discourse which interprets it as

a revelation of Jesus. Jesus feeds the five thousand end proclaims himself

the Bread of Life (chapter 6). He raises Lazarus and says/' I am the

Resurrection and the Life" (chapter 11). In the Book of Glory the pattern is

reversed. Jesus reveals the meaning of his death, resurrection, and

ascension before the sign occurs. And yet the Last Discourse surpasses the

preceeding discourses as much as the passion and resurrection surpass the

lesser signs. These final events are the Son’s ascent to glory and his return

to the Father. They also make it possible for the disciples to receive the

glory of the Son and the Paraclete. Brown comments that

the Jesus who speaks here transcends time and space; he is a

Jesus who is already on his way to the Father, and his concern

is that he shall not abandon those who believe in him but must

remain in the world (xiv 18, xvii 1 1). Although he speaks at the

Last Supper, he is really speaking from heaven; although those

who hear him are his disciples, his words are directed to

Christians of all times.
6

Although the Last Discourse comes before the passion it already breaths

the spirit, of the triumphant resurrection. Brown demonstrates that these

chapters are modeled after the Jewish genre of a farewell address. They

are not, however, the last testament of someone who is dying or has died

but the living word from the one who is the resurrection and the life to

those who read the Gospel.

It is this context which makes the high-priestly prayer so timeless and

universal. Unlike the sorrowful Jesus who prays for himself in Gethsemane

in the Synoptics, the Jesus of John 17 chiefly prays for his disciples as

though he has already crossed over into glory. "This is more a prayer of the

union or communion of the Son and the Father than it is a prayer of

petition."
6 And the prayer is said in the midst of the disciples because

they are also included in the union. Prayer is offered on behalf of Jesus

himself (v.1), the disciples whom his Father has given to him (v.9), and



of his disciples (v 20)

While most scholars agree that these are the dominant themes of the

passage, they disagree about its structure. Some see a four part division of

1-5., 6-8, 9-19, and 20 -26. Others argue for a three part division which is

guided by the three petitions. But even among these scholars there is

disagreement over whether vv.6-8 on Jesus work of revelation to the

disciples belongs to the first petition or the second. The difficulty stems

from the transitional nature of 6-8 which summarizes the work of Jesus

and prepares for his pray.for the disciples. Attaching 6-8 to 1-5 not only

has the advantage of making the divisions even, but these verses are also

more appropriate as a description of the completed work which the Father

gave to the Son (v.4). Even though Jesus prays for himself in 1-5, he asks

for glorification on the basis of his work with the disciples and that they

might have eternal life. It is then natural for Jesus to turn to pray

specifically for his disciples.

Brown points out that some parallel themes appear when the text is

structured into these three units.

1

)

E ach u

n

it begi n s w i t h w ha t Je s

u

s i s a sk i n g or prayi n g f o r (

1

,
9

,
2 0

)

2)

Each has the theme of glory (1-5,10,22)

3)

Each has an address to the Father part way through (5,1 1,21)

4)

Each mentions the men given to Jesus by the Father (2,9,24)

5)

Each has the theme of Jesus' revelation of the Father to men (6 "your

name", 1 4"your word"; 26"your name")'

We also see the theme that Jesus is sent by the Father in each section

(3,8, 1 8,2 1
,23,25). There is also a growing theme of union and communion

throughout the three parts. It begins with the Father and the Son (v.5),

expands to include the disciples ( v . 1 1 ) ,
and finally broadens to all who

believe through the disciples (21,22,23). We will deal with these themes in

more depth as we turn to the analysis of each unit.

Two im p o rt a n t i d e a s l n t he f i rs t f i veve rsesarethethemes o f g 1 o ry a n d

eternal 1 i f e . A s rnentionedbe f o re J e s u s
' p ra y f o r h i s ow n g 1 o ry i s n o t. re a 1

1 y

iA



a request for himself but for his Father and his disciples. In v. 1-2 Jesus

asks to be glorified in order that he might glorify his Father through giving

eternal life to the disciples whom his Father has given to him Following

the LXX instead of Greek usage, the word "glory" is "used strictly in the NT

to express the "divine mode of being” This is true of all the NT authors."
1-'

Vet the NT takes a decisive step in applying "glory,” which only refers to

God in the LXX, to Christ. In the Synoptics glory is used in connection with

the parous i a or, in Luke, with the birth and transfiguration of Christ. John

is unique in his references to the glory of the earthly Jesus. The

manifestation of Jesus' glory reveals that he has come from the divine

world (17:5). The fact that the Father and the Son share the same glory

indicates the unity of their being, power, and purpose.

Glory, according to Brown, "has two aspects: it is a visible manifestation

of majesty through sets of power The signs which Jesus performs are

the powerful acts which manifest his glory. And yet the acceptance of

these signs by the disciples and their rejection by the world indicate that

Jesus' glory is only visibly revealed to those who know and believe (6-8).

But now "the hour has corne"(v.1) for Jesus to be truly glorified. The cross

is the turning point and the ascension into glory. The Father is glorified

through the passion because in it the disciples know and see the one true

God who sent Jesus Christ (v.3,cf.1:14, 18; 14:8- 10). Through Jesus'
I

glorification, the visible manifestation of his divine being, orign, and

power, the disciples are brought into union with the Father and they receive

eternal life. This was the work that Jesus was sent to do (v.2,4).

Jesus begins his prayer for his disciples by drawing a distinction

between them and the world. Here the "world" is understood as that which

rejects and opposes Christ. Although John 3:16 states that the Son was

sent because of God's love for the world and his desire that it might have

life through the Son, John's Gospel narrates the increasing opposition of the

w o r 1 d to C h r i s t and i t s prefersn c e f o r d a rk n e s s an d t h e re
i
q n o f S a t a n P a u 1



Mi near rejects all notions of the world as the universe, the human race,

secular culture, or unbelieving outsiders.

As disclosed by God's work in Christ, the world is a massive,

cohesive reality that becomes manifest in hostility to Christ

and his disciples. The world is unable to know or to see the

truth or to receive the Spirit

As Jesus was sent into the hostility of the world, so now he sends his

disciples into that same hostility (v. 18). They should expect opposition For

this reason Jesus asks the Father to protect them and to set them apart

through sanctification. Such protection does not preclude martyrdom just

as it. did not for Jesus. Instead hostiltiy and martyrdom become the means

for glorifiying Christ (v. 10), for sanctification (17,19), and for Christian

joy (v. 1 3). God's protection makes it possible for the disciples to be one as

the Father and Son are one. The dualism between the disciples and the

world is so strong here that the loss of the oneness means being lost from

Christ's fold. This lostness or destruction is tantamount to a betrayal of

Christ and defection to the side of the world as in the case of Judas (v 12).

The theme of oneness is emphasized in the last unit of the prayer which

focuses on future generations of believers. The section begins with two

parallel parts, 20-21 and 22-23, which, for our purpose, are the most

important verses of the prayer. The sturcture of each part begins with a

single major clause, followed by a hina purpose clause, a kathos clause,

two more hina purpose clauses, and a hoti clause. Paul Minear and others

organize these parallel passages in the following fashion:

Sentence One (vv.20,21)

A 1 I do not pray for these only,

but also for those who believe

in me through their word

B1 that (hina) they may all be one

Cl even as (kathos) you Father

are in me and I in you

D 1 that (hina) they also may be

in us

El so that (hina) the world may

believe

Sentence Two (vv.22,23)

A2 The glory you have given me

I have given them

62 that (hina) they may be one

C2 even as (kathos) we are one, I

in them and you in me

D2 that (hina) they may become

perfectly one

E2 so that (hina) the world may

know



F 1 thot (hot i )
you have sent me. F2 that (hoti) you have sent me and

[that] you have loved them even as

you have loved me.
1 1

The two main clauses describe Jesus' work of prayer (A1) and of giving

God's glory (A 2 ) . The six subordinate hina clauses give the objective of

Jesus' work. Four of them are concerned with oneness (B 1,2.;D 1,2) which is

qualified by the tw o k a t. h o s c 1 au s e s (C
1
,2). T h e t.w o f i n a 1 h i n a c 1 a u s e

s

(E
1
,2) focus on the world's belief and knowledge which have their content

in the hoti clauses (F
1
,2). Brown, however, points out that the last hina

clauses are dependant on the preceding two hina clauses and not on the

main clause. Hence the reponse of the world is the direct result of the

oneness and indirectly of Jesus' work. So there is a progression from Christ

to the Church to the world.

An vital link in this chain is the oneness of believers. John's Gospel is

especially concerned with unity. "All previous distinctions between men

and nations are earsed and a new grouping arises with acceptance or

1 1

rejection of Christ. ^ Christ, in union with the Father, draws all who have

been given to him into a new fellowship. This fellowship is triangular and

is based on the mutual indwelling of Father, Son, and believers. The model

for the unity of the disciples is the intimate union of the Father and Son.

Thus, although Christian oneness has horizontal aspects, its origin is from

above. The fact that people become believers through the words and the

glory that come from the Father through the Son to the disciples and that

Jesus asks the Father to bestow unity upon believers indicates that the

vertical dimension of oneness is primary. Oneness is something bestowed

on not created by believers. It is also something which must develop and be

brought to completion (v.23). TDNT comments that

the Church is the new humanity whose author is Christ. The new

situation of the world created by the unique Christ event is a

positive reality in this aeon only in the form of the Church.
1 -*



The cross is the dividing point between the new and the old humanity and

between those who accept the words and glory of Christ and those who

reject them.

And yet the purpose of Christian unity is that the world may believe and

know that the Father sen t the Son (21,23) This seems strange given the

hostile portal t of the w o r 1 d and t hestate rn e n t 1 n v . 3 t h a t s u c h k n ow ledge

c onstitutes eternal life. T h e v e rb apost e llo i n J o h n i s us e d by J e s u s

to denote hs full authority both to the Jews and the disciples. . .

since he thereby shows that behind His words arid person there,

stands God and not merely his own pretensions. His concern is to

ground his authority in God as the one who is responsible for his

words and works and who guarantees their right and truth
14

To believe and know that Christ was sent by the Father is a Christological

confession which acknowledges his authority and trusts in him. Such faith

and knowledge removes the hostility of those who were numbered among

the world.

Does this mean that the whole world will be converted through the

Church? Brown rejects such an optimistic notion.

Rather the Christian believers will offer to the world the same

type of challenge that Jesus offered - a challenge to recognize

God in Jesus. Those whom God has given to Jesus will come to

believe and know; for the rest of men, those who constitute the

world, this challenge will be the occasion of self-condem-

nation, for they will turn away. 1 J

Brown argues that in each generation their are elect persons who will

respond in faith to the Gospel and that the dualism between world and

disciples will remain. Christian unity issues this challenge by presenting

. • J

the same claims for Ch rist made for himself. They participate in the unity

which Jesus claimed he had with the Father. They have the glory which

Jesus claimed he revealed from the Father. They proclaim the words which

come from the Father through the Son. Finally, their unity shows that the

eternal love of the Father for the Son is for them and in them (cf. 13:35).

(linear has a slightly different answer to how Christian unity calls forth



belief in the world. He sees a correlation between the belief in El arid the

words or message in A1 and the knowledge in E2 and the glory given in A2.

To believe that the Father sent the Son is a response to a

message about events in the past; to know that C-iod loves the

present witnesses as he had loved Jesus is a response to a

direct encounter with those messengers. It is an act of

recognition that God, Christ, and these messengers are bound

together by one love.
1

Thus through word and deed and presence, Christian unity shows forth that

it is grounded in the sacrificial and unconditional love of God in Christ.

Minear argues that martyrdom is the focal point at which knowledge and

belief are transmitted from martyr to murderer. The model is the

sacrificial death of Christ (17:1 8) which was also the hour of his

glorification. "How distant this pattern of thinking is from modern

conceptions of the religious conversion of individuals or the programs of

social reform! It is by oneness in the love of Jesus for the world that this

world of hostility can be brought to belief and knowledge ."' !
It is

important to remember that because Minear defines the "world" as a reality

which is hostile to Christ and dependent upon Satan, the ruler of this

world, he seems to argue that the "world" can exist anywhere. Opposition to

the work of Christ and his disciples is not only out there but also inside the

Church.

Will the whole world come to faith? For Minear this will happen when

Christ is victorious over the ruler of this world and 'when the hostility

which he authors is removed. Perhaps it is an eschatalogical reality which

is similar to the universal confession of Christ in Philippians 2:10-11.

Whatever it means, it is crucial to remember that the faith of the world is

something that Christ accomplishes just as he is the one who brings

believers into complete and perfect oneness. While Christians labor on

through witness, proclamation, service, martyrdom, and glorification they

do so with the knowledge that it is Christ who gives faith and knowledge.



Finally, what does this passage say about what our mission should be?

Evangelistic missions which proclaim and live the Gospel that the world

may believe are certainly involved Vet evangelical pastor and teacher John

Stott argues that mission must be broader than just evangelism. "The

crucial form in which the Great Commission has been handed down to us

(though it is the most neglected because it. is the most costly) is the

Johan nine."
1

9

Stott refers to the 17:18 "As thou didst send me into the

world, so 1 sent them into the world" which is turned into a commission

after the resurrection (20:21). This is the most costly because Jesus'

mission is the model for ours. As the Son took on human flesh and

identified with our weakness and limitations, as he came among us as a

humble servant, as he sought to bring healing and forgiveness, as he lived

with and identified with outcasts and sinners, so we must do the same.

Evangelism and social action must be equal parts of our mission. But

neither should be undertaken in a imperialistic or paternalistic manner. We

are sent into the hostile world as servants not masters. We do not confront

the world with threats but with the love of Christ which binds us together

and demonstrates God's gracious love for the world that the world may

believe.

I do not think that there is any better way to conclude this paper on the

importance of relating Christian unity and Christian mission than with the

following statement of Martin Marty.

[ I n J o h n 17] w e are i nte re s ted only i n tw o s i rn pie and ob v i o u

s

words: "so that." Whatever else happens under the category of

unity between Father and Jesus and between disciple and

disciple, and whatever happens when disciple meets world, the

two "whatevers" are connected by a "so that." Each exists for

the other and the one does not happen without the other [U' Q

r

it

otherwise, why pray for this to happen?

So long as the "so that" phrase is above the doorpost of

every ecumenical meeting arid so long as it burns inthe heart

and gives guidance to the eye, the reuniting movement can keep

its sense of purpose. Without that phrase the movement is
Oft

constantly in danger of becoming a hobby fot the few.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Martin Marty, Church Unity and Church Mission,(Grand Rapids, Ml:

Eerdrnans, 1964), p.20.

2 1 bid, p.20.

3Quoted in Paul Crow Jr. Christian Unity: Matrix for Missions, (New

York:NY: Friendship Press, 1982) p.40.

4Paul Mi near,"Evangel ism, Ecurnenics, and John Seventeen", Theology

Today 35, no.2 (April, 1978),p.5.

5 R a y rn o n d Brown ,
Th e G ospel A c c o rd i n g t o Jo hn Kill- X XI, An chor Bbile

(Garden Ci ty:Doubl eday, 1970) p.582.

6 Ibid p.748

7 Ibid p. 750.

8 "Doxa" TDNT, vol. II, ed. G.Kittel, trans. G Bromiley,(Grand Rapids, Ml:

Eerdrnans, 1964).

9Brown, op. cit. p.75 1.

lOMinear, op. cit. p. 10.

1 1 1bid, p. 6.

12 "heis" TDNT, vol. II, op. cit. p. 440.

13 Ibid, p. 440.

14 "apostello" TDNT, vol. I, op. cit. p. 404.

15 Brown, op. cit. p. 778.

16 Mi near, op. cit. p. 11.

17 Ibid, p. 11, 12.

18 Marty, op. cit., p. 42.'

19 John Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World, (Downers Grove,

IL: InterVarsity Press, 1975), p. 23.

20 Marty, op. cit. p. 21.
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Great God, your Son called disciples, and prayed for their unity. We acknowledge
our part in the guilt of division in the church. We confess that we pray to

Christ from competitive altars and preach his word from rival pulpits. We admit

that the beating of denominational drums too often drowns out the symphony of

praise. 0 God, by the powers of your Holy Spirit, unite us in the apostles'
teaching, in the breaking of bread and the prayers, keeping the unity of the

Spirit in the bond of peace; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

DECLARATION OF FORGIVENESS

THANKSGIVING 0 for a thousand tongues to sing my dear Redeemer's praise, Azmon
The glories of my God and King, the triumphs of His grace!

—Charles Wesley
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( Continued from Front Cover)

The early Christian community waited ""all together, in one place”
(Acts 2:1). That is a paradox. There has to be some unity as we wait

for the power of the Spirit. Then the Spirit conies upon us and raises

us together to a higher level of unity. Unity is both the precondition
and the consequence of the pouring forth of the Spirit. We offer God
a unity in waiting. God takes our offering and fills it with God’s own
presence and power.

This is the unity of the Church for which we should work. The
local church, united and waiting in prayer, will be endued with power
from on high, and sent out to prophesy and serve. As the One Holy
Spirit ofGod unites the local community, all local communities inspired

by the Spirit are joined together in one body, in union with that small

group which formed the early church and with the Church of all ages
and places. May the Spirit of God bring together all Christians in your
locality in the unity of prayer, and lead you to ever deeper unity. For
it is where we live that the ecumenical movement of the Spirit becomes
real, moving us forward to the unity which Christ wills for his Church.

This is what we desire and pray for all of us at this Pentecost. Only
from the Spirit-filled unity of the local church in every place can surge
forth the mighty force which will dispell the darkness of injustice, war,
exploitation and oppression. For God has chosen us, “low and despised

in the world” (I Cor. 1:28) to bring God's love, wisdom and power (I

Cor. 2:4-7) to all men and women, in every place.

The Spirit is at work within us. The same Spirit is at work in all

things (Romans 8:28). The world groans, waiting in agony for redemp-
tion (Romans 8:19-22). We too wait in travail for the new to be fully

born. But we have the assurance that the Spirit “intercedes for us with

sighs too deep for words” (Romans 8:26) and will, from the womb of

the old, bring the new to birth.

As you and we and all of us in the Church wait together in prayer,

God will surely act. And as we respond to the movement of the Spirit,

the new will be born—a new world of peace with justice, where the

integrity of creation is respected, where poverty is abolished, where
all can live together without war and oppression.

There death will be overcome and life will triumph.
Yours in the love of Christ,

The Presidents of the World Council of Churches: Hon. President:

Rev. Dr. W. A. Visser 't Hooft, Geneva, Switzerland; Dame R. Nita

Barrow, Cave Hill, Barbados; Dr. Marga Biihrig, Binningen, Switzer-

land; Metropolitan Dr. Paulos Mar Gregorios, Kerala, India; Bishop
Dr. Johannes W. Hempel, Dresden, German Democratic Republic;

I

His Beatitude Ignatios IV, Patriarch of Antioch and all the East, Beirut,

Lebanon; Most Rev. W. P. Khotso Makhulu, Gaborone, Botswana;
Very Rev. Dr. Lois M. Wilson, Toronto, Canada.

28 MAY 6, 198 5
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EC 11—MODERN MISSION AND ECUMENICS

Fall 1985
Mr. Moffett

Reading Requirements

Students will be expected to complete the following reading during the semester

from the two textbooks:

J. Verkuyl , CONTEMPORARY MISSIOLOGY, pp . 1-71, 89-122, 163-260, 309-34C

Paul A. Crow, CHRISTIAN UNITY: MATRIX FOR MISSION

In addition, from the Reading List:

300 pages from the General section
300 pages from the section on Ecumenics

200 pages from Missionary Biography

Papers Required

1. Two reports will be required on the reading, the first at the end of the first

Reading Week, October 31st; the second at the end of Thanksgiving Recess, December 2nd.

Each book report will contain a one-page outline of a book you have chosen to read from
the recommended list, and an additional half page of your own personal reaction to the

book, whether positive or negative.
2. One 10-page paper will be required on one of the following subjects, OR on a

subject of your own choosing (must be approved by the professor). The paper is due at

the beginning of the final Reading Period, January 7th.

The History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1981: Progress or Decline?
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Ecumenical Movement
Why the HJth Century has been called "The Great Century" of Missions
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Missionary Movement
An Exposition of the Great Commission
The Missio Dei
The Present State of Mission in Your Denomination
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Third World Churches
Who Are the "Unreached"?
A Critical Appraisal of the Christian Movement in a Third World Country
What is the Mission of the Church?
The States in Mission: Trends from the 19th to the 20th Century
Cooperation or Union: What is the Ecumenical Goal?
The 20th Century Ecumenical Councils. Write a critical appraisal of one Council

or Assembly.
The International Missionary Council and its Role in the Ecumenical Movement

Term papers and book reports may be turned in to Ms. Nancy Berman, Room 105,
21 Dickinson Street.

lie. f\ATV . ll )
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COURSE OUTLINE

I . Introductory

The significance of missions and ecumenics in history
Tensions between missions and ecumenics
Their essential relationship

II . Approaches to a Definition of Mission

The Biblical base
The Old Testament: from Abraham to the Suffering Servant
The Intertestamentary period
The New Testament

Jesus and the "Great Commission"
"Apostle and "missionary"' the 12 and the 70

Paul the missionary
Current Interpretations of "Mission"

The Biblical concept compared with the classical 19th century form
Changes in 20th century concepts

"From mission to church": rise of the younger churches
"From missions to mission": the ecumenical movement

Current reactions to these trends

III . The Meaning of Ecumenics

The word "ecumenics"
How ecumenics differs from other disciplines
Sources of church division: Biblical and contemporary

IV. The History of Ecumenics

Early approaches to unity
The Ecumenical Councils
Reformation attempts to recover unity: Bucer and Calvin

The roots of the modern ecumenical movement
18th century revival
19th century missions
20th century church unions (especially Church of South India)

V. The Organization of the Modern Ecumenical Movement

Mission: Edinburgh 1910 and the International Missionary Council
Unity: The World Council of Churches

VI . Current Issues in Missions and Ecumenics

Critique of the ecumenical movement, and the rise of alternatives
Critiques of the missionary movement, and the unfinished task
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READING LIST

Books marked * are on reserve in the library.

General

Roland Allen, Missionary Motives: St. Paul's or Ours, 1962
* G.E. Anderson and T. Stransky, Mission Trends: No. 1; and No. 2

J.H. Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions, I960
G.H. Anderson, Witnessing to the Kingdom: Melbourne and Beyond, 1982
* David J. Bosch, Witness to the World, 1980

Pierce Beaver, The Gospel and Frontier Peoples
* Pierce Beaver, American Protestant Women in World Mission, 1980

Pierce Beaver, The Missionary Between the Times, 1968

John T. Boberg and J. Scherer, Mission in the 70s, 1972

Jose Comblin, The Meaning of Mission, 1978
* Orlando Costas, The Church and Mission: A Shattering Critique from the Third World
F. E. Edvards, The Role of the Faith Mission
A.F. Glasser, et al., Crucial Dimensions in World Evangelization, 1976

D.J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Cultural ly, 1978
* David Earnett, World Christian Encyclopedia
* J.C. Eoekindijk, The Church Inside Out, 1966

Norman Horner, Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission: Ecumenical-Conservative
Encounter, 1968

J.H. Kane, Understanding Christian Missions, 1978
Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture, 1979
Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God, 1955
Eugene Nida, Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith, 1960
D.T. Niles, Upon the Earth, 1962

Stephen Neill, The Unfinished Task, 1957
D.M. Paton, The Reform of the Ministry (on Roland Allen), 1968
* John Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World, 1972
Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission, 1972
G. F. Vicedom, The Mission of God, 1965
Peter Wagner, Church Growth and the Whole Gospel, 1981
* Ralph Winter and S. Hawthorne, Perspectives on the World Christian Mission, 1981
Michael C. Reilly, Spirituality for Mission, 1978
G.F. Moede, Oneness in Christ, 1981

Fcumenics

Pierce Beaver, Ecumenical Beginnings in Protestant World Mission. New York: Nelson,
1962

Paul Crow and W.J. Boney, Church Union at Midpoint. New York: Association Press,
1972

J. Desseaux, Twenty Centuries of Ecumenism. Paulist, 1984
* Harold E. Fey (ed.), A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1968. Philadelphia

Westminster, 1970
R.N. Flew and R.E. Davies, The Catholicity of Protestantism. London: Lutterworth,

1950

Norman Goodall, The Ecumenical Movement. London: Oxford, 1961
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* Harvey T. Hoekstra, The World Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism.
Wheaton: Tyndale, 1979

* W. Richie Bogg, Ecumenical Foundations: A History of the International Missionary
Council. New York: Harper, 1962

* Leon Howell, Acting in Faith: The World Council Since 1975
Robert Kaiser, Pope, Council and World: The Story of Vatican II. New York: Macmil

lan, 1963
Ernst Lange, And Yet it Moves... Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979
* John A. Mackay, Ecumenics: The Science of the Church Universal
Lesslie Newbigin, The Household of God. New York: Friendship Press, 1954
A.C. Outler, That the World May Eelieve. (Unity for Methodists.) New York:

Methodist Board of World Mission, 1966
Marcel Pradervand, History of the World Presbyterian Alliance of Reformed Churches
Stanley Rycroft, The Ecumenical Witness of the United Presbyterian Church. New York

COEMAR, 1968
W.A. Visser t' Eooft, Has the Ecumenical Church a Future? Belfast: Christian Journ

als, 1974
Lerond Curry, Protestant-Catholic Relations in America. Lexington: University of

Kentucky, 1972
Paul Ramsey, Who Speaks for the Church? Nashville: Abingdon, 1967
* E. Schil lebeeckx, The Real Achievement of Vatican II. 1967

G.F. Moede, Oneness in Christ. 1981

Theology of Missions (for your information, but not required for this course)

G.H. Anderson (ed.), Christian Mission in Theological Perspective. New York:

Abingdon, 1967

J. Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962

Hendrick Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. New York:

International Missionary Council, 1947

Charles W. Forman, A Faith for the Nations. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1947

Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978

Arthur Glasser and D.A. McGavran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission, 1983

Biographies (a sampling)

Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missionaries 1515-1914. 1979

Ruth A. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya: A Biographical History... 1983

William Ax ling, Kagawa . 1932

James Broderick, St. Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. 1952

A.J. Apposamy, The Cross is Heaven: Life and Writings of Sadhu Sundar Singh. 1957

James Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor

John Pollock, Hudson Taylor and Maria. 1962

John Richardson, Peace Child. 1974

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, New Frontiers for Old. 1946

* C. Howard Hopkins, John R. Mott

...and many, many other missionary biographies. Find one of your own choosing,

and secure approval from professor.
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Largest Protestant Denomlna t Ions in the Third World

dm i t 1 1 (i I ( h r i s t , /..lire

Assemblies ot God , Brazil

Philippine Independent Church (Aglipay)

Kiinbanguist Church, Zaire

Anglican Church, Nigeria (CMS)

Council of Dutch Reformed Churches, S. Africa
Protestant (Reformed) Church, Indonesia
Nigeria Fellowship of Churches of Christ (S.U.M.)

Church of South India
Church of Christ, Manalista (Philippines)
Anglican Church Uganda (CMS)

Anglican Church of South Africa
Presbyterian Church in Korea (Tonghap)

Council of Baptist Churches, N.E. India

Baptist Convention, Brazil

Batak Christian Protestant Church, Indonesia
Pentecostal Churches of Indonesia
Congregations Crista, Brazil

ti

Evangelical Pentecostal s , Brazil for Christ
South African Methodist Church
Methodist Church in South Asia (India)

Presbyterian Church of Korea, (ilapdong)

Madagascar Church of Jesus Christ
Burma Baptist Convention
United Ev. Lutheran Churches in India

Church of Central Africa, Malawi (Presbyterian)
Korean Methodist Church
Evangelical Lutheran Church, Brazil

Presbyterian Church of Brazil

Zion Christian Church, South Africa
Tanzania Evangelical Lutheran Church

Adherents (Adults Adherents
198 0 1980) 1952

4,728,000 ( 1 , 519,000) 1 , 1 74,000
4,000,000 (2,753,0000 220,000
3,500,000 (1,860,000) 3,000,000
3,500,000 (2,000,000) _ _

2,941,000 (359,970) 403,000
2,142,000 1,665,000
1,959,000 (987,000) 1,033,996
1,746,000 (100,550) 25,000
1,556,000 (516,000) 895,000
1,500,000 (400,000)
1,384,000 (306,000) 321,000
1,236,000 (327,000) 597,000
1,100,000 (280,000) 240,000
1,065,000 (230,000)
1,050,000 (350,000) 125,000
1,044,000 (465,000) 502,000
1,000,000 (750,000)
1,000,000 (600,000)
1,000,000 (250,000)
942,000 (374,000) 684,000
901,000 (421,000) 450,000
900,000 240,000
881,000 (250,000) 600,000
798,000 (249,000) 439,000
790,000 (340,000) 483,000
766,000 (282,000) 386,000
700,000 (301 ,800) 129,000
629,000 (136,000) 740,617
623,000 (124,900) 123,000
600,000 (300,000)
592,000 (274,000) 62,000

Th e largest denominations (World) Adherents Adult

1. Evangelical Church in Germany
2. Church of England

3. Southern Baptist (USA)

4. United Methodist (USA)

28.500.000
27.660.000
14,000,000
14,000,000

22 , 000,000
9,600,000
11,600,000
10,300,000

- Statistics adapted from

World Christian Encylo-

pedia , 1982



STATUS OF GLOBAL MISSION, 1985, IN CONTEXT OF 20TH CENTURY
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WORLD POPULATION
1 Total population

2 Urban dwellers

Rural dwellers

4 Adult population

i iterates

fi Nonliterates

W ORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION
“ Christians (total all kinds)

8 Muslims
4 Nor religious

Hindus
I Buddhists

12 Atheists
- 1 rihal religionists

1 New Religionists

lews
Ui 'nktis

( ither religionists

t.LOBAL C HRISTIANITY
;s Total Christians as % of world

'i Attiliated church members
.it Practicing Christians

2 1 Chansmatics in Renewal
’2 Crvpto-Chnstians

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC
2.1 Anglicans
24 Catholics (non-Roman)
25 Marginal Protestants

2n Nonw hite indigenous Christians

27 Orthodox
28 Protestants

2 '-* Roman Catholics
.

- I
a li,„

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
Atnca
Past Asia

Europe
Latin America
Northern America

Oceania
South Asia

USSR

HR1ST I AN ORGANIZATION?^
Service agencies

, t Eoreign mission sending agencies

4* l Institutions

i KRISTIAN WORKERS
!l Nationals

t. Aliens (foreign missionaries)

( HRISTIAN FINANCE I in U.S. $, per year)

A 1 Personal income of chuich members

\ Giving to Christian causes
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A REFORMED DOCTRINE OF THE EUCHARIST AND MINISTRY
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR ROMAN CATHOLIC DIALOGUES

David Willis

PRECIS

One of the features of bilateral conversations lias been that they provide the occasion

for biblical, historical, and systematic research as a necessary stage in articulating present

agreements and continuing differences. An example of this is the way a reexamination of

Calvin’s oucharistic doctrine and the Christology which informs it has contributed to current

Komjn Catholic-Reformed dialogues.

However it may have been with the Zwinglian and Uullingcnan strands of Reformed
sacramcnt.il theology. Calvin maintained a doctrine of the real presence in the Lord’s Sup-

per. The starting point for his doctrine, one which lie shares with Cyril of Jerusalem, is the

mystical union of l lirisi with believers, According to Calvin, in the eucharist we participate

noi just in the benefits of Christ bui also in his substance, that of his humanity no levs

than of his divinity; Christ is substantially, not just sacramentally, present. C alvin's objection

to the doc trines of transuhstantiation and bodily ubiquity is that they constitute threats

to a correct doctrine of the real presence- the former by weakening the reality of the signs

winch Christ uses as the instruments lor his presence, the latter by weakening the reality of

the humanity of Christ through which the all-sufficient sacrifice was made. For Calvin, to

say that Christ is really presen i and that lie is spiritually present axe synonymous, since

"spiritually” refers to the action of the Holy Spirit who joins sign to reality and commu-
nity to Christ. Calvin works with a covcnantal and pneumatological ontology which, while
important for the sixteenth century, also affords lines of constructive development for

contemporary sacramental theology.

The joint statement resulting from the first round of dialogue* between the Secretariat

for Promoting Christian Unity and the World Alliance of Reformed Churches acknowledged
a common agreement on the real presence, while noting the diversity of ways this lias been
accounted for historically, and it acknowledged the way Ih>iIi traditions share a common

(Edward) David Willis (Presbyterian Church. L S. A > is Charles Hodge Professor of Syste-

matic Theology at Princeton Theological Seminary and chair of the Theology Dept lie

previously was on the faculty of San I rancisco Theological Seminary and (.Graduate Theo-

logical Lnion. Berkeley. C’A (1966-78). Princeton Theological Seminary (1963-66). and
Harvard Divinity School (1961-63). He lias also held short-term pastoral positions in C olo-

rado. Pennsylvania. New England, and Switzerland He hold*, a U.S front Northwestern Uni-

versity. a B.D from Princeton, and a Th.D. (1963) from Harvard Divinity School, with
additional studies in Geneva and Berlin. Dr Willis had been a member of the Reformed-
Roman Catholic Consultation in America since 1972 and of the Theological Commission ol

the World Alliance of Reformed Churches since 1 969. Long involved in numerous Presbyter-

ian and ecumenical organizations and consultations, he was a member of the W.C.C North
American Committee on lil \1. 1980-81. and participated in Reformcd-Russian Orthodox
dialogues in I cningrad and Budapest in 1976 and 1979 He edited Pacific Theological Re-
new from 1974-78. and is on the editorial council of Theology Today and the editorial

board of Studies in the History of Christian Thought, ed If Obcnnan (Brill. 1974 ) His

articles have appeared in a variety of journals over the last twenty years including J t.S
(21:1); most recent of his four books is Daring Prayer (John Knox. 1977). His ‘ Conies
lions: 9.5 Theses.” appears in (’». Bekes and il Mey er, cds.. Confession hdci. Studia Ansel-

miana 81 (Rome. 1982). lie is currently president of the Calvin Studies Society.
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Christology. It also recognized that, while there was remarkable agreement on other aspect*

of cucharistic doctrine, actual practice of common cuchaiist is still impeded by other con-

siderations, not the least of which arc some remaining obstacles to a mutual recognition ot

the special ministry of word and sacrament. The progress made in these dialogues points to

future directions to be explored in the doctrine of the ministry. Moving from cucharistic

agreement to examine the nature of ministry suggests a procedure for articulating greater

agreement on the nature of the ministry. This article offers four theses on the implication

of common eucharistic doctrine for a common understanding of the ministry of the whole

people of God and of the special ministry.

/ Introduction

One of the main features of the modern ecumenical movement is that

members of the different churches arc learning to listen to one another more

accurately, in ways less colored by earlier polemical stances. We are commonly

engaged in a task of rereading texts to understand explicit teachings and nuances

-for example, of sixteenti) -century authors and their \arious uses ol patristics

in ways wliich the heat and vested interests of religious wars made almost impos-

sible. 1 am thinking here of bilateral conversations, especially as they have dealt

with eucharist and ministry.* In this article I shall focus on one slice of this

wider phenomenon and consider what a rereading of the Reformed teaching on

eucharist and ministry means for continuing dialogues between Reformed and

Roman Catholics. Major misunderstandings had to be corrected out of primary

lexis, not to close the discussions but to enable them to move ahead on other

fronts where genuine differences indeed do exist and where further work needs

to be done.

11 The Reformed Doctrine of the Eucharist in Historical Context

and in Contemporary Dialogue

The Reformed tradition is really made up of several strands. Three features

common to these strands need, however, to be noted at the outset. First, Re-

formed theologians understood their task to be one of reforming the one, holy,

catholic, apostolic church of which they undeistood themselves to be a part. In

their debates, they claimed to be about the right continuity of the catholic

church, and surely not to be about founding or developing another church than

the catholic one. Second, they understood that precisely to remain catholic, the

church had to be “always reforming and to be reformed according to the Word

of God.” The Word here referred to is primarily Christ. But through the Scrip-

tures God addresses the church normativcly, so Reformed theologians sought llte

reform of doctrine and practice by what they took to be the principle of sola

•“The Three Reports of the Forum on Bilateral Conversations,” Faith and Older Paper

107 (Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1981), pp. 26-36.
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••CrHntme alone ” Third, in interpreting tire Scriptures, the Reformed
senpwre. Sc P

J[ew heaviIy on ,he history Gf interpretation in the Fath-

ers

<of**the*earIy church The Ecumenical Councils, especially those up through

Chalcedon played a normative role second only to Scripture. Indeed, what these

Reformed theologians meant by So/usOM “Christ only " in witnessing to

whom the Scriptures ultimately derive their authority, was decisively informed

by the trinitarian and chtistological decisions of those councils. For the six-

teenth-century Reformed theologians, the cry “to the sources” referred also to

patristic literature and liturgies. This applied also to their treatment of justifi-

cation insofar as the God who justifies us by grace alone through faith was

understood as the triune God. and the one by whose merits alone we are freely

forgiven was understood to be Jesus Christ, fully God. fully ltuman, the hypo-

static union.

Within the Reformed tradition which held the above points in common,

there were significant differences on the doctrine of the cuchanst. I appreciate

and generally agree with Brian Gcrrish
1
that there were at least three strains ol

cucharistic doctrine. There was the Zwinglian one which so emphasized the

memorial aspect of the Lord’s Supper in relation to other equally important

aspects, and tended so to understate the relation between the signs and the

reality signified, that it is difficult to point to a special eueharistic presence

of Christ. There was the Bullingerian strand which emphasized a parallelism or

correlation between signs and reality and opted for what is called a “sacra-

mental" presence of Christ in the eucliarst And there was the Calvinian strand,

in which the relation between sign and reality is most strictly emphasized,

and Christ is confessed to be present in the cuchanst not "sacramentally but

"really" and “substantially.”

Of the sixteenth-century Reformed theologians. Calvin had the most influ-

ence on subsequent theology, church polity, and ethics It is curious, however,

that during the course of the writing of handbooks of comparative symbolics

many of them written precisely to emphasize the contrasts among Lutherans, Re-

formed. Anglican, and Roman Catholic positions- Calvin’s cucharistic doctrines

came largely to be coalesced with the second (Bullingerian) strand Calvin’s own

views were cither lost sight of or treated as a variant of the “sacramentarians"

Thus, it was not uncommon to read that, whereas the Roman Catholics and Luth-

erans (through their doctrines, respectively, of transubstantiation and consub-

stantiation) held to the real presence, the Reformed (taking Bullingcr and Calvin

together) held not to the real presence but only to a spiritual presence of Christ

in tire eucharist. This picture is completely altered when we look again at Calvin’s

own doctrine, and the corrected picture results in a far more accurate basis on

which interconfessional dialogues are proceeding. Even for those who know that

’ John Calvin and the Lord's Supper." flic McCormick Quarterly, January. 1969. pp.

83ff and "The Lord’s Supper in the Reformed Confessions," Theology Today, July, 1966,

pp. 224 ff.
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Calvin held to a real presence, it is important to see how Calvin’s cucharistic

theology lias much to contribute to contemporary efforts to restate and reinter-

pret the reality being shared in the Lord's Supper.

In what follows, we will ( l ) review the main features of Calvin’s cucharistic

teaching. (2) see what role the recovery of this portion of the Reformed tradi-

tion is playing in dialogues with Roman Catholic partners, and (3) examine some

of the implications of an emerging agreement on the eucharist for the closely

related subject of the doctrine of ministry.

In his 1540 treatise on the Lord's Supper, Calvin wrote:

We must confess then that if the true re-presentation which God

gives us in the supper is true, the internal substance of the sacrament

is conjoined with the visible signs, and as the bread is distributed to

us by the hand, so the body of Christ is communicated to us in order

that we may be made partakers of it . . Though there should be

nothing more, we itave good cause to be satisfied, when wc under-

stand that Jesus Christ gives us in the supper the proper substance

of his body and blood, in order that we may possess it fully, and

possessing it, have part in all his blessings.

To understand what Calvin is affirming here, we need to understand several

aspects of his thouglit which underlie this representative cucharistic statement.

First. Calvin's view of the eucharist - indeed, all his theology -is an expansion

of the meaning of the accomplished and indissoluble union which Christ has

established w ith us The encompassing fact is that joining together of Head and

members, that indwelling of Christ in our hearts, that mystical union. “Not only

does Christ cleave to us by an indivisible bond of fellow ship, but with a wonder-

ful communion, day by day he grows more and more into one body with us

until he becomes completely one with us
" a The term “mystical union" lias

come to mean many tilings, so it is important to note that for Calvin it is not

some tiling which removes us from history, it is nut an abolition of creatureliness

by absorption into undifferentiated being. As Calvin treats it, this mystical union

is always ethically polar (an expression of the relation between Lord and ser-

vants!. corporate (taking the form of co-membership in the church), and escha-

tological (an accomplished fact but never perfect in litis life). These qualifica-

tions are necessary, but they do not duuinish that union. "I place the liighest im-

portance on the joining which we have with our Head, die sacred union (“mysti-

cal union" in the Latin edition) by which we arc made to rejoice in him."* This

’P. H ar Hi and W. Niesel, eds., Johannis Calvin Opera Selecia. 5 vols. (Munich: Clu.

Kaiser. 1 9 26 ff
. ) (hereafter, OS), 1 509-510, cf. It. Beveridge, cd. and tr.. Tracts and Trea-

tises ofJohn Calvin, voL 2 (Grand Rapids, Ml terdmans. 1958), pp. 172-173.
*) T. McNeill, ed., Calvin Institutes of the Christian Religion, u. J. L. Battles, 2 vols.,

Librai> of Christian Classics (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1 960> Ihcreatter. ICO. 3, 2.

24.05 4 35.

’The Institutes (hereafter. Inst ) 3. 11, 10: J.-D. Benoil. ed.. Institution de la religion

clirestienne, 5 vols. (Paris: Librarie Philosophiquc J. Vrin. 1957-631, 3.214.
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even means that “We are made his members and arc made one substance with

him.”*

Second, for Calvin. Christ himself and not just Christ's benefits are the sub-

stance or reality in which we participate. The benefits of Christ arc never to he

separated from him; they canpot be. But we enjoy participation in him, and the

benefits would not coine to us unless Christ made himself ours. The aim ol the

Lord’s Supper is “First, that we may grow into one body with him; secondly,

having been made partakers of his substance, then we may also feci his power

in partaking of all his benefits.”
7

The substance of the sacrament is the whole Christ {lotus Chrisms. scJ non

totum)* the humanity no less titan the divinity, present there by the powci of

the Word and Spirit. “When he gives himself to us. it is in order that wc may

possess him entirely.”
9
It is emphatically not just the Spirit that wc receive.

(IJt is not only a matter of our participating in his Spirit, but we

must also participate in his humanity, in which he rendered all obe-

dience to God his Father to make satisfaction tor our debts. I his is

true to such an extent that, strictly speaking, there is not the one

|
participation 1

without the other.
10

The whole Christ is really and substantially present in the cucharist by the power

of the Spirit-wliich is very different from say ing that we have only a “spiritual

presence” of Christ in the eucharist. The whole Christ is indeed spiritually pres-

ent. according to Calvin, providing, and only providing. \\c mean by “spiritually”

the ontological reality effected there by tire power of the Spirit

None of us denies that the body and blood are communicated to us.

But the question is, what is the nature of tins communication of our

Lord’s body and blood? 1 wonder how these men dare to assert sim-

ply and openly that it is carnal. V\ hen we say that it is spiritual, they

roar out as if by this term we were making it not to he what they

commonly call real. If they will use real for true, and oppose it to

fallacious or imaginary, we will rather speak barbarously than afford

material for strife. We are aware how little strivings about words

become the servants of Christ, but as nothing is gained by making

concessions to men who are in all wa>s implacable. I wish to declare

to peaceful and moderate men. that according to us the spiritual

mode of communion is such that we enjoy Christ in reality. Let us

be contented with this reason against which no man, unless very

quarrelsome, will rebel, that the flesh of Clinst gives us hie inasmuch

as Christ by it instills life into our souls and that it is also eaten by

‘Inst 3, 2, 24. Benoit, Institution. 3:42.

'Inst. 4. 17. 11;0S 5:354.

Cf. Inst. 4, 17, 29; 4, 17. 30; 2, 13, 4 (cf. P Lombard, Sentences, 3, 22. 3, Mignc.
Patrologia Latina, 392:804).

•05 1 508.
,0
Ibid.
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us when by faith we grow up into one body with Christ, that he be-

ing ours imparts to us all that is his.
11

Saying that Christ is really present by the power of the Spirit was not an
adequate account of Christ's real presence, according to those who insisted that

the real presence had to be guaranteed either by a doctrine of transubstantiation

or bodily ubiquity. Calvin's effort at faith seeking understanding (in this case,

the unshakable conviction that the whole Christ is really present, seeking un-
derstanding in terms of the work of the Spirit) is worth considering not just

as a chapter in the history of doctrine but also as providing some trajecto-

ries for a contemporary understanding of Christ’s real presence in the eucharist.

God's fidelity to his covenant, according to Calvin, is also operative in the eucha-
rist in the sense that the covenanting word is readdressed in the words of insti-

tution; they announce and contain the promise of Christ's presence in the eucha-
rist. The connection, conjoining, of the signs to the reality occurs not because
of an internal change in the elements themselves hut because of the new reality

those elements become for us in this fresh renewal of the covenant from God’s
side in the eucharist. The constitutively active factor is, however, not our re-

membrance of God's fidelity, not our faith; it is not our faith which makes
Christ really present. Rather, it is by Christ’s fresh action by the power of the

Spirit that Lire covenant is kept and Jesus Christ joins himself to the signs.

This is more than just saying that a symbol is a sign which participates in the

reality to which it points and that the elements of bread and wine are such sym-
bols. It is saying that the ontological connection, conjoining, of the reality with
bread and wine in the eucharist is effected by a fresh action of Christ by the

Spirit who is never separated from the Word. Moreover, the breaking of the bread
and the pouring of the wine conjoined to the Word are part of the material which
Christ uses for his eucharistic presence. To describe the Spirit’s work in this way
is not a substitute for an ontology of Christ’s real presence. It is rather to say
that there is no stronger ontology than that of the being and activity of the
Spirit, who is not just the agent of personal sanctification but is no less Creator
Spirit. The words of institution, "This is my body," are to be taken so seriously

and we rely on his promises there contained to such an extent that, according
to Calvin, Christ is present also to unbelievers, though he is received with all his

benefits only by the faithful. The objectivity of our participation in Christ and
the way the elements are related to it are put in a summary fashion in the Insti-

tutes:

In this manner tile apostle said, “The bread which we break is a par-
ticipation in the body ot Christ; the cup which we consecrate to this

by word and prayers is a participation in his blood” [I Cor 10:16-
17. order changed). There is no reason for anyone to object that this

"“Dcfensio . Doctrinae de Sacramenlis," OS 2:283-284; lievcridee Tracts and Trea-
tises. 2 222-223.
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is a figurative expression by which the name of the thing signified is

given to the sign. I indeed admit that the breaking of the bread'isa

symbol; it is not the thing itself. But, having admitted this, we shall

nevertheless duly infer that by the showing of the symbol the thing

itself is shown. For unless a man means to call (lod a deceiver,

he would never dare assert that an empty symbol is set forth by

him. Therefore, if the Lord truly represents the participation in his

body through the breaking of the bread, there ought not to be the

least doubt that he truly presents and shows his body. And the godly

ought by all means to keep to this rule: whenever they see symbols
appointed by the Lord, to think and be persuaded that the truth of

the thing signified is surely present there. For why should the Lord
put in your hand the symbol of his body, except to assure you of a

true participation in it? But if it is true that a visible sign is given us

to seal the gift of a thing invisible, when we have received tile symbol
of the body, let us no less surely trust that the body is also given to

us.
12

It is because the sign anil the reality are not arbitrarily connected by our
imagination or customs that Calvin insists on the substance of tire bread and
wine’s remaining after the consecration of die elements. Ilis point is that Christ
takes the signs which he himself designates for that purpose and makes them
the means by which we participate in the reality. Calvin’s point is stronger yet
namely, that if we do anything to violate the reality of the sign, we thereby
detract from that sacred conjunction which Christ himself effects by his Word
and Spirit. Hence the reformer’s insistence on the substance of the bread's re-

maining and the substance of the wine’s remaining-so that die real presence is

not minimized. Insisting on the continuing substance of the elements is die only
way of sticking to the basis of the real presence through bread and wine. All

creation comes into being and depends on God’s spcakmg Cod's Word and keep-
ing God's promises. It is only when we stick to this relational, covenantal. prom-
issory ontology that we, without a doubt, count on Christ's really being present
through the creatures he has appointed and set aside for die cucharistic part of
his saving activity.

That is also why Calvin finally opposes die doctrine of the bodily ubiquity
of Christ. If the assumed and ascended body of our Lord is not die same as our
bodies, which include definite limitation according to the flesh, dicn part of our
condition falls outside the sweep of God’s healing work Calvin, in other words,
is making the same point that Gregory of Nazianzus made against another ten-

dency to make Christ’s humanity only a partial one. I refer to Apollinaris and
to Gregory’s absolutely correct observation that "what is not assumed is not
healed.'” 2 Moreover, while Calvin rejects the doctrine of the bodily ubiquity, he

|Vnrr. 4. 17. 10.LCC. pp. 137O-71;0S 5:351-352.
'Tp. 101, adCledonium, Migne, Patrologia Craeca, 37 181.
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obviously always teaches that Christ is ubiquitous according to his divinity which

was and is hypostatically united to the flesh but not restricted to it. He insists

upon the ancient and orthodox doctrine that the eternal Word of God was and is

united to the flesh but not confined within its bounds: the eternal Word is hypo-

statically united to the flesh but is “also beyond the flesh” (etiam extra carnem).

I have stressed the “also" (etiam) because Calvin’s teaching became completely

distorted in subsequent polemics which portrayed the Calvinists as building their

Christology around speculation about some Word outside the flesh, and so their

Lutheran opponents spoke derisively of the “calvinistic outside” (the “extra cal-

vinisticum"). According to Calvin, the only Word which in fact is known and

responded to is the incarnate Word, and it is that very incarnate Word which is

not confined within the bounds of the flesh but is also beyond (etiam extra)

that flesh. One cannot rewrite the polemics of the early seventeenth century, but

if any term were to be used for this traditional Christology it would have to be

more accurately labeled “the patristic and catholic ‘beyond’" or, even better,

“the patristic and catholic ’also.’
”

The rereading of historical material is an integral part of the present state of

ecumenical conversations. This is an obvious point, but one which needs under-

lining. One of the features of bilateral conversations among almost all churches

participating in them has been that they provided the occasion for biblical, his-

torical, and systematic research as a necessary stage in articulating present agree-

ments and continuing differences. The alternative-a bypassing of traditionally

assumed differences- has been rejected in favor of scholarship at the service of

the ecumenical movement. In the case of the first round of Roman Catholic/

Reformed dialogues at the international level (1970-77), the end result of this

historical investigation was included in the reports referred to the respective

constituent bodies. The joint statement
14

did not restrict an understanding of

the eucharist just to an analysis and affirmation of the real presence, but such

an affirmation was included among the things which are commonly held.

The foundation of Christ’s special eucharistic presence is, in the final report,

confessed to be grounded in the mystery (sacramentum) “of Christ, in which he

has incorporated himself into our humanity, and partaking of which the Church

is built up as the Body of Christ.”
15
This presence is seen to be both sacramental

and personal:

This presence is sacramental in that it is the concrete form which the

mystery of Christ takes in the eucharistic communion of his body and

blood. It is also personal presence because Jesus Christ in his own
person is immediately present, giving himself in his reality both as

true God and true Man. In the Eucharist he communicates himself

14The Presence of Christ in Church and World: Dialogues between the World Alliance

of Reformed Churches and the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unin. 1 9 70- 77 (Geneva

:

W.A R.C.; Rome: S.P.C.U.. 1977).
I5
lbid , par. 82.
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to us in the whole reality of his divinity and humanity-body, mind

and will, and at the same time he remains the Son who is in the

Father as the Father is in him. The Reformed and Rolnan Catholics

are convinced of the centrality of this common christological confes-

sion. The specific mode of Christ's real presence in the Eucharist is

thus to be interpreted as (he presence of the Son who is both con-

substantial with us in our human and bodily existence while being

eternally consubstantial with the Father and the Holy Spirit in the

Godhead. 1*

At this point in the report a historical judgment is introduced to emphasize

the respective traditions’ common christological confession:

It is important to see that Calvin's Christology was mainly inspired

by the theology of St. Cyril of Alexandria and St Athanasius. It

would be easy to be misled by the term "extra Calvinisticum" which

arose out of 17th century polemics among Protestants, and even the

Calvinist teaching then was that after the incarnation, the eternal

Word, fully joined to the humanity in the hypostatic union, was

nevertheless not restricted to, or contained within the flesh, but

existed "etiam extra camem.” This doctrine, that the logos is at the

same time incarnated and present in the whole world, is not a Cal-

vinist specialty, but is common to the Christology of prc-Chalcedon-

lan orthodoxy. East and West. What clearly matters is the fully trin-

itarian context which is guarded by this doctrine and the Christo-

logical presuppositions on which there are no fundamental disagree-

ments between Roman Catholic and Reformed traditions.
17

This section of the report on Christ's real presence is, I repeat, only part of

the larger section on the eucharist and would, if taken in isolation, give an un-

balanced picture of the whole. Other sections deal with the biblical basis, the

paschal mystery of Christ and the eucharist, the eucharist and flic church's or-

ganization and renewal, eucharist in relation to liturgy and dogma, and continu-

ing lines of investigation. Paragraph 91 sounds a necessary note of repentance

which goes with the progress in agreement that h3s been made:

While we are aware of the serious discrepancy between our claims

of common theological understanding and our actual practices, we

gratefully acknowledge the way our investigations and discussions

have resulted in a greater appreciation of the richness in our respec-

tive eucharistic doctrines anJ practices. We believe we have reached a

common understanding of the meaning and purpose and basic doc-

trine of the Eucharist, which is in agreement with the Word of God
and the universal tradition of the Church. We also believe that flic-

way is clearly opening out before us on which remaining misunder-

"Ibid., par. 83 and 84.

'Tbid., par. 84.
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standings and disagreements about the Lord's Supper can be cleared

up. The terminology which arose in an earlier polemical context is

not adequate or taking account of the extent of common theologi-

cal understanding which exists in our respective churches. Thus we
gratefully acknowledge that both traditions. Reformed and Roman
Catholic, hold to the belief in the Real Presence of Christ in the

Eucharist, and both hold at least that the Eucharist is, among other

things: (1) a memorial of the death and resurrection of the Lord,

(2) a source of loving communion with him in the power of the

Spirit (hence the epiclesis in the liturgy), and (3) a source of the

eschatological hope for his coming again.
18

Hi Implications of the Eucharist for the Doctrine of the Ministry

The foregoing has indicated something of the Reformed doctrine of the

eucharist in its historical context and the way a recovery of this doctrine has

played a part in current Roman Catholic-Reformed dialogues. We now turn to

the more constructive task of setting forth several theses which spell out the

possible implications of this eucharistic agreement for future discussions about

the nature of the ministry. It is ordered in this somewhat unusual way out of

my conviction that a different perspective may be shed on the problems of mu-

tual recognition of ministry when we move out from a center of the common

reality we share-if not yet in the actual practice of the eucharist, still in the

necessary historical, biblical, and theological convergences in our respective

understandings of the eucharist.

1 The context of the eucharist is the whole people of God constituted and

equipped by Christ’s call to share in his ministry The context and the salvific cel-

ebration of the eucharist is the believing community which hears, grasps, ingests,

and takes to heart the Word, and which-freed by that Word-confirms afresh

the new covenant in the way it lives in the world. It celebrates again and again

to show forth Christ's death until he come and in this way to represent the sacri-

fice made once for all on the cross.

The foundation of the church's ministry is Christ’s call. The focus has often

been on Christ’s “instituting” the church in the sense of deliberately beginning

it in the act of transmitting the powers of the keys to Peter (in Matthew) or,

coupled with that, the special gift of the Spirit to the apostles (in John). This is

an accurate perspective as far as it goes, but sometimes an overstress on Christ’s

beginning the ministry with a historic commission has reinforced a somewhat

static ecclesiology. It has conveyed the impression that Christ began the church

and handed over to it certain powers which it then possessed by virtue of

le
lbid., par. 91.
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meticulous continuity. Of course, all churches knew that the church lives by
Christ's presence through the power of the Spirit, but this present, active, sover-

eign intervening Christ who is always Head of the church and is always out in

front of the church drawing his people forward sometimes gets obscured by a

sort of watchmaker's theory of the church: Jesus' great contribution was to get

the thing set up and started, after which it ran pretty much as any other human
institution.

Actually, if we remind ourselves of how the commissioning of the ministry

by Christ came to be narrated, we see that even if we focus on the institution

of the ministry by Christ we must have a far more dynamic understanding of
the ministry. Even the founding of the ministry by Christ comes to us filtered

through the experience of his present dominion. The gospels were composed by
those who wrote down their accounts in response to their having experienced
deliverance by the risen Lord. Even in the composition of the texi telling of
Christ s instituting the ministry, the experience of his risen sovereignty has a pri-

ority which shaped the selective memory of those who collected and edited the
sayings into a story. In other words, Christ's call to and setting apart of the
compilers of the gospels was the very foundation upon which we have the record
of the institution of the church.

Christ s calling his people into being is based on his own obedience to Clod's
will. He was obedient unto death on the cross. It is tliis sacrifice which is the
condition of his being vindicated, through the resurrection, as the Messiah. The
Suffering Servant is vindicated as the Sovereign; tliis is essential to die earliest

proclamation of the church in Acts and is carried over in the hymn in Phil. 2.

This Messiah is faithful where Israel was disobedient; the purity of his sacrifice
includes his learning obedience. The obedience of the Messiah to his own call

and the once-for-all sacrifice made on our behalf by hint are held together in the
vision which the author of Hebrews has of Christ's saving work. Christ's faithful-

ness to his own call is the presupposition of our calling; because of his fidelity

we are enabled to share the benefits of lus sacrifice and to participate in the
reconciling ministry which he wills for his people in the world.

2. The whole people uf God is the royal priesthood which is called and
commissioned to show forth Christ's death until he comes ; thev are the primary
human agency in the re presentation of Christ 's sacrifice According to the Let-
ter to the Hebrews, the significance of Christ's obedience and perfect sacrifice
is diat the provisions of the old covenant are fulfilled; ui dial fulfilling, diey
no longer require the continuity of a priesthood based on the extension of the
Levite order. Instead, Christ is the one who functions as both offerer and offered,
the perfect priest and the spotless sacrifice. Moreover, in him are rejoined the
king and the priest, so that he is the fullest expression of a cohesion of these
offices after the manner of Melchizedek.

This does not mean that priesthood has come to an end, dial the seriousness
o sacrifice is past, or that oblation is no longer necessary to the people of God.
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In fact, sacrifice is established on a more thoroughgoing and serious basis. It now
belongs to the whole people of God joined to him who is our continual interces-
sor. This calling of all those who share in Christ to the priesthood does not mean
a genferal diffusion so that there is no priesdy function or priestly office in the
body of Christ. We must admit that, in reacting against what they took to be
serious abuses of the priesthood of a particular class within the church, Protes-

tants sometimes confused the priesthood of all believers with the elimination

for all practical purposes, of the priesdy function altogether. But the priesthood

of all believers (not the laity of all priests) is one of those articles by which the

church stands or falls. When the faithful hear die call and enter into the covenant
life by responding dirough baptism, they are made sharers in the full ministry

wliich Christ continues to exercise through all his people. Christ is not divided,

nor are his various offices simply parcelled out. The whole people is to conform
to the whole Christ. The extension of his ministry, including his priestly office,

belongs to all the members of his body. Each member contributes to that total

ministry in a different fashion; there is a distribution of different gifts, and each

person exercises his or her share in the total priesthood differently. It is by its

life together in Christ that die community of believers makes the eucharistic

presence of Christ an actuab/.ed reality in the world. That is one goal of the

eucharist. that they go out into the world showing forth Christ’s death until he

come.

J. The eucharistic ministry of the whole people of God presupposes a con-
tinuity of special ministry of those who are equipped and commissionedforcom-
municating Christ's call through Word and sacrament. The administration of the

eucharist by diis special ministry of the Word belongs to the well-ordering of the

body under that Word. The necessity of the presence of the special ministry in

the administration of the sacrament is not due to any metaphysically different

status conveyed at die time of consecration of these people to the special priest-

hood. The indelible mark of ministry is that which is conveyed at baptism to all

believers. The authority of the special ministry consists in the exercises of par-

ticular gifts for serving the whole community through teaching, preaching, and
pastoral care. Thus, in John 21 . Peter's confession, his threefold denial, and his

threefold reinstatement by die risen Christ into his pastoral office are held to-

gether Peter is given his status as pastor, it is in the exercise of tliis office that

his authority consists. Those who stand in the succession which consists of the

exercise of the power of the keys -proclamation of judgment and mercy-have
that same authority wliich consists in die service of the Word for the nourish-

ment of Christ's flock.

Apostolic doctrine is transmitted by continuity of ministry. But where in

fact, and not just in name, is the continuity of that ministry which serves the

Word’’ On this point, die Reformed tradition, for all its emphasis that all tilings

be done decently and in order, has almost universally held diat diere is no
human or earthly guarantee that the nominally ordained ministry is really the
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ministry of the Word. In fact, according to the Reformers, it was an over-confi

dence in episcopal succession which led a large portion of the late medieval

church in the West to put its (rust elsewhere than on Christ's sovereign presence

through Word and Spirit. That misplaced confidence meant that the truly cath-

olic church had to branch away from the Roman Church, which -so the Reform-

ers were convinced-had in great measure lost its place in the genuine apostolic

succession. Never for a moment did the Reformers think they were beginning a

new church. They thought they were delivering the true catholic church from

the “Babylonian captivity" into which it had strayed through a misunderstanding

of genuine episcopal authority and what they took to be a consequent neglect of

the saving priority of God’s grace.

In retrospect, it is easy to see the polemical exaggerations into which parties

on all sides fell, but, even when we take these into consideration, the point pain-

fully made then still holds today. The burden of proof of who is "really catho-

lic” is not on just one party. Reformers today in all churches who are calling the
church to its catholicity-in the continuity of the Good News bodied lortli in a

new life together in Christ -frequently find themselves having to oppose those
who still define catholicity essentially in terms of structural lineage Now. in Uie
very same breath, we have to say that it is obviously a false dichotomy to say
either apostolic succession of doctrine or apostolic succession of ministry. There
is continuity to grace: grace is mediated through the earthen vessels of people,
institutions, elements. In tius case, we are talking about the continuity of God's
favor becoming reappropriated in each new generation through the continuity of
the special ministry equipped for the proclamation and teaching of the Word

The continuity of apostolic doctrine is essential to the continuity of the
believing community. I do not mean here that doctrine is contrasted with proc-
lamation. Saving doctrine is part of the proclamation which calls persons to
renewal on the basis of those truths confessed in baptismal covenants In fact,
that is, above all, the constitutive factor in apostolic succession: "where the
gospel message is. there is the church."

It is somewhat redundant to say that tire continuity of the believing commu-
nity depends on the continuity of apostolic doctrine—for it is also the believing
community which is the guardian and transmitter of that doctrine. Its faithful

transmission and powerful reinterpretation belong to Uie whole people of God.
The way in which the whole people of God carries out that commission, how-
ever, is by recognizing the special gifts which God gives to some of its number.
This recognition includes both the examination of those set aside for consecu-
tion as to their understanding and commitment to the saving truths of the faith

(including the regula fidei, or rule of faith, in its various expanded forms), and
public ratification in the act of consecration.

That is why the ordination of the special ministry is inseparable from the
succession of apostolic doctrine. To be sure, arguing from God's absolute power
(Je potentia absoluta) it could be otherwise, but that leads to labyrinthine spec-
ulation, and we are to stick to the ordinary means by which God accommodates
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to our weakness. This accommodation also means, therefore, that “where the

teachers of the Word of God are, there is the Church.” That is why there has

been in the Reformed tradition such a high doctrine of the ministry of the Word,

to the point that Calvin calls those in this special succession the oracles of God.

Their ordination is not a carte blanche: they are in this succession only insofar

as they exercise that service for all the poeple of God. When they cease to ex-

ercise that service, they simply cease to be in the apostolic succession. To be

a minister of the Word is the “highest calling," according to Calvin-and that

means a preeminence in service, because all believers depend on this calling in

order to understand their occupations as being vocations of God.

4. The corporate episcopacy which finds its personal representation in men

and women who are related to one another collegially is a useful instrument for

ordering the church in its struggle to be conformed to its servant Lord. The ques-

tion is not whether episcopacy has an important, indeed an inevitable, role in

ordering the life of the whole body of Christ in worship and mission, but what

the features of the process for reasonably assuring the continuity of the genuine

episcopacy are.

In the Reformed tradition there has been an insistence that the episcopacy

is equivalent to that body of ordained pastors and lay elders elected by congrega-

tions to be the vicars of Christ in a particular time and place. There is a very good

reason why the corporate episcopacy includes “laity” ordained into this office.

The office of the bishop retains its de facto authority insofar as it actually rep-

resents the ministry of the whole people of God. The impulse for this inclusive-

ness is not a romanticism which, misapplied and misunderstood, is the common
enemy of apostolic ministry in whatever Christian tradition; the inclusiveness is

a direct result of the conviction that the special ministry’s authority derives from

the general ministry into which Christ brings all believers in baptism.

This inclusiveness is not entirely unknown to some of the most decisive

moments of the church's history. It may very well have been only “religious"

and "priest" who voted in the great early ecumenical synods. But the laity-in

the person of the emperor who took his ordination to that office seriously, as

well as being motivated by political considerations—was an important factor in

the deliberation and results of those synods which produced the ecumenical sym-

bols. It took considerable lay pressure in the conciliar movement of the fifteenth

century to heal the divisions within and without the church. Indeed, the concili-

arists argued that, to be a true synod, the gathering of bishops must retlecl the

initiatives and flavors of individual cultures and language groups (modern nations

not yet being full-fledged entities) It remains an unresolved problem how an

episcopacy which is focused in one place can ever really represent the ministry

of the whole people of God, unless it deliberately makes provision for the indu-

sivencss of lay representatives from all countries, for to them also belongs the

apostolic ministry of which the special ministry is an expressive sign.

The discipline for the well-ordering of the body of Christ may draw on dif-
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ferent models of government as the gospel gets translated into different cultures.

The church has found it convenient to adapt its own ordering of affairs after sev-

eral political models, including that of the Roman imperium which for centuries

provided for the church’s continuity -and frequently its flexibility. That model

is not necessarily the only one for the church, but it is one which has a legiti-

macy, providing that both the universality and the locality of believers' experi-

encing the gospel can be kept together. Other political models-such as that of

regional synods, corresponding to the various parliaments in France, or the col-

lection of dioceses over which superintendents preside, or loose associations of

congregations-are also legitimate adaptations of cultural material by which the

church finds it useful to order its life under the Word. It is, however, through

transmission and reinterpretation that the magisterium provides for tire continu-

ity of that believing community which is the context for proper eucharistic cele-

bration. It is quite conceivable that the form of that structural continuity will

vary in the future as the so-called younger churches make use of their indigenous

cultures to embody the gospel.

Although it is difficult to find in the New Testament any single pattern of

government which exclusively corresponds to any subsequent form of ecclesias-

tical polity, by the middle of the second century the monarchial episcopacy

unquestionably proved to be one of the most important factors in the church's

survival in the midst of an alien and persecuting culture. A system of coordina-

tion among individual congregations was necessary to preserve the new sacred

writings (the nascent New Testament canon) and to control membership in the

movement (hence baptismal formulae). Loyalty to the elected bishop constituted

a sign of the seriousness of one's adherence to the movement; in that sense it is

true that where the bishop is there the church is.

It is, of course, a long way from Christ’s deliverance of the powers of the

keys to the establishment of a monarchial episcopacy culminating in the occu-

pant of any one see. At successive times, the actual leadership of the church

passed frorp see to see as decisions were required on different issues. For the

Western church, the see of Rome took on special significance, especially after

451 and Leo l’s intervention at Chalcedon. However, this insistence on one focus

of representative episcopacy did not always actually contribute to the unity of

Christians-as might, for example, a view in which the office focused at Rome
was recognized as first among equals. On this point, all Christians in the West

have to listen carefully again to the Christians of the churches in the East. There

is, at any rate, no reason why the corporate episcopacy should not find its

expression in the office of a person elected by a body representative of the

whole people of God. The recognition of such an office visibly 10 express the

unity of all Christians would seem to be a valid part of future ecclesiastical com-
munion.
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Hollis L. Green laments over the cancer that destroys
Christian Churches in our generation. It is inconceivable that
churches take sick and die while denominations spend most of
their resources on things other than discipling and billions
have yet to hear about Jesus Christ.

His motivating principle to write this book comes from
the writings of St. Luke. Being a trained doctor Luke carefully
analyzes real problems. Luke's concern for the human involvement
in the Divine plan motivated his interest e.g. Jesus as the Son
of Man

.

He writes this book as a result of twenty years of ministry
and study in the field of church growth and basic evangelism. Re-
search was done in places like South America, the Far East, Europe,
and the United Kingdom.

Thirty five reasons are enumerated as the reasons "Why
Churches Die" and proposes a remedy of Biblical proposals. Doing
this he calls for total surrender to Christ and for quality
Christians. These thirty-five problems are dealt with under five
headings

.

A . Programme-centered problems

1. Christianity has lost its Sunday punch - The missue of
Sunday.

2. Great commission is misunderstood - Misunderstood as
an imperative rather than internal motivation of spiritual
activity.

3. Methods are considered a means to reach men - Methods should
not be used to produce men in order to have means to build
Church - Church should build atmophere for total involve-
ment.

4 . Programming Limits mobilization - Growth needs simple pro-
gramming in which everyone can understand and become in-
volved .

5. Church is imprisoned by previous patterns - Programming
must be changed to meet contemporary society and not
hold on to traditional programmes to perpetuate tradi-
tional doctrine.

6. Base becomes the field of operation - the building complex
is a force with which to work and net the field in which to

work. Evangelism is taking the message outside the walls.
7. Congregation is unaware of Dying Organism - when the church

loses relevance and cannot communicate and most members are
unaware that it is dying.
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.

Personnel - Centered Problems

8. Proclamation is downgraded - Preacher is not challenging

9. Purpose of the church is thwarted - Church is to be

Christ's body reaching out to the needs of mankind.
10. Growing gap between pulpit and pew is overlooked - Sermons

are too abstract. Work of equipping the saints is neglected.

11. Weak links endanger the chain of Evangelism - Members not

identifying with the role of the minister. Converts don't

become disciples and disciples fail to mature to apostles
of the street

.

12. Cheap Grace produces poor converts - not to follow for

loaves and fishes but for the Cross. Indequate com-

prehension of conversion causes problems.
13. Converts do not become disciples - Churches often stop at

evangelism and not discipling.
14. Disciples do not become Apostles - Only through the power

of the Holy Spirit can Christian disciples become fervent

Apost les

.

C . Organization - Centered Problems

15. Doctrinal Orthodoxy is considered sufficient - possessing
a doctrinal statement is not sufficient, but must experience
and practice it

.

16. Inherent Growth factors are obstructed - Churchmen more con-

cerned with s e 1 f
- p e r p e t ua t io n and longevity than involvement

of new and creative talent.
17. Church men are content with Mediocrity - too content with

gradualism of growth, which occurs automatically when the

church penetrates society.
18. Church suffers from spiritual disease - Many sins of

Omission e.g. failing to challenge congregation or having
confession.

19. Church is strangulated in vital areas - i.e. leadership,
everyone not playing his part.

20. Global perspective and concern are missing - must reach out

and see self as part of the one body of Christ.
21. Church planting is neglected - Human effort needed to bring

churches into being.

D . Fellowship Centered Problems

22. A "No Harvest" theology grown - Maintain status quo - no

growth.
23. A "come" strategy prevails - too pravelent, does not lend

itself to numerical growth.
24. An active constituency drift in concealed - camouflages

growth by statics etc.
25. Paternalism - Small churches tempted not to be self dis-

ciplined, with no local initiative thus progress remains
at a minimum.

- 2 -



26. Walls isolate converts from their potential - to be
a Christian one must be involved.

27. Priorities given to secondary projects e.g. building
huge complexes rather than making disciples.

28. Individuals are lost in the crowd - more concern and
planning done for groups rather than individual.

E . Renewed - Centered Problems
29. Dynamic Structure is disregarded - formal regulations

need to be relaxed and increase dynamic leadership.
30. Purpose of revival is frustrated - More concerned with

bringing members to church rather than to Christ.
31. Priesthood of believers is neglected - no difference

between clergy and laity before God - more consideration
needed for laity.

32. A "passive sheep" structure prevails - Churches too
protective.

33. Wrong route is taken in renewal - Evangelism most meet
people at focal point of spiritual need.

34. Courage to prune is almost nonexistent - too concerned
with status quo and not opened to change.

35. Men unintentionally hinder - no Christian will
intentionally hinder God's work, but human nature
causes it unintentionally.

I

I
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Brpce

Best

Baptism, in the Coptic Orthodox style in Egypt. Different teachings about this sacrament have been a

divisive issue for Christian churches. And now?

Agreeable hosts,
i a long reception

Churches throughout the world are being asked to consider some new
agreements on basic theological issues. The invitation comes from a group

which is probably the most widely representative ever assembled of the

different Christian traditions.

Earlier this year, the WCC Faith and
Order commission launched a reception

that will likely last for several years. No,
its 120 theologians from the six continents

and virtually all the world’s Christian

communions are not throwing an open-

ended theological wine and cheese party.

In this case, reception is the name of a

process begun last January in Lima, Peru,

when the full commission assembled for

two weeks, as it does every four years or

so for what one might call a world Chris-

tian theological congress.

At Lima, the commission gave a unani-

mous okay to the sending forth of a text

which expresses the fruit of half a century

of ecumenical theological reflection on

three fundamentals of the faith —
baptism, eucharist, and ministry, or BEM
if you’re given to acronyms.

The theologians said, in effect: “We
have done our work, five decades’ worth.

This text says more than we have ever

said together about these key issues since

the church's visible unity was shattered

centuries ago.

“For the most part, we find consensus.

And where we don’t, we usually find con-

vergence, notwithstanding much conven-

tional wisdom about what distinguishes

Baptists from Methodists from Eastern

Orthodox from Old Catholics from

Reformed from Oriental Orthodox from

Anglicans from Roman Catholics from

Lutherans.

“So now, you bishops and other

leaders of the church, and you who form

its congregations, tell us what you think

of what we have done. We have tried to

be faithful to the truth as our various tra-

ditions have preserved it and as we have

discerned it together in this time.

“If we have strayed, show us how and

where. And if not, then face up to the

implications of the consensus/conver-

gence we outline. What hinders now
greater visible evidence of our unity in

faith?”

Thus, the period of reception has

begun. The churches of the world are

being asked to respond formally and offi-

cially to BEM at the highest level of

authority they can manage by the end of

1984 .

To what extent do they see in BEM
the faith of the church throughout the

ages? And insofar as they see it, what

does that mean for their relations with

other churches which make the same or a

similar judgment?

Faith and Order director William Laza-

reth, a US Lutheran, calls this worldwide

ecumenical reception effort unpre-

cedented in church history. Theology has

long been used to justify church division.

In the Lima text, quite deliberately, it is in

the service of church reunion.

If the theologians who laboured so

long and lovingly on BEM are judged

right, the traditional supports for much

church division will be seriously

undercut. Who knows where that might

lead?

Dr Lazareth and his colleagues shep-

herd BEM reception and the rest of Faith

30
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Faith and Order director William Lazareth (left) with commission moderator Professor Nikos

Nissiotis, from Greece.

and Order work from offices at the end of

one of the many corridors in the Ecumen-
ical Centre in Geneva. Three other pro-

fessional theologians are part of the team
— C. S. Song, a Taiwanese Presbyterian,

Michael Kinnamon, a Disciples minister

from the United States, and Hans-Georg
Link, a Lutheran from the Lederal Repu-

blic of Germany.

Until it wound up a few months ago,

the WCC study community of women
and men in the church was directed by

Constance Parvey, a US Lutheran, as part

of the Laith and Order staff.

The first world conference on faith

and order assembled in Lausanne, Swit-

zerland, in 1927. Laith and Order’s secre-

tariat and its 120 member commission are

thus the current manifestation of one of

the World Council of Churches’ major

predecessor movements.

But Dr Lazareth quickly rejects the

image of Laith and Order as the WCC’s
theology or theological studies depart-

ment, especially if that is taken to mean
that the council’s other units are not signi-

ficantly involved in the theological enter-

prise by their various studies and actions.

What he does note as a Laith and

Order distinctive, however, is that its sole

mandate is also the council's first purpose

— to call the church to visible unity in

one apostolic faith and one eucharistic

fellowship. That makes visible church

unity a special Laith and Order preoccu-

pation.

Thus, work with united and uniting

churches around the world, reflection on

the role of councils of churches in steps

towards unity, and attention to the activi-

ties, especially the bilateral theological

dialogues, of the Christian world com-
munions (represented, for example, by

the Lutheran World Lederation, the

World Alliance of Reformed Churches

and the Anglican Consultative Council),

are a major part of the Laith and Order

agenda.

Besides BEM, Laith and Order cur-

rently has two other main areas of the-

ological study and reflection under way:

“Towards a common expression of the

apostolic faith today” and “Unity of the

church and renewal of human commu-
nity”.

Double question

The “common expression” study asks

a double question. On the one hand, can

the world's churches look back to the

fourth-century Nicene Creed as an

authoritative summary of what Christians

confess? On the other hand, can they

look around them and explicate the

Nicene faith in ways which speak to the

particular needs and concerns of the

world at the end of the 20th century?

The “unity/renewal” study asks, one

might say, how it matters for the world if

the church gets its theological house in

order. What will it profit if BEM is

resoundingly affirmed while at the same
time the world and the churches in it

remain divided because of racism or

sexism or other discriminations, or by

great differences in material wealth or

divergent social and political systems?

In recent years, the make-up of the

commission — and with it the style and

emphases of Laith and Order — have
changed in two notable ways. Though not
quickly enough for some, it is gradually

becoming less male and less Lirst World
in its composition.

It is also drawing a membership which
has more to do directly with the life and
work of the churches it serves. That is,

alongside academic theological expertise,

commitment to and involvement in the

church loom a bit larger as factors in

Laith and Order commission member-
ship.

Commission membership is probably

the most theologically inclusive in con-

temporary Christendom. Even traditions

without WCC membership — Roman
Catholics, US Southern Baptists and
Adventists, for example — have official

representatives as full members of the

commission.

Widely representative it may be, but

the role of the commission and its secre-

tariat is sometimes a delicate one. In the

matter of church unity, for example, it is

the churches which, in the end, will have

to do the uniting and it is important not

to pre-empt their prerogatives.

Pushing too fast or too soon could

cause some non-theological factor to rear

its head and upset the careful theological

crafting which has been decades in the

making.

Nevertheless, the Laith and Order

commission and secretariat have as their

mandate to probe and to prod, to keep

the status quo of church division from

becoming too comfortable, theologically

or otherwise.

So, how to picture Laith and Order,

secretariat and commission? It means to

be a bridge between professors and

bishops, honest broker among and within

church families and traditions, restaurant

keeper offering theological menus and

cuisine so as to encourage the ordering of

something a bit daring and to avoid cases

of acute indigestion.

There is a “programmatic payoff’ for

Laith and Order, says Dr Lazareth, each

time what it does helps to move the

church closer to a unity that can be seen

— that the world might believe. Success

in that effort would mean the commission

and executive as we now know them

would be out of business.

But even a visibly united church

would not, the director adds, make the

underlying purpose of Laith and Order

less essential — putting “theology in the

service of the church in the service of the

world”.

Thomas Hartley Dorris

Thomas Hartley Dorris is editor of Ecumenical

Press Service.
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assure abundant food. All of us must see God's will, center on that will, and perceive

each other as brothers and sisters in a covenant of mankind."

# # #
-- Frances Jones, Carthage, MO, is a member of First Presbyterian Church in Carthage

and is a "literacy writer" for adults with poor reading skills. She is a member of the
Talent Bank of Professional Presbyterian Communicators.

Report #8566 PRESBYTERIANS DO NOT OBJECT TO ECUMENICAL WORK
BUT OBJECT TO CERTAIN WCC, NCC ACTIONS, SURVEY FINDS

NEW YORK, April 8 -- Presbyterians in the United States generally do not oppose

various types of ecumenical relations, but take exception to what 45 percent of them in

a recent survey said is one of the objectives of the World Council of Churches, "to

provide funding for groups fighting racial injustice, even though some of the groups

promote or are engaged in violent revolution."

^
More than 50 percent of the members, elders and pastors responding to the June 1984

GrcfZjfcv- Presbyterian Panel questionnaire, which focused on ecumenical issues, said it was not a

’ proper activity of the World Council of Churches to give money directly to organizations

which advocate or are engaged in violence while seeking to correct the abuses of

racism. Those responses came from a question about the Programme to Combat Racism.

The council has been criticized for its Programme to Combat Racism. The program is

funded solely by donors who designate their funds to that cause. The program receives

no denominational funds from the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A. ).

-

27)
Similarly, 51 percent of the elders who responded said that pub! ishing an inclusive

language lectionary was n ot an appropriate activity of the National Council of the

U ^ Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. , as did percent of the members, and 42 percent of

the pastors. Forty percent of the pastors and 59 percent of the clergy in

more
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denomination-related specialized ministries approved of publication of the lectionary,

the first of which the council published in October 1983.

The Presbyterian Panel consists of 5,262 scientifically-selected persons from across

the 3.1 million-member Presbyterian Church (U.S.A. )--members, elders, pastors,

specialized clergy (e.g. chaplains) in denomination-related positions, and specialized

clergy in non-Presbyterian Church-related positions--who are asked their

opinions about various issues five times a year by the Research Unit of the Support

Agency.

No Opposition to Talks

Responding to the June 1984 questionnaire were 2,497 persons.

"For all practical purposes, there is no opposition to having talks with Protestant

and Catholic groups or to cooperating with other churches to aid the poor," according to

a summary of the findings prepared by Keith M. Wulff, who is a research associate in the

Research Unit and also the panel administrator.

A significant number of panelists were opposed to "cooperating with other church

(
f bodies... to aid groups such as [the Southwest Africa Peoples Organization, a group which

vrrH
is fighting to drive South Africa from Namibia]...," according to Wulff. Thirty-one—

percent of the elders and 27 percent of the members opposed support for such groups.

Panelists also showed opposition to "cooperating with other church bodies in

establishing an office in Washington, DC, to communicate the churches' viewpoint...."

Twenty-three percent of the elders and 20 percent of the members opposed such an

ecumenical office in Washington, DC.

Lack of Knowledge

In analyzing the responses, the Research Unit discovered that knowledge of both the

World Council of Churches and of the National Council of Churches by the 1,390

laypersons (members and elders) who responded was "not as great as expected."

The four-page questionnaire listed eight activities of both ecumenical groups and

more
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asked respondents to check those of which they were aware. "Most of the programs listed

are known by fewer than 50 percent of the lay panelists," according to Wulff.

"Even controversial programs, such as those of the WCC which makes statements

concerning public policy issues and the inclusive language lectionary of the NCC, are

known by less than 50 percent of the lay panelists."

The CBS program, "60 Minutes," which aired in January 1983, and the August 1982

article in The Reader's Digest were cited most frequently as the source from which

the lay respondents obtained a "great deal" of information about the World Council of

Churches.

In regard to the National Council of Churches, lay member respondents said they

obtained most of their information from The Reader's Digest . For elders and pastors,

the primary source was The Reader's Digest and The Presbyterian Layman .

The survey appears to show that "the members' and elders' main source of information

concerning the WCC are sources perceived by many persons to be negative toward the WCC

and the main sources for the clergy [are General Assembly and WCC publications],"

according to Wulff.

The survey also indicated that the National Council of Churches is not as well known

as the World Council of Churches. Twenty-one percent of the members and 15 percent of

the elders said they had not heard of the National Council of Churches, compared to 12

percent of the members and eight percent of the elders who had not heard of the World

Council of Churches.

Clergy More Favorable

Clergy who responded were significantly more favorable to the two councils than were

elders and members.
0v U t

i.*y**f
r

,

For example, asked about the World Council of Churches, 38 percent of the members

:|o

indicated they were "very positive," "positive" or "somewhat positive" toward the

*>*f
• ecumenical body. Forty- two percent of the elders checked one of the three categories,

CoV> Jn® ^ • more
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as did 66 percent of the pastors, 80 percent of the specialized clergy in employment

related to the denomination and 73 percent of the clergy in non-Presbyterian employment.

Similarly, 31 percent of the members said they were "somewhat negative," "negative,"

or "very negative" toward the World Council of Churches, with 41 percent of the elders,

20 percent of the pastors, 12 percent of specialized clergy working in denominational

employment and 16 percent of the specialized clergy in non-Presbyterian employment

marking the same responses.

Asked about the National Council of Churches, 40 percent of the members indicated

yob^^they were "very positive," "positive" or "somewhat positive" toward the ecumenical

body. Thirty-four percent of the elders checked one of the three categories, as did 68

yi- percent of the pastors, 79 percent of the specialized clergy in employment related to

imilarly, 22 percent of the members said they were "somewhat negative," "negative,"

elders, 20 percent of the pastors, 12 percent of specialized clergy working in

denominational employment and 14 percent of the specialized clergy in non-Presbyterian

employment marking the same responses.

Those conducting the survey said "there is no strong relationship between

theological belief and opinions concerning either the WCC or NCC."

Slight Regional Differences

But the researchers did find a slight regional difference in opinions. "Members

living in the South are most likely to be negative towards the WCC and those in the

Northeast the least likely to be negative," according to Wulff. There is no regional

difference among clergy concerning the World Council of Churches.

As for the National Council of Churches, "the members in the South have the highest

percentage of people saying they are negative about the NCC. The members in the West

and elders in the Midwest have the highest percentage who are positive toward the NCC,"

the denomination and 74 percent of the clergy in non-Presbyterian employment.

^V^or "very negative" toward the National Council of Churches, with 30 percent of the

more -
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according to Wulff.

The survey determined that "women are almost twice as likely as men to have a

positive opinion of the WCC," said Wulff. "Women are also more likely to have positive

opinion of the WCC."

The June 1984 Presbyterian Panel questionnaire was devoted to the two ecumenical

bodies to help the Special Committee on National Council of Churches and World Council

of Churches Relationships gather information about what persons in the denomination

think about the two bodies.

The special seven-member committee, created by the 195th General Assembly (1983) in

the wake of media coverage in The Reader's Digest and "60 Minutes" is chaired by Jack

Shirek, Orlando, FL. The committee is scheduled to make a progress report to the 197th

General Assembly (1985) in June and seek another year for the completion of its work.

# # #
— Allen Kratz, News Services Manager

Report #8567 YOUTH TRIENNIUM DESIGNERS MEET;
"LIKE A BURNING FIRE" IS EVENT THEME

WEST LAFAYETTE, IN, April 3 — Plans for the 1986 Youth Triennium sponsored by the

Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Presbyterian Church (U.S.A. ) and Presbyterian Church in

Canada, have begun with the initial meeting of the design team during a four-day meeting

which ended at Purdue University today.

Representatives from the three sponsoring denominations were chosen through an

extensive denominational selection process and come from throughout Canada and the

United States. Geographical representation spans from Barrow, AK, across Canada and the

continental United States, to Puerto Rico.

The youth event, designed for over 4,500 persons ages 15-19 and adults who work with

young persons, will be held at Purdue University July 8-13, 1986.

more
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The theme for the event is "Like a Burning Fire." The goal statement for the event

is: "We, the participants in the 1986 Youth Triennium, are called as Christians to:

build a community of faith; explore our unity and diversity; realize the power of God's

presence in our lives and celebrate it; be doers of the Word; grow spiritually and

personally; examine critical issues in the lives of young people and in the world; be

the people of hope in God's world and to help and serve others through Jesus Christ."

Participants will attend the event in presbytery delegations. Applications will be

available in the fall of 1985 from presbytery offices.

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) persons serving on this design team are: Charles

Bollinger, Jersey Shore, PA; Qavlyn Boyd, Memphis, TN; Susie Burris, Fairbanks, AK;

Christopher J. OeWorken, Rockaway, MJ; Patrick Ferguson, Huntington, WV; Sabrina Gee,

San Francisco; Mary Hunt, Chicago; Lisa Hurley, Tulsa, OK; Betty McGinnis, Arnold, MD;

Marabeth Smyser, Chagrin Falls, OH; Kurt Spence, Masonville, CO; and Erick Wilfredo

Walker, Mayaguez, PR. Denominational staff includes the Rev. Bernie C. Dunphy-Linnartz,

New York City; Dee Koza-Woodward, Atlanta; and the Rev. Mary Lee Talbot, New York City.

U Jt JL
T T ff

— Marj Carpenter, Presbyterian News Service, General Assembly Mission Board,
At! anta.

MEDIA ADVISORY

Characteri sties of the Presbytery of Whitewater Valley

When Presbyterians gather in Indianapolis on June 4 for the opening of the 1 97th
General Assembly (1985), they'll be situated not just in Indiana's capital city (the

13th most populous U.S. city), but also a presbytery (area governing body) and synod
(regional administrative body) with a long history of evangelism and social service.

The host presbytery is the Presbytery of Whitewater Valley, which takes its name

from a river at the far eastern edge of this 37-church governing body.

The Whitewater River flows into the Ohio River not far from Rising Sun, a riverbank

town of 2,000 which is the site of the first Presbyterian meeting of authentic record in

Indiana.

That meeting occurred in 1804 at the home of Samuel Fulton, who several times
- more -



The Student Volunteers of 1886,
Their Heirs, and the Year 2000

Ralph D. Winter

Thefollowing thoughts werefirst presented in an earlier version to the June 17 dinner meeting

of the 1986 session of the Institutefor the Study ofAmerican Evangelicals at the Billy Graham
Center in Wheaton, Illinois, USA.

On the grounds of D. L. Moody’s new girls’ school at Mt. Hermon in western Massachusetts,

251 students from elite colleges in the East gathered with Moody in August of 1886, at the height

of his career. One hundred of them, in an unplanned event toward the end of the conference, made
a pledge of personal involvement in foreign missions. This event has commonly been considered

the beginning of the mighty Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions.

INTRODUCTION
Our purpose in part is to trace that movement across the 100 years to the present. What a

century! It would take many hours merely to recite the major events of this fullest century in all

human experience.

In fact, in a broader sense, our purpose is no less than to understand this remarkable century

from the point of view of what God was and is and is about to do. In this quest we are not

choosing one of the side shows of the many exciting developments that crowd the canvas. Many
treatments follow out such secondary or tertiary elements. We wish to focus on what is most
likely to be the very backbone of God’s agenda in this century. Little considered in conventional

thinking, this element is also surprisingly absent even within our normal agenda of evangelical

intellectual pursuits. To restore a better perspective of this century I have compiled a list of “other”

events which are ordinarily not mentioned in secular or secularized treatments. This is placed at the

end of the paper, but deserves consultation at many points throughout.

Most important, as was true with those students and their leaders at Ml Hermon in 1886, our
earnest purpose must be to peer in faith into the immediate future. We discover, with awe, that

they looked forward fourteen years to evangelizing the world by the year 1900. Dare we look

forward fourteen years to accomplishing the same goal—the evangelization of the world by the end
of the century? For us, this goal is certainly much more reasonable than it was for them.

We do not have any sure knowledge about our own next fourteen years, but we do know a very

great deal about theirs. And we are struck by the curious parallels in recent events to the significant

momentum which, prior to 1886, had already been built up. Their prayers and sacrificial efforts

back then constituted such a mighty “sprint” for the end of the century that, looking back, it can

accurately be said that the year 1886 was a profoundly significant “threshold year.”

Will 1986, like 1886, be another “threshold year”—afinal threshold just prior to the End of

History? This is no idle question.

I find it almost electrifying to look at graphic portrayals of so significant a factor in world
evangelization as the rise and fall of student mission interest. As these drawings indicate, in this

century there have been in the United States alone two major series of large student meetings
emphasizing foreign mission endeavor. Each series reflects a movement affecting the lives of

thousands of students on an almost daily basis, especially in the earlier period.
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Figure 1 portrays the actual attendance at the two main series of nationwide student mission
gatherings in the United States—the Student Volunteer Movement Quadrennials in the first half of
the century and the SFMF/IVCF Student Missionary Conventions held mostly at Urbana in the

second half of the century. (For simplicity I have omitted the sizable “Christmas Conferences,” the

Houston and Kansas City meetings, and the December 1985 global satellite “Explo ’85” sponsored
by Campus Crusade, as well as the significant build-up of the European counterpart to the Urbana
series, sponsored by TEMA.)

Looking at the graphs, the record of attendance year by year at each of the two series of

meetings is very interesting. But when we weight the attendance statistics to the population size of

college students in their respective generations, as is done in Figure 2, certain facts become
shockingly clear.

I was frankly amazed, for example, to see how relatively larger in their time were the SVM
Quadrennials than have been the Urbana conventions in ours. The drastic difference between these

two diagrams is due to the astonishing increase in the number of college students, going, as it has,

from 2 per thousand citizens back then to 50 per thousand today. No wonder that in this second
figure the graph of the 18,000 students at Urbana today appears much, much smaller than that of
the 6,000 SVM students in Des Moines in 1920!

One might question, in fact, if it is really fair to compare the two. The SVM stressed missions

alone, whereas only at Urbana does IVCF (the sponsoring organization) give full attention to that

subject. Daily, throughout the year, the SVM students were immersed in missions input. By
comparison, the record today of any organization promoting daily mission study is very weak.

Nevertheless, a comparison of the two series of meetings gives valuable insights into what God
might be doing in our day. I have been studying the beginnings of the Student Foreign Mission

Fellowship in 1936, now a part of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. But the more I have learned

about the beginnings of the Student Volunteer Movement, the more I have come to realize that the

proper comparison was not between 1886 and 1936, but rather between 1886 and 1986. In other

words, we are just now in a comparable situation. Why do I say this?

For one thing, two of the three great currents (of which we are about to speak) which carried the

SVM forward after 1886 were seriously absent in 1936. As a result, the SFMF struggled forward

for many years and only recently has begun to benefit from those additional forces which are

appearing once again.

We must, of course, be very grateful for the staying power of the Urbana stream in the

intervening years and its promise of immense accomplishments by the year 2000. But it is more
reasonable to compare the unprecedented upsurge in rmssions/o//<9vvmg 1886 to what we should

look forfollowing 1986.

In summary, then, we commemorate in 1986 the conference at Mt. Hermon, Massachusetts in

1886, which initiated the earlier of these two movements. We also commemorate the 50th

anniversary of the somewhat less dramatic initiative which produced the Student Foreign Mission

Fellowship, and later on, the Urbana series of meetings. (We could, if we wished, also

commemorate the Haystack Prayer Meeting, which occurred 180 years ago, in 1806.)



My hypothesis, however, is that the parallel to the Urbana period (1936 to present) is not the

Quadrennials following 1886 but the relatively less spectacular events preceding the 1886

conference. We must realize that with all the hopeful signs today, we are really only in the

beginning of a new, vast, youthful push into world service. The major proportions of this new
movement are just ahead. And as we examine the outpouring from Mt. Hermon as those students

looked forward to the year 1900, we might best compare it to what outpouring, under God, may
develop as a result of our commemoration of that event this year, in 1986, as we look forward to

the year 2000.

By now it will be clear why the two major divisions of this material are, first, the original Mt.

Hermon meeting—and its hopes for the year 1900—and the commemorative Mt. Hermon meeting

of 1986—and what its hopes might be for the year 2000.

MT. HERMON AND THE YEAR 1900
There was a clear-eyed vision back in 1886, so hopeful that it scandalized many people for

many years to come. Later, when it became clear they couldn’t complete the evangelization of the

world by the turn of the century, first mission leaders and then the students began talking about

evangelizing the world “in this generation.” But in 1886 their target date was 1900. By 1900 that

generation did, in fact, move mountains, you might say, though they did not quite cast them into

the sea. In my judgment, theirs is the first and only time in history that a large country was moved
so mightily by such a vision and accomplished so much in so short a period. There were several

streams of influence making up this mighty outpouring. We must look at them closely and see if

there are parallel streams leading up to 1986 which might allow us a similar vision as we look

toward the year 2000... and, perhaps, the End of History?

We can note at least three major currents flowing into the 1 886 event and into the movement
which followed. One stream was the then-abounding vitality of the institutional YMCA
movement, which would become for John R. Mott and his fellow students even more than what
Roman citizenship had been for the Apostle Paul.

Secondly, there was the mood of secular America exerting momentous yet invisible cultural

pressure upon every person present at that meeting in 1886, projecting an amazing mood for world
expansion. This complex secular force did not so much dominate the group as allow it a carrier

vehicle for its message.

Preeminent was a third force, a long-standing spiritual current traceable to the initiative of God
Himself, not really to be described in institutional terms. This third factor was represented

strikingly in the simple authenticity of Moody’s spiritual life and the hundreds of thousands who
shared in that evangelical reality. This was the enduring force. It is the one that has surged

forward undiminished from then until now. It is the reality which, by God’s grace, we share this

day.

Those students in 1886 were primarily inspired by the 1806 example of a few students at

Williams College, just a few miles away, in what came to be known as the Haystack Prayer

Meeting. Each situation resulted from a similar collusion of secular and religious events. The
students in 1806 looked back twenty-one years to the close of the Revolutionary War, even as

those in 1886 looked back twenty-one years to the close of the even more devastating Civil War.
When the Haystack Five demanded to be sent as foreign missionaries (America’s first), they

precipitated the founding of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions in 1810
when they threatened to go under a British agency if American churchmen refused to provide an
American agency. Only two years later America was at war with Britain again, to no one’s great

surprise. Prior to 1812 many Americans (and certainly the rest of the world) considered it a pure

fluke that the American colonies had barely, and perhaps only temporarily, won the Revolutionary

War against one of the mightiest nations on earth. They assumed this was the result of Britain’s

preoccupation with Napoleon’s ravages in Europe and feared that when that distraction was over,

the British would be back again to stay.

The British did come back, and in force, but astonishingly were again driven off. Americans
were elated, astounded, incredulous, and for the first time began really to feel secure as a people.

Almost immediately, a profound change of perspective swept over this country which opened the



way for Americans to begin seriously to 1) move West, in the single most massive migration of
our history; 2) look out across the world with complex, expansive interests, preaching, especially
in Latin America, the revolutionary significance of “the shot that was heard around the world”; and
3) support seriously the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, and eventually
create a new, uniquely American structure in Christian history, namely, the denominational boards
of mission. All of this was aided by the collusion of secular and Christian forces.

The students in 1886 had a similar optimism and sense of destiny. In the hands of secular

historians, the period from the War between the States to the First World War, 1865 to 1914, has
been called “The Confident Years.” Obviously, no one felt very confident right after 1865. But
nightmares are often quickly suppressed. Twenty years later, by the time of the Mount Hermon
meeting in 1886, people in the United States were abounding in confidence again. This confidence
was a secular, not merely evangelical, reality, and it would last for another quarter of a century.

Thus, as we view the institutional and social forces surrounding the stream of events that issued

forth from the 1886 student gathering, we do well to reflect upon the presence or absence of

similar factors in our present circumstances and try to see what God may be about to do in our
time.

The Institutional Current
Clearly the most tangible current flowing into Mt. Hermon in 1886 was the Young Men’s

Christian Association (YMCA), itself a profoundly spiritual movement. While it had no lasting

theological roots, it certainly had, by 1886, a significant financial momentum.
The conference in 1886 was not officially and institutionally a YMCA conference. Moody had

actually suggested and preferred a conference for the general secretaries of the city YMCA’s. After

months of effort, and only with difficulty, was Luther Wishard, the Intercollegiate Secretary for

the YMCA, able to persuade Moody to invite key students to a conference just for students.

Perhaps Moody’s increasing influence with students in England turned the tide for him so that he

finally agreed. Moody himself was not an institution, and it was his conference. But this

conference in 1886 was of Wishard’s making and thus had pregnant institutional relationships.

In any case, the YMCA was the one strong institution in the wings standing ready to carry

forward the results of this remarkable meeting. John R. Mott, one of the key students, was
already a very successful YMCA student leader at Cornell. Following his graduation Mott was
asked to be a Travelling Secretary for the Intercollegiate YMCA. The YMCA already had

impressive momentum, and in yielding to this appointment, Mott immediately stepped into a

guilded carriage. This boy from Iowa, on the edge of the Indian frontier, would be going first

class for the rest of his life. He wrote home of swanky New York restaurants with sometimes a

dozen millionaires in the meeting. When he married one of the illustrious daughters of Wooster
College, his own parents may have been too poor financially to make the long trip from Iowa to

Ohio. Or they just may have felt too outclassed socially to feel presentable. Whatever the case,

they didn’t come.
Only a few months into his YMCA job, Mott and his bride took their honeymoon trip to the

Pacific coasL At 26 it was not yet his personal reputation but his YMCA connections that brought

out six of the college presidents and a number of faculty members from all eight Los Angeles area

colleges to hear him. The free rail passes for that 5,000 mile trip for both him and his bride again

were due to the well-established, well-connected YMCA backers, not the level of mission interest

in railroad leadership. Shortly it would be the YMCA, once more, that would suggest that he head

up what was now to be formalized—two years after the Mt Hermon meeting—as the Student

Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, the SVM for short. And for years, the YMCA thought

the SVM was theirs, while the SVMers thought it was theirs. What a fruitful symbiosis!

(In this first instance there is little parallel to the depression-years origin of the Student Foreign

Mission Fellowship organized 50 years later. While it may be true that without the sponsorship of

a few blueblood Southern women, Columbia Bible College might not have been granted the

authority by the State Legislature to give degrees, thus establishing a slightly more respectable

tradition than the degreeless Bible Institute tradition, nevertheless McQuilkin certainly had to pray

for money, as we say, far more than did Mott. The differences are very nearly total.)



The aristocracy of England had been shocked when the Cambridge Seven, all well-to-do, sailed

as missionaries to China. It was also shocking to the elite families of America when, a year and a

half later, 100 of their best young people proposed something similar. Looking back, however, it

would seem that the phenomenon of the Cambridge Seven, their fellow cricketeers, and all the

other converted aristocrats like J. E. K. Studd, did not so much introduce missions to the upper

classes of England as introduce a lot of upper-class people into the leadership of the new, brash

China Inland Mission, which had struggled along for twenty years with no such social

pretensions.

By contrast, due to its links with the YMCA, the Student Volunteer Movement was from its

very outset a socially mainstream movement. In the outflow from Mt. Hermon, a mission concern

that earlier had been lumped together with mere “mysticism and millenarianism” was now made
respectable, at least for a time. The mission movement had hitched its wagon to a star.

The Secular Current
A second major force undergirding those students at Mt. Hermon was secular: the growing

expansionist sentiment in the U.S. It was mainly based on political ambitions, but also reflected

the genuine shock experienced by evangelicals as they became more aware of the spiritual

situations overseas. To change metaphors, the SVM not only hitched its wagon to a star, its sails

felt the surge of a powerful secular gale.

For the thirty years preceding the Civil War, Adoniram Judson and his wife, Ann, had been
national heroes. His unjust imprisonment by the Burmese government during the Anglo-Burmese
war had been faithfully chronicled by Ann and ran like a soap-opera serial in all the major
American newspapers of the day. Her own role as a political advocate in a heathen court both

stunned and challenged her American sisters.

Then the Civil War came with its devastation of the male population of this country, leading to a

significandy new depth of women’s activism in missions (as well as secular life). Add in the

Moody revivals. Add the fact that most of the non-Westem world was now part of the colonial

empires of European nations. (The U.S. would soon have its own overseas territories.) And the

existence of colonial governments hopefully meant open doors for missionaries.

But it was the “heathenism” which touched the hearts of women in particular. One secular

author paints a vivid picture of what they saw:

One of the strongest appeals to women to enter missionary work was to be found in their

conviction that foreign women, or more specifically, non-Christian women, lived lives of hopeless

degradation. Reading their letters and journals one finds that they were obsessed by the harem and

seraglio; purdah, odalisques, bound feet, concubines, and male prostitution dismayed them. They

stood down enraged Zulu fathers whose daughters had fled to mission schools to find refuge from

detested marriages. In India they found wife-killing a common practice. Indians who would not

kill a cat or a dog or a sacred cow did not hesitate “on the slightest quarrel” to hack their wives to

death. They were perfectly aware of incidents such as that described by Sir Charles Napier where a

seventeen-year-old girl was suspected of being unfaithful to her thirteen-year-old husband. “Her

father led her to the front of his house... twisted her long hair in his hands, and holds her on tiptoe

while her brother hacks off her head! This was all done openly,” Sir Charles noted. Unwanted
daughters in many Eastern societies were killed. The Ameers of India gave their mistresses

potions to cause miscarriages and if that failed “they chop up the child with a sword.... In Clutch

they kill daughters who do not marry quickly.” In Todas, near Goa, “infant daughters were

drowned in milk or trampled to death by water buffalos and among the Belochis the girls were

killed with opium” (Smith 1970:187,188).

Present day feminist sentiment is more focused on inequities at home than continuing tragedies

abroad. But expansion was not just a theological burden. After the war of 1812, masses of

Americans had begun moving in wagon trains numbering in the thousands out to conquer the

western frontiers of Indiana, Iowa and Michigan. Others cast their eyes on Mexico and Central

America. By 1886, well after the War between the States, the Ml Hermon impulse had become
part of an even more powerful mood of expansion that would serve incidentally, for awhile, to



enlarge the cause of missions. Having battered themselves senseless in their own war, Americans
were now, curiously, ready to expand and save the world.

Shortly after the 1886 conference, six new states were admitted in two years. Never since the
twelve colonies became states had so large an accession happened in so short a time. We note that

these new states secured our border in the West against Canada..
Shortly we were to plunge southward to take over Cuba and Puerto Rico. (To this day the

territorial responsibilities of some of our home mission boards still include Cuba and even Central
America.) Within months we had reached clear across the Pacific to seize Guam, the Philippines,

and half of the Samoan Islands.

As Princeton’s young Woodrow Wilson observed, expansion was “the natural and wholesome
impulse which comes with a consciousness of matured strength.” President McKinley, that

kindest of men, believed there was even more to expansion than that—it was the least we could do
for less fortunate peoples. On the question of annexing the Philippines, he had prayed to God for

guidance, and it came to him in the night: ‘There was nothing left to do but to take them all and

to educate the Filipinos and uplift and Christianize them and by God’s grace to do the very best we
could by them as our fellowmen for whom Christ died" (Lord 1960:39,40).

But as war clouds gathered in 1898, so did the SVM young people for their Third Quadrennial,

once again at Cleveland. Only one week before their meeting, the U.S. battleship Maine had been
sunk in a Cuban harbor. The opening session was referred to as a council of war. Mott’s closing

words were framed in war terminology.

Let me give a long quote just here, not merely to portray the influence of this war theme in their

thinking, but to give an in-depth look at this man whose mind and spirit so faithfully reflected the

SVM tradition in the early days, and to show the non-secular twist added by the gospel:

“Where is the war?” Mott asked in the final session. “Tomorrow morning we shall fling out the

battle line through all the length and breadth of the United States and Canada, and within a few

months... it will be extended to the very ends of the earth. [Where is it?] It is in the Turkish

Empire—a war against violence and bigotry and sensuality. It is in the vast continent of Africa—

a

war against cruelty, slavery and the densest superstition. It is in Japan—a conflict against

impurity, materialism and skepticism. It is in China, with her multitudinous inhabitants

—

a war

against avarice, pride and dishonesty, against misrule, against the enslavement and debasement of

nearly two hundred millions of women. It is in South America—a strife against ignorance,

against blinding and blighting superstition, against gambling and gross immorality. It is in India,

that great continent in itself—a war against caste, against conditions enforcing grinding poverty,

against false religious faiths, against child widowhood and the degradation of woman. Yes, it is an

awful conflict, involving the temporal and spiritual welfare of two-thirds of the human race...."

But he went deeper than that:

[There is another battlefield]. ...“That field is in our own hearts, and the war is against pride,

against hypocrisy, against selfishness, against slothfulness and irresolution, against prayerlessness,

against disobedience to heavenly visions and voices.... If we can win the battle in our own hearts

we shall have victory on all other fields.”

Now, even more personally:

“The secret of triumph here consists in taking one day at a time. Let us adopt as a practical thing

the words which Wesley placed on the flyleaf of his Bible, ‘Live today.’ If we would live and fight

today, triumphantly we must, at the very beginning of the day, put on the whole armor of God....

If we keep the morning watch tomorrow as we turn our faces from Cleveland, it will be much

easier to observe it the next morning. Thus, morning by morning let us go forth to the day’s

conflict in vital union with the Lord Jesus Christ. The inevitable result will be that His mighty

Spirit will continue to surge into and through these hearts of ours, the colleges of this continent

will be shaken, the ends of the earth shall see the salvation of our God" (Hopkins 1979:229-30).



Where did this kind of spiritual element come from? We turn now to the third stream flowing

into the movement.

The Spiritual Current
The spiritual stream flowing into the 1886 conference at Mt. Hermon came from many quarters.

The Haystack Prayer meeting stood behind it, with direct links forward to the key figures of the

SVM’s origin. A vast women’s missionary movement had surged to new heights after the War
between the States, symbolized by the formation of the Women’s Union Missionary Society in

1860. Even the immensely influential Young People’s Society of Christian Endeavor, beginning

in 1881 in Boston, had already by 1885 formed a national office, and by 1886 had no doubt sent

many students into college with a missionary vision. Who knows how many of those Mt. Hermon
100 had belonged to the mission committees of their home church YPSCE group? How many had
mothers who were active in women’s mission fellowships? That research has yet to be done.

The meeting at Mt. Hermon in 1886, where the number of student volunteers first reached 100,

was admittedly the beginning of something momentous, more momentous certainly than the

completion of the Statue of Liberty that same year. Yet the meeting itself was only a small event

within a far more momentous spiritual awakening long in progress in which a key figure was D. L.

Moody. That awakening outlasted the SVM and forms the bond of continuity in evangelicalism

and mission interest to this day. Indeed, as I have implied, I believe that the increasing vitality of

the movement that preceded and flowed into Mt. Hermon 1886 is best compared to the Urbana
movement which has preceded and is flowing into 1986.

Here are some of the specific events preceding Mt. Hermon 1886: the sovereign work of God
which lifted Moody into prominence in a hostile Scotland and England; the unusual revival at

Princeton University in 1875, that brought Luther Wishard into a deep commitment to Christ; the

initiative of God’s spirit in leading Wishard to Williams College, where he knelt at the monument
of the Haystack Prayer Meeting which took place there in 1806; the return of a missionary. Royal
Wilder, from India, who not only founded the Missionary Review of the World, but whose son

Robert and daughter Grace so earnestly carried forward the missionary vision; the formation of the

Princeton Foreign Mission Society shortly after Wishard’ s graduation; the founding and first

meeting of the Interseminary Missionary Alliance in 1880; and the spectacular sailing to China of

the Cambridge Seven in February of 1885, which shook England far more than the Mt. Hermon
100 moved America 18 months later. All of these things and many more were part of the strong

spiritual current of the times when Moody finally yielded for the first time in all his ministry to hold

a summer conference for a group of college students.

But possibly more immediately important than any one of these events was another Moody
meeting held just a year before in nearby Northfield, Moody’s larger conference center just to the

South, where a thousand people gathered for the third in a series of conferences. We note that a

godly mission-embued, high-bom famous cricketeer was present, himself a product of Moody’s
phenomenal impact on England—J. E. K. Studd, the older brother of C. T. Studd.

This 1885 conference was almost exactly a year before the student conference at Mt. Hermon.
In the midst of this conference, Moody uncharacteristically declared a day of special recognition of

missions and turned things over to A.T. Pierson. Two very significant younger men were present:

not only J. E .K.Studd, but Luther Wishard, who was both the founder and the head of the new
Intercollegiate Division of the YMCA.

In expansive purpose and vision, although in language evangelicals much later would come to

distrust, A.T. Pierson stood up to plead for

...an ecumenical council, representing all evangelical churches, solely to plan [a] world-wide

campaign and proclaim the good tidings to every living soul in the shortest time! Let the field be

divided and distributed with as little waste of men and means as may be. Let there be a universal

appeal for workers and money, and a systematic gathering of offerings that shall organize the mites

into millions (Pollack 1983:277).



At this point, John Pollock says, “Moody jumped to his feet and with force and enthusiasm called
the conference to vote their approval by acclamation.” An intensely practical man, Moody
appointed a committee of seven besides himself to draw up “An Appeal to Disciples Everywhere,”
which he read out to the crowd three days later. In part, we note,

The whole world is now accessible... yet the church of God is slow to move in response....

Nearly a thousand millions of the human race are yet without the Gospel; vast districts are wholly
unoccupied (Pierson 1886:367).

The committee’s statement went on to implore

...a new effusion of the Spirit in answer to prayer.... If but ten million out of the four hundred
millions of nominal Christians would undertake such a systematic labor as that, each one of that

number should in the course of the next fifteen years [remember, this is in 1885!] reach one
hundred souls with the Gospel message, the whole present population of the globe would have
heard the glad tidings by 1900 (Pierson 1886:367).

One of the committee of seven which drew up the document was J. E. K. Studd. This is

especially interesting because, as our story unfolds, a few weeks later at Cornell he was to stop

John R. Mott in his tracks and bring about a profound transformation in his life. Mott was already

recognized as an extraordinarily capable young man. As we have seen, his leadership in the

collegiate YMCA at Cornell would bring him a few months later to the unique, first Moody-
sponsored, student summer conference in 1886.

J. E. K. Studd, going back to England later to become Lord Mayor of London, was also

instrumental in making sure “The Ecumenical Conference” of which A.T. Pierson spoke actually

happened. And it did. The Ecumenical Conference of 1888 was the largest international mission
conference thus far in history!

Thus many spiritual streams flowed in and around that historic meeting in 1886. Very
specifically: Wishard and his nationwide institutional resources and connections coupled with his

missionary vision; Robert Wilder, son of Royal Wilder, the editor of the influential Missionary

Review of the World and a leader of the Princeton Foreign Mission Society; the missionary pledge

that had been hammered out by the Princeton students and that was now ready for wider use; John
R. Mott, newly renewed in faith and commitment—and so on.

In essence, these many spiritual streams were all part of the one steady current that belongs to

no human institutional tradition. They were the initiative of God. This mysterious, virile,

redemptive current in all history tends to flow on the margin of, or even out of sight of, the main
events that occupy public attention, and even historians’ attention. But we recognize that this

current is no more marginal nor less significant than the mystery of that moment when Jesus, very

much alone although in the presence of twelve others, looked out upon Jerusalem and wept
because that city back then did not, in the main, know the time of God’s Visitation. They would
not acknowledge their obligation to share their blessings with all of the families of the earth.

Although this was absolutely nuclear to their calling in Abraham, nevertheless, the whole Bible and

all history records that they and the Christians who across the centuries sprang from the same roots

rarely ever thought much about it. I am convinced that the only true continuity of mission vision in

the annals of human events is the hand of God Himself. He is the only common denominator in

the “proliferation of new movements” which Kenneth Scott Latourette regarded as the most useful

measure of the vitality of the Christian movement in human history. Metaphorically, the

discernment of the mystery of mission presents us not only with a moving target, but the horse

carrying the rider keeps changing from generation to generation.

MT. HERMON AND THE YEAR 2000

In 1986 at least four meetings have been designed to ponder the implications for today deriving

from the train of events that resulted in and issued from the student gathering at Mt. Hermon in

1886.



The institutional current of the YMCA is gone. No single Christian organization is now on
college campuses to act as a current for mission interest, although the combination of different

groups is vital and impressive, especially when they unite behind an outside speaker.

The particular secular current is mainly gone. Reagan is no Teddy Roosevelt. Yet the mood of
hopelessness is not as deep as it has been earlier in this century, and in many ways
“internationalism" is at an all-time high.

The mighty spiritual current that flowed into 1886 is substantially what it was then. The
constantly more vital mission implications of the Urbana series, the Campus Crusade global type

of conference, and a rustling in the Navigators is a parallel on campus. TTie emergence of the

Association of Church Missions Committees and the charismatic analogue—the Association of

International Mission Services, the plans for doubling of some agencies (SIM) and at least one
tripling (Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod), the goal-setting of many agencies in terms of people

groups to be reached, the spreading flame of Third World mission agencies, the formation of

Theological Students for Frontier Missions and the Caleb Project, the very fact that this year is

being noticed by the American Society of Church History, the Institute for the Study of the

American Evangelicals, InterVarsity, and Campus Crusade—all this is evidence that the amazing
tinderbox into which the Mt. Hermon spark fell is quite possibly with us today again, and with far

more reason than ever, in terms of the closure of mission process and the end of history itself.

At this point we can attempt to draw several tentative conclusions.

Sober Reassessment of the Past
The SVM, capturing as it did for a time the leadership of the mainline denominations, brought to

an already strong mission commitment within those groups a new wave of young leadership, and
did so at what could have been the most favorable moment in 50 years in either direction. The
stage had been set The college student bodies were in particular a tinderbox. The SVM rode on
the crest of a wave. All kinds of metaphors could apply.

But World War I cut the nerve of self-confidence in the Western nations. The mission

experiences of the earlier volunteers fed back complex factors never before considered and began
to blur the earlier simplicity of goal—such as the virtual completion of geographical coverage of the

earth and the “disappearance” of the mission field.

The affluence of many in the 1920’s made sacrifice unnecessary and undesirable, and mission

giving dropped precipitously, much more so than in the deep economic depression that was to

follow.

Before long, unresolved tensions in the West led once more to renewed fraticidal conflict in

World War II, and in the process the Western colonial powers lost their fruit baskets of overseas

possessions along with their moral right to govern foreign populations, so many people felt.

Students at SVM quadrennials in the 1920’s and 1930’s had complained that they did not know
what message should be taken, so why go? Later in the 1950’s and especially the 1960’s, the very

idea of going abroad to “fix things" in a significant way seemed naive, arrogant, absurd, or all

three.

One significant result of all this was a momentous, apparently irretrievable shift of power at the

top—in politics, religion, education, media—you name it. Committed, hopeful people were no
longer in charge. The Teddy Roosevelts were only a nightmare of the past.

Actually there was nothing new in the mounting doubts about everything from the Bible to the

mission of the Bible. Liberalism was not new. It was simply now in the majority and thus in

power since only a slight shift within democratic structures can topple the leadership of a shrinking

group. World events no longer allowed optimism to be the majority perspective, even in the

church.

But we must be careful to distinguish between a denomination led by liberals and a liberal

denomination. (How else can we explain that for many years now by far the largest bloc of

students at Urbana have been Presbyterians?) We must also realize that even those who continued

to hold to conservative theological positions could lose their hope for evangelizing the world; even

among so-called evangelicals, a preached gospel could no longer compete as easily with the logic

of sending powdered milk and well-digging machinery.



Then, in the 1950’s, Reinhold Niebuhr and others began to construct theologies of despair.

With the closing of China a whole new literature developed around the assumption that

missionaries had done it all wrong. Earlier magnificent hopes, aspirations, and purposes were
now tarnished and invalidated by the realities of unresolved, and apparently unresolvable,

mounting evils.

It is a wonder if in all this anything of faith survived. The dominant leadership in the

denominations and the secular world had sensed failure. Their message to the besieged minority of
continuing evangelical faith went like this: “If we have failed politically and even militarily, how
can you go out across the world and succeed spiritually? Come off it. Let’s rewrite our theology.”

However, we cannot make this simply a theological problem. If we impute to Mott’s early days
the kind of theological polarization that is prevalent today, how do we explain that the first offices

of the SVM were in the buildings of the Moody Bible Institute? Indeed, a good deal of the

increasing polarization between the mainline denominational missions and the interdenominational

missions was due to cultural snobbery, not theology. Simpson in New York City (and Moody in

Chicago, not in New England) dealt with poorly educated people and then committed the

unpardonable sin of thinking such people could be pastors and missionaries without the help of the

Yales and Princetons.

The irony is that the reply to the fearful political and social proposals (and the liberation

theologies) being heard within evangelical circles today could well have come from the SVM
leaders themselves as in latter years similar forces surrounded them and forced them out of power
in the twenties and thirties. Yes, the institutional carrier vehicle had passed into other hands. And
yes, the secular mood of world outreach had been destroyed forever.

However, the spiritual current of which we have spoken continued to flow, even if it no longer

flowed in high places and in leadership circles.

Figure 3 shows that the decline in giving and going, universally characterizing the so-called

mainline denominations, was really true only for those particular structures of society. The
YMCA, which had been a wonderful catalyst of cooperation in the days when it could presume
upon relatively solid foundations in the upbringing of students on campus, now began to shift to

other kinds of services which would attract people not very inclined to religious faith.

Mission Force

0*«e«

The massive juggernaut of mission educational literature, finally unified in the Friendship Press,

began to lose its focus and spiritual content. Other issues were more widely understandable.

In the very darkest hour of the depression and the returning clouds of conflict in Europe, a

revival at Wheaton College plus the continuing flame of vision in the spiritual stream brought into

existence the Student Foreign Mission Fellowship. And following the second World War, in the

release of new energies backlogged by the war, the Urbana series of meetings was started.



Chastened Hope for the Future
Bravely the Urbana series was begun. Heroically it pushed on. Rising attendance from meeting

to meeting may have disguised falling percentages of Student Volunteers in this new institutional

stream (certainly not liberalism in IVCF leadership!). But it is true that by the end of the 1960’s,

the missionary response rate at Urbana was forced down to 7%, so great were the corrosive acids

of secular pessimism upon even the Bible-believing populations regrouping after the demise of

evangelical leadership in the mainline tradition. We delude ourselves if we think our theological

conservatism can by itself counteract the forces of society.

But God’s initiative was still there, and suddenly between Urbana 1970 and Urbana 1973 an

incredible shift took place. The response rate that had fallen to 7% now jumped to 28%, and then

in 1976 was 50%, and has kept going up since then.

Thus, for many years nothing took the place of the YMCA. Then, after a decade, InterVarsity

somewhat limply took in the SFMF on the analogy of the YMCA taking on the SVM. But the

SFMF had neither the tinderbox to work with on the campuses nor the political mood as wind in its

sails in secular society.

But SFMF also lacked the autonomy of the SVM. While the SVM carefully cultivated the

backing of all three national-level campus movements, SFMF has been confined to one, and even

there as a stepchild. By the decision of InterVarsity, the SFMF works mainly within Christian

colleges, while 90% of evangelical young people, including the vast majority of those who go to

Urbana, are on the secular campuses. That is, SFMF has mainly worked with 100,000 while

IVCF has worked with 3,000,000.

However, we understand by now that the parallel between the SVM and the SFMF is nowhere
near as important as the parallel between the relatively flimsy student mission initiatives prior to

1886 and the SFMF. Our basic thesis here is that we need to ask with open hearts just what might

happen between now and the year 2000 that could be parallel to the SVM.
This century’s D. L. Moody, Billy Graham, has not been inattentive. Actually he is far more

involved on a world level and in the mission movement itself than Moody ever was. He has often

spoken at Urbana.

Very significant were his initiatives in Berlin 1966, Lausanne 1974, Amsterdam 1983 and
Amsterdam 1986, the many regional congresses on world evangelization, and his willingness to

spare Leighton Ford full-time to a structure highly visible and widely accepted in high circles

around the world—the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization.

Finally, any parallels between the SVM and today must take into account that the arena of

significance is no longer the Western world but the vast base of Christian faith, thanks largely to

the SVM, in all the world. Mott welded the churches of the world into National Christian Councils

(which were highly missionary but which degenerated into councils of churches due ironically to

the growth of the national churches!). The Lausanne Committee seeks to draw churchmen into

meetings that are focused specifically on the completion of the task of world evangelization, even

though those meetings are dominated by church leaders, not mission leaders.

Indeed, we need to take a deep breath and take a look at the past with new realistic faith.

When the Statue of Liberty was first erected back in 1886, millions of immigrants had already

come to this country, just as many, in fact, as would come in the massive immigration of the next

30 years. But there would be a startling new factor. In 1860, immigrants from southern and
eastern Europe made up only 1 per cent of the foreign-bom population. By 1910 their percentage

had become an astounding 38 per cent! The earlier arrivals were predominantly Protestant. The
new element was mostly Catholic, Greek Orthodox, or Jewish. These new people would be
remarkably more difficult to assimilate into the Evangelical Consensus.

This great shift in immigration would not immediately damage the Consensus. For the next 30
years, that reigning cultural tradition would allow unprecedented collaboration in missions and
many other things.

However, the first World War, then the excesses of the 1920’s (when mission giving dropped
even more than in the following Great Depression), then the hardships of the Depression, then

World War II, the collapse of the colonial empires and the resulting hopelessness of Western man



as to any further “control" over world events, then the counter-cultural chaos of the 60’s... so what
happened?

Yes, WASP (White-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant) control was gradually lost all throughout civil life,

in the universities, in media, in public life, even as evangelical control slipped from the majority in

the mainline denominations. Fifty years ago was no time to expect new hopes and grandiose
plans.

But, looking more closely, even World War II had many positive effects. We were forced into

feverish rebuilding, inventing, travelling. Eleven million Americans were sent out across the

world. Their acquired knowledge of the nature of the earth contributed dramatically to mission
structures. Structural leadership in some spheres may have been lost, but there was still the

irresistible power of the Spirit of God springing up in many new, “unofficial” ways—many new
denominations, thousands of new congregations, and 358 new mission agencies since 1950 alone.

Youth For Christ appeared out of nowhere, and generated a whole new generation of leaders

ranging from Torrey Johnson to Billy Graham. Inter-Varsity, Campus Crusade, and the

Navigators took up the slack on the college campuses. New publishing houses like Gospel
Light/Regal, Zondervan, and Scripture Press became immense enterprises. New seminaries—like

Dallas, Fuller, Talbot, Trinity, and Gordon-Conwell—came into being as many older seminaries

dwindled in enrollment. One of the most impressive evidences of irresistible mission vision has

been the Urbana meetings we have already noted.

There has not been anything like the sweeping revivals of the 1858-1859 Awakening, but after a

time of uncertainty, nationwide church membership has climbed higher than ever in our country’s

history, and a new powerful consensus is here again. Many of those Italianic and southern

Europeans have now been absorbed into evangelical churches.

Can we look back on 100 years and believe that the most massive “digestion” of immigrants has

been largely successful? Can we believe that we are now on a new, final threshold leading to the

End of History in the year 2000?
How, then, shall we face the pregnant parallel between the goal back in 1886 to reach the world

by 1900, and the plausibility of a similar goal in 1986 to reach the world by the year 2000?
In A.T. Pierson’s precise words in the runner-up meeting of 1885, and again in his presentation

at the Ml Hermon meeting itself, the goal was “to proclaim the good tidings to every living soul.”

In his day it would take 10,000,000 people “to reach 100 souls with the gospel message... by
1900.” Ten million had to reach 100 souls in 15 years.

Today there are three times as many nominal Christians in the world and quite possibly on the

order of 280 million committed Bible-believing Christians. Using Pierson’s approach, this mighty

force today would only have to reach 10 people each in the next fifteen years.

But this is being playful. Today we have many additional things in our favor, and a far clearer

idea of what specifically needs to be done.

Today in mission circles it is common to look at the world not as a single massive bloc of

billions of unsaved individuals, but rather to see it as a surprisingly small number of doors to be

opened. The Biblical emphasis upon peoples is finally beginning to sink in. It seems all very

obvious now that what needs to be done is to utilize carefully planned mission strategies to open

the way specifically into the remaining 17,000 or so unreached people groups. Rephrasing

Pierson’s passion in contemporary language, then, we could say, “It will only take a handful of

missionaries to deal effectively with each one of these 17,000 groups, which, by the way, average

about 150,000 members.”
We now recognize that the evangelistic process building upon the breakthrough of a specifically

missionary process can easily and quickly offer to everyone a real chance to say “yes” to Jesus

Christ. What stops us? What holds us back? We do not need, though we would welcome, the

money of a YMCA movement We do not need the political support of secular expansionist

fantasies. If only one church—one Bible-believing congregation—out of every ten such

congregations were to get involved in the next ten years, that would still mean 15 such

congregations per people group to be reached. Both the funds and the personnel could easily be

supplied to do the job by the year 2000.



A major truth, however, we must face.... The reason why what Pierson wanted to happen by
the year 1900 did not happen was not because his proposal itself was unrealistic or implausible

(even though it very well may have been ten times as difficult as the challenge we face today in

regard to the year 2000). No, the reason it failed is because Christians did not respond. Three of

the four young men who were appointed at the Mt. Hermon conference to travel to other campuses
in the following year begged off. In the late 1960s five students dreamed up an inter-regional

coordinating committee—but all five decided to let someone else do it while they went to the field.

More recently the National Student Mission Coalition was formed, but the students elected to

leadership also lost that vision and went to the field.

This is not the time or the place to spell out organizationally what will be required by the goal

adopted by the Edinburgh ’80 conference of “A Church for Every People by the Year 2000.” But

we can be encouraged to know that a great deal of thinking is being focused on this subject.

The same spiritual current is flowing mightily today. David Barrett says there are 30 different

proposals for the year 2000. His own is one of them, and he suggests that we all speak of a

Global Evangelization Movement (GEM). Time fails me to mention Patrick Johnstone of WEC,
Robert Waymire of the Global Mapping Project, Sam Wilson of MARC/World Vision, Graham
Kerr of YWAM, Howard Foltz of that brand new coordinating agency in the charismatic

sphere—AIMS, and on and on. Not least are the major events in which Third World mission

leaders are prominent if not dominant.

Already, at the Edinburgh meeting in 1980, one third of the 171 mission agencies from all over
the world were Third World initiatives. In 1986 the Asia Missions Association will meet in the

U.S.A. as a conveniently central location in order to invite Latin American and African mission

leaders in what will be a first world-level conference of mission leaders organized entirely by Third

World leaders. In 1987 the $2 million-budget COMIBAM’87 will meet in Brazil—another Third

World initiative that will bring mission leaders from all Spanish and Portugese-speaking countries

of the world.

CONCLUSION
Little did Constantine realize when he became the first Roman emperor to adopt the Christian

faith that he would eventually give his name to what many have considered a sinister process

whereby Christianity gains official but superficial power and corrupts itself in the process;

“constantinianism” is the term. The term “establishment” is another word for roughly the same
thing, but with more precisely defined meaning in certain circles.

Donald A. McGavran has stoutly questioned whether it is an altogether evil thing for social and
secular forces to undergird the Christian tradition—as in the case of Rome with the result of

Constantine’s ancient decision. Perhaps we need cautiously to respect, not despise, such forces.

The past century could be described as a a lengthy process of “deconstantinianization” or

“disestablishment,” as the cultural and political forces undergirding the SVM have gradually

evaporated. We have learned to live without such social sanction, and have begun to see that even

the harsh opposition to the Gospel in the Soviet Union and China has only resulted in firmer faith

and deeper roots for the Gospel. Good.
But maybe it is time to recognize and welcome the existence of a New Consensus (heralded by

Newsweek in its cover story, “The Year of the Evangelical”), and consider its significance for the

expansion of the Gospel today. Oppression, whether in the Soviet Union or California public

schools, may deepen people’s faith, but it does not effectively serve to send out many
missionaries. The new consensus in the next fourteen years may profoundly aid the global

mission.

What will it look like? It is already bringing about unprecedented kinds of interorganizational

collaboration. “Back then” the SVM leaders, when they got to be twenty years older, contributed

so effectively to magnificent national and international collaboration that “unity” for many gradually

became more important than “unity in mission.” That can warn us, caution us, but not deter us

today from the many amazing new ways in which global collaboration in mission is growing. The
Lausanne tradition is one. The new, rejuvenated World Evangelical Fellowship is another. The
sudden joint planning of the international missionary radio technocrats is still another.



But do specifically student mission activists need the backing of the major Christian

organizations? The Caleb Project’s “Travelling Teams” eliciting collaboration of a number of

different agencies presents an achievement that even the SVM lacked in their early period. On the

other hand, the SVM’s early, strong backing by five national campus Christian organizations has

no effective parallel today.

But increased collaboration is in the very wind. Who knows what Christian faith, hope, love,

and ingenuity will devise, both nationally and internationally, in the next few months?
Mt. Hermon and the Year 2000? Today, as in 1886, “the future is as bright as the promises of

God.”
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APPENDIX: ’1986: THRESHOLD TO THE YEAR 2000*

The "Coastlands" F.r a Begins
1792 William Carey founds the Baptist Missionary Society

1795 The London Missionary Society is founded "for all evangelicals"

1796 The Scottish Missionary Society is founded
1796 The Glasgow Missionary Society is founded
1797 The Netherlands Missionary Society is founded
1799 The Church Missionary Society is founded
(* ........ a Student Movement Explodes)
1806 The Haystack Prayer Meeting launches students into action

1810 American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions founded
1858 Awakening of 1858-9 (Fulton Street Prayer meeting)
1861 Women's Union Missionary Society formed, soon 40 others

The "Inland" Era Begins
1865 Founding of the China Inland Mission by J. Hudson Taylor
1 875 Revival at Princeton, forms Princeton Foreign Mission Soc.

1878 Missionary Review of the World founded by Royal Wilder
1880 NJ: 250 stud, from 32 seminaries found Intersem. Miss. Alliance

1881 Founding of the Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor
1885 "Cambridge Seven" go to China under the China Inland Mission
1885 Northfield Conf adopts "An Appeal to Disc Everyw." & 1900 goal
(********* A Student Movement Explodes)

1886 D.LMoody & 100 "Student Volunteers" at Ml Hermon, Mass.
1886 A.T. Pierson's Crisis of Missions pub incl "Appeal" & 1900 goal

1888 London "Ecumenical Missionary Conference'—response to 1885
1 890 Decade of the "Faith" Mission phenomenon
1891 First Natl Conf Stud. Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions
1892 Foreign Mission Conference of North America founded
1900 Ecumenical Missionary Conference, New York
1906 Laymen's Missionary Movement
1910 World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh
1914 Beginning of the International Review of Missions

1917 Founding, Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association

1921 Lake Mohonk, formation of International Missionary Council

1922 Wm. Cameron Townsend and Donald A. McGavran join SVM
1928 Jerusalem meeting of the IMC 1932 Laymen's Foreign Mission Inquiry

1928 Mott pushes for study of Indian mass movements
1933 Pickett's Christian Mass Movements in India

The "Unreached Peoples" Era Begins
1935 Founding of the Wycliffe Bible Translators (Townsend)
1936 Pickett/McGavran's Church Growth and Group Conversion

1936 Latourette recognizes People Movement importance

1936 Founding, Student Foreign Miss. Fellowship (Col. Bible College)

1939 Founding, Gospel Recordings, Inc.

1941 WW II—11 million Americans study missions "on location"

1945 Founding of NAE & EFMA
1946 IVCF/SFMF Student Missionary Convention at Toronto (prre-Urbana)

1955 Publication of The Bridges of God by McGavran
1960 (IFMA) World Missionary Conference, New York
1 964 IFMA/EFMA founding of Evangelical Missions Quarterly

1965 Founding of the Fuller School of World Mission

1966 Collapise of the Inter-Regional Coordinating Committee
1966 Wheaton (IFMA/EFMA) Conference on World Mission

1966 Berlin, World Congress on Evangelism, CT & BGEA
1969 Founding of the William Carey Library

1971 Greenlake, Congress on the Church’s Worldwide Mission

1972 Founding of the American Society of Missiology

1972 Founding of Missiology, An International Review
1972 Copeland's Proposal for a 1980 Conference like 1910
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1973 Founding of the Association of Church Missions Committees
1973 Founding of the Asia Missions Association

1973 Urbana Reversal: 8% in 70, now 28% of students sign cards, see 76
1973 "Seeing the Task Graphically"

1974 First Summer Institute of International Studies (US, a la SIL)

1974 The formal "Call" for a World Missionary Conference in 1980
1974 Lausanne, Switzerland, Int'nl Congress on World Evangelization

1976 Kansas City, IFMA/EFMA Joint Executives Retreat, Coggins, Winter

1976 Founding of the USCWM 1976 Urbana, 50% response, see 79
1976 250 stud, in IIS studies (now "Perspectives" course), see '85

1977 First IIS (Perspectives course), on West Coast, at USCWM
1978 ISI loans Leiton Chin to manage WCFM/1980
1979 EFMA Exec Retreat on Unreached Peoples—5208 projected by 1990
1979 "A Church for Every People by the Year 2000", McGavran/Bliss/Gill

1979 Urbana, 75% response, see '81

1980 Melbourne, WCC/CWME Conf. on World Mission and Evangelism

1980 Pattaya, Thailand, Congress on World Evangelization

1980

Edinburgh, World Consultation on Frontier Missions

1980 International Student Consultation on Frontier Missions

1981 Frontier Fellowship begun. Global Prayer Digest follows

1981 IFMA Frontier Peoples Committee formed
1981 Urbana, 90% response, see 73
1982 March: Chicago agreement on def. of Un.R Peoples, Hidden Ppls

1982 Publication of monumental World Christian Encyclopedia

1983 Bryanl/Concerts of Prayer confab, Chicago

1983

Amsterdam "83, 5,000 itinerant evangelists study evangelism

1983 "Wheaton 83” (World Ev. FelL)—3rd track stresses frontiers

1983 Both IFMA and EFMA exec retreats emphasize the Unfinished Task
1984 IFMA/EFMA/AEPM retreat, at USCWM, confirms frontier interest

1984 Founding of the International Journal of Frontier Missions

1985 "Perspectives" course expands to 59 centers in U.S. and abroad

1985 First national -level, true mission conferences in Latin America
1985 Unprecedented "Explo'85" mtg by CCCI, with global satellite TV
1985 McGavran gathers missiologists/consider Giant Step/Mission 2000
(********* A Student Movement Explodes??)

1986 Mandate "86 (800 students in Illinois), nine other regionals

1986 Caleb Project meets 13,000 students, works with agencies

1986

Celebration of 1886 meeting: by Am Soc of Ch Hist, Fort Worth
1986 " by InsL for the Study of the Am. Evangelicals, Wheaton
1986 " by Intervarsity, at Ben Lippen

1986 " by an ad hoc group at Ml Hermon, MA (the original site)

1986 Amsterdam "86, 8,000 paslor/evangelists challenged

1986 Asia Missions Association meets on world level in USA
1986 Mission "87 (7000 TEMA students will meet at Amsterdam)
1987 ?IVCF,CCCI,Navs,So Bap.Chi Alpha back student mission consortium

1987 COMIBAM '87, First Latin American Congress on Missions

1987

?1 st world-level mtg of Global Network of Centers for W. Mission
1987 ?First world-level mtg Association of Third World Missions

1988 ?Intemational Student Consultation on Frontier Missions, and

1988 ?2nd meeting: World Consultation on Frontier Missions

1988 ?First Inti mtg of Theological Students for Frontier Missions

1989 lausanne: 2nd International Congress on World Evangelization

1990 ?Joint IFMA/EFMA meeting approves specific allotments for 1995
1995 ?All 17,000 people groups initially "engaged" by miss, outreach

1995 ?3rd mtg: World Cons, on Frontier Missions (mission executives)

1995 ?World-level Lausanne meeung rejoices in progress

1999 ?World-level meeting representing all people groups on earth

('This Gospel must be preached., as a testimony to all peoples, and then shall the

end come")
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founded 1812 that many different

plans have been used. The problem is

with the present system of mission

funding from the General Assembly
budget. In 1968 the General Assembly of

the tjnited Presbyterian Church pro-

vided 22.3% of the budgets of its theo-

logical schools; in 1984 only 7.2% was
provided. In 1968 the governing bodies of

the Presbyterian Church U.S. provided

24.8% of the budgets of their theological

schools; in 1984 they provided 8.29%.

The rate of decline continues somewhere

between 1 percent and 2 percent each

year.

The theological institutions understand

that the “glory days" of getting 22%-25%
of their budgets from the General Assem-

bly are over. This 1% plan is an effort to

stop the decline and, perhaps, in a few

years, to obtain somewhere near 10% of

their annual financial needs from govern-

ing bodies.

Four. This funding plan was developed

by the Methodist Church in 1970. The
Episcopal Church adopted the plan in

1983. Both denominations are pleased

with the results. The Synod of the Mid-

South started a Presbyterian version in

1982. This past year, the synod evaluated

the experience and voted to continue the

plan. So, although the 1% plan is new to

our national Presbyterian Church, there

is enough practical experience with it in

the Synod of the Mid-South and in other

denominations to say with considerable

confidence that it raises new money and

releases mission budget money for other

enterprises.

Five. When the 1% plan was going

through the decision-making process,

those who were opposed expressed their

judgment — as was their right. But now
that it has been approved, why continue

the opposition? The opponents have

nothing at risk. It is the theological insti-

tutions that are at risk. The institutions

must now make their case for funding to

each congregation rather than to a Gen-
eral Assembly finance committee. This

creates an uncertain financial future for

the institutions, but they are willing to

take the risk.

Six. The 1% plan as adopted by the

Assembly is not forever. The plan has a

mandatory review after five years. If the

fears of the opponents are well-founded,

we’ll have a chance to reconsider the

plan on the basis of actual experience in

our new nationwide Presbyterian
denomination.

WHAT TO DO

Since many Presbyterians may be
faced with a decision about this matter

in presbytery meetings, it is important

to be informed. Here are things that you
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can do. First, get a copy of the full

report of CTI as amended and passed by

the 1986 General Assembly. Write or

phone Joyce Tucker, Director of the

Committee on Theological Education, in

her Atlanta or New York office for a

copy. Please read the full report care-

fully because an explanation of the plan

and reasons for it appear in various

sections of the full report. Second, phone
a president of one of the theological

schools and talk over the issues with him
or her. Third, get in touch with a

Methodist seminary official and ask his

or her opinion about the Methodist

experience with this plan. Fourth, phone
or write officials in the Synod of the

Mid-South and get your own direct

appraisal of their experience with this

plan in that section of the Presbyterian

Church.

OUR COMMON SITUATION

All of us who have been involved in

creating a new national Presbyterian

denomination have some anxiety. Last

year we had to consider a new mission

“What has the Reformed family said

about the document, Baptism, Eucharist

and Ministry?” People ask me this ques-

tion with increasing frequency, and I am
now able to give at least a partial answer.

BEM, now available in 26 languages,

has been widely studied in many parts of

the world. Member churches of the World

Council of Churches were invited to sub-

mit official responses “at the highest ap-

propriate level of authority,” and
churches and unions that belong to the

World Alliance of Reformed Churches

were invited to send their responses to

me and to the Faith and Order Commis-

sion of the WCC.
The response of 30 Reformed churches

and unions — of a total of 159 Alliance

members — are now in hand. From
these, it is clear that there was a wide-

spread welcome for BEM and much
appreciation for the lengthy process of

study behind it; of its significance as a

catalyst in ecumenical discussion; and of

its usefulness as a teaching aid (“difficult”

language notwithstanding) and as a

stimulus to ecclesiastical self-criticism

and action. Naturally, most of the re-

sponses dwelt upon points of difficulty

and I must mention some of these.

GENERAL PROBLEMS
The overall conclusion to be drawn

MR. SELL is theologiccal secretary of the

World Alliance of Reformed Churches.

design which pronosed new and different

ways to do our work. This year we are

going through the disturbing process of

selecting a location for our new head-

quarters and leaders to staff our new
organization, it is understandable that

people who are deeply concerned about

the welfare of our denomination become
anxious about a new funding pattern for

theological institutions.

But the 1% plan is not going to be put
in place all at once. A joint committee
made up of members of the Committee
on Theological Education and the Fi-

nance Committee of the General Assem-
bly Council are to work out plans for its

implementation. This joint committee
will have three years to explain the plan

to congregations and to move it in

orderly fashion into the Presbyterian

system of funding.

The Presbyterian decision-making pro-

cess has approved this plan to request

that congregations contribute 1% of their

local expenses to theological institutions.

Let’s let congregations decide on the

merits of this plan.

from the Reformed responses is that

while most respondents recognize a mea-

sure of convergence in relation to Bap-

tism and Eucharist (which a number pre-

fer to call the Lord’s Supper), the chapter

on Ministry is regarded as seriously in-

adequate — "less mature," one respon-

dent called it.

The reasons for this conclusion include

the relative lack of biblical references in

the ministry chapter, the way in which

the ministry of the whole people of God
(with which the chapter properly opens)

becomes submerged under Tradition

when the question of the ordained minis-

try is discussed, and the inequality of the

challenge presented to the churches.

Churches which have preserved the

episcopal succession are invited only to

“recognize both the apostolic content of

the ordained ministry which exists in

churches which have not maintained such

succession”; and other churches are

asked to consider the possibility of struc-

tural change: “They may need to recover

the sign of the episcopal succession” (at

which point one respondent cheekily

asked, “Of what is a heretical bishop a

sign?”).

Eighteen respondents made comments
that amount to the charge that BEM is

too sacramentalist. Particular exception

was taken to the way in which the sacra-

ments are said to do things — for exam-
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pie, "The baptism which makes Chris-

tians partakers of the mystery of Christ’s

death implies confession of sin ...

.

” The

point is that it is by grace of God that we
are made partakers in Christ, and of this

the sacraments are a sign and a seal.

BAPTISM
Some Alliance members already have a

church order within which both infant

baptism and believers’ baptism are avail-

able as mutually exclusive alternatives,

and BEM has challenged others to reflect

on this possibility. BElVTs view that

baptism is not repeatable was welcomed,

although some underlined the pastoral di-

mension of requests for “second” bap-

tism.

A number of respondents felt that the

chapter on Baptism was seriously defi-

cient (a) in not making more of the cove-

nant of grace; (b) in not recognizing that

baptism is not only a sign but a seal-, (c)

in not understanding that the Christian’s

new life begins not from baptism but

from the cross-resurrection event.

Among areas suggested for further

study was the relation of baptism to

Christian nurture, conversion and the ob-

ligations of church membership.

EUCHARIST
There was general approval of the

careful specification of the elements of

Now auailable: Available Spring 1987:

ADVENT/CHRISTMAS
by Bruce Vawter

EPIPHANY
by Marianne H. Micks

LENT
by Victor Paul Furnish

EASTER
by.James A. Wharton

PENTECOST 1

by Virgil P. Howard

PENTECOST 2
by Patrick D. Miller, Jr.

HOLY WEEK
by Samuel Terrien

PENTECOST 3
by George Peck
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Interpretation and homiletics are integrated to provide fresh insight into the

texts for Sundays and major festivals of the church year.

Each 64 page quality paperback $3.75

Proclamation 3 Series Editor: Elizabeth Achtemeier

MATTHEW
Second Edition Revised and Enlarged

by Jack Dean Kingsbury

This is the most up-to-date hand-

book on Matthew available, a ful-

ly revised and expanded edition

of the standard introduction to

this Gospel, paper $6.95

WHY PREACH?
WH\ LISTEN?
by William Muehl

Carefully examining the chal-

lenge of proclaiming the gospel

today, William Muehl seeks to re-

late the dynamics of daily experi-

ence to what is preached,

paper $4.95

the eucharistic liturgy, and a predictable

welcome for the sentence containing the

affirmation that the saving “events are

unique and can neither be repeated nor

prolonged” (E8).

Some said that BEM had challenged

them to review the place of the Lord’s

Supper in their liturgies, and the fre-

quency of its occurrence.

A number of respondents felt that the

place of the Word had been minimized

and pointed out that whereas the sacra-

ments depend upon the Word, the re-

verse is not the case. The question of the

real presence of Christ at the Supper was

deemed to warrant closer investigation.

MINISTRY
The pleasure expressed at the empha-

sis early in this chapter on the ministry of

the whole people of God gave way to dis-

tress at the notion of a Church-constitu-

tive ordained ministry: God alone consti-

tutes his Church in Christ by the Spirit,

and Christ alone, not the ministers, is the

focus of the unity of the church.

The point was clearly made that a

three fold ministry of bishops, priests

and deacons is not the only viable pattern

for ministry and that it is not essential to

the life of the Church. Fidelity to the

gospel is the sign of apostolicity, not the

possession of particular forms of minis-

try.

Concern was expressed that the minis-

try of synods and of elders/deacons had
been insufficiently treated.

North American respondents in par-

ticular felt that a much clearer lead

should have been given on the matter of

the ordination of women.
CONCLUSION
The respondents had plenty of advice

for the WCC as it moves into the after-

math of BEM.
If I were asked what I consider the

single most important question for the

Reformed family to contemplate, I should

reply: Have we from within our tradition

any help to offer on the question of the

freedom of the gospel in relation to the

structures of the Church?
I believe that the continuing divisions

within the Church, and the Reformed
anxieties concerning BEM, have more

than a little to do with the way in which

churches answer — or bypass — that

question.

Finally, a dry but refreshing bon mot
from the Church of Scotland’s response:

“We do not need consensus about every-

thing.”

A much fuller account of Reformed re-

sponses to BEM will appear in the

September issue of The Reformed World.

It should also be noted that the Presby-

terian Church (U.S.A.) response was not

available for this summary, since it was
just approved at the 1986 General As-

sembly.

THE PRESBYTERIAN OUTLOOK
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Introduction

The development debate of the past two and one-half decades has

provided impetus for what promises to be a debate of far reaching

impact. During the 196o's, 1970' s, and first half of the present

decade, dialogue pertaining to the direction of world development has

prompted individuals, communities, and nations to reassess the

social, political, economic, and religious factors which influence

development. The Church has actively participated in the debate,

often criticizing and challenging other advocates of development. In

the process, the Church has been criticized and challenged in its

understanding of and commitment to development as a dynamic of

communal and spiritual growth.

Development may be defined as "the process by which both persons

and societies come to realize the full potential of human life in a

context of social justice".
1

Hie text of Colossians 2:10 which

refers to the process of interpreting and realizing "fullness of

life" has motivated the World Council of Churches (W.C.C.) in recent

years in its involvement with issues pertaining to faith and witness,

justice and service, and education and renewal. Philip A. Potter,

General Secretary of the W.C.C. from 1972 to 19&4 , has provided

incentive for elaborating on this text through a reflection on Life
2

in all its fullness . The text and Potter's theme have encouraged

critical inquiry into issues which are pertinent to the development

debate. The W.C.C. has responded to the challenge of more fully

defining development as a process encompassing the realization of

human potential through the actualization, or acting out, of justice

and service. Development has been understood by some to involve the

pursuit of liberation from oppressive forces within specific social,

political, economic, and religious contexts. A result of this

understanding is that the W.C.C. 's participation in the development

debate is at times characterized as invoking confrontation rather

than involving collaboration. It is in respect to the relationship

between collaboration and confrontation - between "faith and witness"

and "justice and service" - that development is an issue involving

faith and Christian discipleship. Development contributes to the



Theological Dimensions of the Development Debate

In reflecting on the development debate from a theological

perspective, it is important to state at the outset that the

theological dimensions are, in fact, inseparable from the biblical

and the historical dimensions. As Richard D. N. Dickinson states,

"it is only when a person has some intellectual and symbolic handles

that (s)he can stand the enormous pressures of this tension of living

between past and future." ’ Thus, the following discussion is merely

an extension of the preceding discussion and a means of providing

direction for the discussion which follows.

Theology of development has been described as the "reflection on

the reasons for Christian involvement in development, the method of

involvement, and the goal of involvement from a Christian and

4
biblical perspective". The difference between development from a

secular point of view and development from a Christian and biblical

point of view is that the former considers involvement in development

in terms of social, political, and/or economic advancement. The

latter emphasizes involvement in development as a fai thful response

of witness and service to God as Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer.

Development from a Christian and biblical perspective is based on the

belief that Jesus, as the Christ, is the reason for involvement, the

method of involvement, and the goal of involvement. Involvement, or

participation, in a theology of development must proceed from an

affirmation of the intervention of God in the course of human

development, most notably in the incarnation of God in Christ.

In the document In Search of a Theology of Development , Bernard

Lambert refers to the theology of development as "a theology 'in

process'". A theology of development does not exist in a static

sense and, therefore, is difficult to describe. Only, to the extent

that theology is "in process" is development as a reality of creation

and of the incarnation possible. Development, as a theological

process, is in essence a "theology of hope"/ to borrow a phrase from

JUrgen Moltmann. Development is "hope in process". It is the
7

realization of hope "in very deed", to quote John A. Mackay.

Therefore, development must reflect the hope which is ours in Christ
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in our encounter with the social, political, economic, and religious

structures of society. It is in this hope that I will describe four

theological dimensions which have entered into the development

debate. These dimensions are development as a process of creation,

liberation, contextualization, and transformation. Hie four

processes of development which I will describe are in response to the

four perspectives on political ethics which have emerged from
8

dialogue within the W.C.C.

1) According to Ronald Sider, "Christian involvement in development
Q

comes under the mandate of creation." Sider is suggesting that

involvement in development is a creative process in which the will of

God is interpreted and enacted by individuals within communities.

Only as the will of God is interpreted and enacted in creation can

individuals and communities live between the past and the future. As

Dickinson concludes, "it is only when one is sustained in struggle by

a supportive, although not always condoning, community that one can
..10

persist as a creative actor between the times. Thus, the

relationship between individuals and communities is a critical factor

in the process of creation. Hie ci'itical nature of this relationship

is confirmed by the report of the Orthodox Consultation at Kiev on

"Just Development for Fullness of Life". The report claims that

development is

both spiritual and material because it was the good will of
God to create human beings as a bond between spirit and
matter, endowing them with the Divine image. It is both
individual and social because we have been created in the
image of God Who is a communion of persons: the Holy
Trinity .

H

Human beings are expected to conform creatively to the will of

God. Ihis involves both freedom and obedience. It involves freedom

in the sense that human beings are able to enter into the hopeful

process of creatively realizing the will of God. It involves

obedience in the sense that human beings perceive their relationship

to God as Creator and seek to be faithful to God's will for creation.

Ihe process of development is essentially a privilege and a

responsibility of all created beings. Human beings must consider

the privileges and responsibilities of being agents of the will of
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God in creation in determining the extent of their creative

commitment in witness and service. Having been created in the image

of God, the Creator of all life, human beings are able to conform to

God's image by participating in the process of creation. Development

is a creative process when the intention of those persons who are

participating in the process is to conform to the image of God for

creation. The hope of the creative process is the act of conforming

to and, thus, the confirming of God as Creator.

2) Human beings participate in the process of creation to tiie

extent that they participate in development which is liberating. The

interaction between development and liberation in the process of

creation is an important point of inquiry in the formation of a

theology of development. Dickinson suggests

Development and liberation are mainly ways of helping people

affirm their moral freedom by participating in the continuing

co-creation to which humanity has been called, symbolized in

the expulsion from the Garden, reaffirmed in Abraham's call

to a new land, reappropriated in the Exodus, and perfected in

Jesus' freedom even unto death, which fulfilled the Law and

the prophets.

It is important to distinguish between the terms "liberation"

and "development" in reflecting on the theology of development as a

process of liberation. According to Dickinson, "Liberation implies a

more existential and fluid notion of social change based upon a

pluralism of intersecting forces and movements, while development

connotes a more stable and orderly process of change, perhaps in a

natural law sense." ' Liberation suggests a process of social,

political, economic, and/or religious change in which persons

enslaved by unjust and oppressive forces are emancipated and enabled

to experience "fullness of life". Madathilparampil M. Thomas refers

to three levels of liberation. He states

Modern history may be considered as an exploration of

freedom in three aspects. First is man's (humanity's)
liberation from slavery to nature and mastery over it
through technology. Second is liberation from
exploitation and oppression in society. Third is

liberation from enslavement to static moral structures of

of human nature and the affirmation of human creativity
and openness to the future.

Thus, liberation is a dynamic process of life-giving, or life-
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enhancing interrelatedness.

Development, on the other hand. Is often described in more

static, structural terminology. The process of development is seen

as being more orderly and harmonious than is liberation, with the

consequence that "development" is thought to be more teclmocratic and

impersonal. Whereas liberation finds its roots in biblical

references, development is often referred to in economic terms.

Dickinson concludes that development is a "conception of social
lb

improvement which stresses economic criteria".

Having noted the distinctions between "liberation" and

"development", it should be stated that both terms are expressions

which contribute to our understanding of the theology of development

as "hope in process". Some argue that liberation is the process in

which human fulfillment and "fullness of life" are expressed most

provocatively and theologically . However, this is not to discount

the steps taken in the name of "development” as contributing towards

the liberation process. The static and orderly steps taken in the

name of "development" often lead to a more desired state of existence,

or creation. Whereas liberation seeks to bring about long-term,

idealistic structural changes in society, development tends to

provide short-term, realistic solutions in situations of need.

Therefore, rather than suggesting that one should decide between

"liberation" and "development", both should be seen as contributing

towards the creative commitment to "hope in process".

According to the document "Liberation theology criticized"

issued by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith in Rome,

"The expression 'theology of liberation' is a thoroughly valid term:

it designates a theological reflection centred on the biblical theme

of liberation and freedom, and on the urgency of its practical

realisation." Liberation is a process which has its roots in

biblical accounts of people who were emancipated, or liberated, from

the bondage of exploitation and/or enslavement. Hie emancipation of

the Hebrew population from their oppression in Egypt is the classic

example of liberation in the Old Testament. Hie New Testament

account of Jesus' resurrection from the cross symbolizes both Jesus'

liberation from the bondage of death and humanity's liberation from
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the bondage of sin. Furthermore, the biblical theme of liberation is

a theme of significance in that it speaks to the contemporary

situation in which we are living. Hie "logical consequence" of the

process of liberation, according to the Roman Catholic document,

"calls for freedom from many different kinds of slavery in the

cultural, economic, social and political spheres, all of which derive

ultimately from sin."^ The consequence of sin in our contemporary

situation necessitates that individuals and communities strive for

the liberation which is ours in Christ. The hope ol the liberation

process as a dimension of the theology of development is, therefore,

the act of conforming to and the confirming of God as Redeemer.

3) The W.C.C. consultation on "Just Development for Fullness of

Life" held at Kiev, U.S.S.R. , in 1982 states

Development begins wi th meeting the most basic requirements
of life, to which every person in every society is justly

entitled. It continues with progress towards the

affirmation of human dignity, achievement of freedom,

fulfillment of just social goals, and realisation of human

potentialities which at tire same time, are included in, and

transcend this world .

^

The statement asserts that development is a process which sustains

people in their search for "fullness of life". As has been noted,

the search for "fullness of life" is a mandate which the Church

brings to the development debate. Hie mandate serves to challenge

participants in the debate to consider development not only in

conceptual terms but also in contextual terms. In discussing

development as "hope in process", it is necessary to examine the

context in which hope is realized and sustained.

In describing development as a process of contextualization, I

am suggesting a process which involves the participation of people in

decisions which shape their social, political, economic, and

religious situation and their identity with a community and a

culture. Culture is understood as being determined by those

expressions of life which unite a group of people. These expressions

might take the form of attitudes, thought patterns, symbols, and

metaphors, for example. A sub-culture is a smaller grouping within a

culture, such as may be understood by "community" in the broadest

sense of the word. The role of cultures and sub-cultures is to
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cultlvate "life in all its fullness". All people are entitled to

enter into the quest for "fullness of life", to search for ways of

interpreting how God speaks to us as people in particular contexts.

People look to their cultures and sub-cultures for expressions of

God's intent, or will, in having created people in the image of God.

It is in the context and through the expressions of cultures and sub-

cultures that people are able to identify with and be sustained by

God.

Numerous approaches for participation in the development process

have been suggested in the development debate. I will highlight four

19
approaches as described by Dickinson. Dickinson's first reference

is to the Capitalist approach. In this approach, development is

generated through "free market" forces of supply and demand. Second,

the United Nations approach looks to national governments as the

prime agents of change. As with the Capitalist approach, it

emphasizes the primacy of economic growth, capitalization,

technological applications, and industrialization. Ihird, the

Change-poli tical-structures approach understands development as being

the result of structural changes in the political system. The fourth

approach described by Dickinson is the Conscientization approach.

The Conscientization approach comes closest to affirming development

as a contextual process. In this approach, development is motivated

by sub-cultures which serve to sustain the culture as a whole.

Development, as a process of contextualiza tion , is dependent on

people at all levels of a society rather than people at the center or

from outside of a society. This approach to development necessarily

involves the participation of the poor, the disabled, and the

oppressed. The Conscientization approach appeals especially to those

on the periphery of society to participate in development as creative

agents of God's will rather than to those at the center of society

who perceive of themselves as Creators.

Since the Uppsala Assembly in 1968, the W.C.C. has shifted from

an emphasis on the United Nations approach to the Change-political-

structures approach and most recently to the Conscientization

approach. The expressed commitment in 1976 of the W.C.C. to the

"search for a just, participatory, and sustainable society" is
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perhaps the strongest statement which has been made In support of the

Conscientization approach. The search for a society which enlightens

people on principles of justice, enables those on the periphery of

society to participate in making decisions which effect them, and

engages in strategies of development which allow the society to

achieve a level of self-reliance involves the conscientization of

people at all levels of society. Thus, the "search" is a contextual

process

.

Development is a contextual process in the sense that it

involves the search for cultural and sub-cultural expressions which

affirm "life in all its fullness". The search for "hope in process"

must take into account the conscientization of people in the context

in which they identify and are sustained. People relate to God in

the context of relating to others within and outside of their sub-

culture and culture. It is within the context of the relationship

between sub-culture and culture that intercul tural theology arises.

It is within the interplay of culture and theology that development

as "hope in process" finds expression. The resulting expression is

that of being sustained by God within the culture and sub-culture in

which one identifies. Thus, the hope of development as a contextual

process is the act of conforming to and the confirming of God as

Sustainer

.

4) Lastly, I will consider development as a process of

transformation. Transforma ti on may be defined as an act of renewal

in which "hope in process" is interpreted and realized.

Transformation results from a process in which human beings seek to

interpret the relationship between their ethos , as a system of

meaning, and the source of their being. More clearly defined, the

Greek word ethos is a reference to disposition or character. Ethos

pertains to the characteristic and distinguishing attitudes, habits,

and mannerisms of a social, political, economic, religious, or other

identifiable group. The term e thos implies the reflection of a group

on the meaning of their existence. Thus, e thos involves the

characterizing, or systematic interpretation, of a group's sense of

meaning. Not only does transformation involve a period of

interpretation, but also a point of realization. It is from the
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point of realization that further interpretation proceeds. Thus,

the process of transformation is hermeneutical in origin.

Transformation is a process which involves the interpretation

of symbols, myths, languages, institutions, and relationships. These

elements serve to shape the ethos of an individual or a community.

An individual or a community derives meaning for its existence from

the recognition and interpretation of its ethos. The hermeneutical

juxtaposition of ethos , as a system of meaning, and theos , as a

source of meaning, provides the impetus for transformation.

In reflecting on the World Conference on Mission and Evangelism

at Melbourne in 1980, Emilio Castro, former Director of the W.C.C.

Commission on World Mission and Evangelism and current General

Secretary of the W.C.C. , stated, ’’Another symbol that made an impact

in the Melbourne conference was that of Jesus Christ crucified

outside the gates of Jerusalem; Jesus walking towards the periphery

of life, looking for the marginals, the downtrodden and with them and

21
through them working for the transformation of the whole society."

Actually, it was Kosuke Koyama who spoke of the significance of "the

22
centrality of the periphery". " Koyama envisions Christ at the

center of life and yet moving towards the periphery in order to be

with those who are outcast by society - the poor, the disabled, the

oppressed. Moving towards the periphery, according to Ernst Lange,

involves advancing towards "the wider horizon of the inhabited earth,

the inescapable context of. . . human development". In so doing,

Christ confirms His centrality. Christ's rejection of the centrality

and acceptance of the periphery is an image which speaks of the

transforming reality of the incarnation. Furthermore, the

realization that Christ is the incarnate Son of God is a witness to

the transforming will of God. The incarnation confronts people in

the midst of their interpretation of all facets of life. Christ has

become the center of the ethos of countless persons, challenging them

and, in very deed, transforming them to follow Christ to the

periphery of life.

The transformation process contributes to the theology of

development in interweaving strands of the other three processes

which have been discussed. Transformation is dependent on the



processes of creation, liberation, and contextua lization in order to

be fully realized. Each of the processes contributes to the

realization of development and, thus, must be interpreted in terms

of its significance to the development process. Development, as a

process of transformation, must be interpreted as speaking not only

of a system of meaning but also in relation to a source of being.

The source of being to which transformation speaks is that of God as

Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer. Only as development is spoken of

as a process in which people are transformed in their relation to the

source of being is development an authentic realization of the

"fullness of life". Thus, the hope of the transformation process is

the act of conforming to God which comes in the confirming of God as

Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer.



Historical Dimensions of the Development Debate

Although the history of the development debate Is often

described as a recent phenomena, concern for the development of human

"life in all its fullness" has been a source of debate throughout

history. Both the Old and New Testaments are a witness to God's will

for human participation in the process of creation. The creation

accounts in Genesis are the source of all debate on human development

from the perspective of the Church. Together with creation, the

actualization of God in creation through the incarnation has had a

more profound effect in the shaping of human development than any

other event in history. lire incarnation is historically fundamental

because it presents to humanity the ultimate expression of the

"fullness of life" by revealing Jesus as the source of human

development, as the fulfillment of creation, and as the life of the

world. Through the mission and ministry of Jesus, God is revealed to

be in solidarity with those on the periphery of society - the poor,

the disabled, the oppressed - in their struggle to keep pace with a

rapidly developing world.

Throughout the first nineteen centuries, the Church has often

indicated its concern for the development of human "life in all its

fullness". Charity was the primary expression of development from

the first to the fifteenth centuries. The architect of this design

of development was Augustine, whose doctrine of chard ty suggests that

salvation is based on one's willingness to sacrifice as an act of

obedience to God. In time, this concept of charity was taken to an

unintended extreme within the Church, with sacrifice, or penance,

contributing to the development of the Church as an institution.

With the Reformation came a fundamental shift in the theological

rationale of development. John Calvin, for example, looked to the

reform of the Church and of secular governing bodies as a means of

alleviating poverty and oppression in society. Calvin considered the

reform both of individuals and of institutions to be necessary in

advancing the development of human life. The periods of the

Enlightenment and of missionary expansion which followed the

Reformation drastically influenced the direction of human development.
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It is in the twentieth century, and more particularly in the

past two and one-half decades, that a specific reference to

development studies has surfaced within the Church and wl thin secular

institutions and governing bodies. The understanding that "fullness

of life" is a process involving individual and communal participation

in the development debate is both a secular and a religious

phenomena. In fact, it has been argued persuasively that the Church

has followed the lead of the secular world in participating in the

development debate. Although the ecumenical movement from its outset

has indicated a desire to move in the direction of taking an active

role in development, it was not until 1970 that the W.C.C. officially

recognized development as a major priority. The United Nations, on

the other hand, had previously declared the 196o's as the First

Development Decade. Thus, the recent adoption of development as a

priority of the W.C.C. cannot be documented as being purely a

religious phenomena.

In reflecting on the history of the development debate from an

ecumenical perspective, it is important to focus first on the pre-

W.C.C. conferences in Stockholm (1925) and Oxford (1937). Willem A.

Visser't Hooft states

One of the main causes behind the origins of the ecumenical
movement was precisely the dismay over the impotence of the

churches to give a clear common witness on social questions.
And from Stockholm 1925 and Oxford 1937 until the World

Conference of Church and Society in Geneva in 1966 and the

World Council of Churches' Fourth Assembly at Uppsala 1968 ^
the common struggle to evolve such a witness has continued.

In dealing with issues of economic justice, the conferences in

Stockholm and Oxford set the stage for further 1 development studies

following the formulation of the W.C.C. in 19^8. Ihe merger of

"Faith and Order" with "Life and Work" in 19^8 and their merger with

the "international Missionary Council" in 1961 provided the framework

for significant dialogue on development in the 1960's and the

official recognition of development as a priority in 1970.

In particular, the Oxford Conference of 1937 on "Church,

Community and State" marked a decisive moment in determining the

direction of the ecumenical movement and, ultimately, of the

participation of the Church in the development debate. It is the
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Oxford Conference which revived the word "ecumenical" and recommended

the formation of the W.C.C. Ans J. van der Bent notes that "The

report of the Oxford Life and Work Conference remains to this day the

most comprehensive ecumenical statement on problems of church and

25
society and Christian social responsibility." ' Jolin A. Mackay, a

pioneer in the early days of the ecumenical movement, generated

enthusiasm for the Church's commitment to be "in very deed the

Church". According to Mackay, "if the 'Church' accepts as its goal

to be 'in very deed the Church', it can fulfill its true destiny, and

achieve its churchly mission, only when it expresses in its common

life the reality of the true Community." Another of Mackay 's

11 27
expressions, "Let the Church be the Church", became the watchword

of the Oxford Conference. rIhe expression continues to serve as an

ecumenical watchword.

Interest in development as an ecumenical task came to life at

the Oxford Conference. In fact, the responsibility of the Church as

a participant in the development process was implicit in the

understanding of the term "ecumenics". "Ecumenics", suggests Mackay,

"embraces everything that concerns the nature, functions, relations,

and strategy of the Church Universal, when the latter is conceived as

28
a world missionary community."" It is in response to this

understanding of ecumenics that there has evolved within the W.C.C.

an awareness of the dimensions of development and the Church's

mandate to participate in the debate. rIhe Church can be the Church

only to the extent that it accepts the task of being a witness within

the oikoumene , or’ whole inhabited world, "in very deed". It is with

regard to being "in very deed the Church" that the W.C.C. has emerged

and become more fully committed to development within the world

missionary communi ty

.

29
Following the "period of cooperation", as Visser't Hooft

describes it, between "Faith and Order" and "Life and Work" in the

1950's, the foundation was laid for the formation of the W.C.C. Each

assembly of the W.C.C. may be noted as having encouraged the Church

to move toward more involved participation in development. The

concept of the "Responsible Society" was at the forefront of the

First Assembly of the W.C.C. at Amsterdam in 1948. This concept was
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seen as an alternative to both the laissez-faire principle and the

centralized Marxist principle for the organization, or development,

of society.

The Seoond Assembly of the W.C.C. at Evanston in 195^ involved

"painstaking preparation", as van der Bent recalls. Visser't Hooft

claims that "The Evanston Assembly was the most interesting assembly

because of the attempt on the part of "Faith and Order" and "Life and

Work" to write a common statement."
1

In the midst of the Cold War,

the Evanston Assembly provided the impetus for the ecumenical study

of the changing social forces resulting from technological

development.

The events leading up to the Third Assembly ol the W.C.C. at New

Delhi in 1961 should be noted since they contributed significantly to

the dialogue and consensus on development which evolved. Between

1955 and 1961, the W.C.C. began to focus on the problems of under-

development. A conference at Arnoldshain in 1956 resulted in the

W.C.C. 's first expression of concern with economic growth as a

determining factor in development. Among the conference's

considerations were balanced development, structural changes, nuclear

power, and participation in social change. Also, a conference on

"Rapid Social Change" held at Thessalonika in 1959 set the stage for

the Third Assembly, 'those who gathered in New Delhi concluded that a

conception of development strictly in terms of increased consumption

or gross national product speaks only of the quantity of life and not

of the quality of life. This conclusion is provocative in light of

the significant increase in membership in the W.C.C. during the New

Delhi Assembly. hie increase in membership resulted from the

integration of the International Missionary Council with the W.C.C.

and the long awaited influx of the Orthodox Churches.

The Fourth Assembly of the W.C.C. at Uppsala in 1968 marked a

decisive turning point in the development debate. There are several

factors in particular which influenced the euphoria for development

at Uppsala. Most notable is the conscientization brought about by

the United Nations 1 declaration of the 1960 's as the First

Development Decade. Also, several conferences prior to the Uppsala

Assembly contributed to the euphoria. The World Conference on Church
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and Society held at Geneva in 1966 generated interest in the issues

of world economics, development, responsible participation in

political life, and structures of international cooperation. The

Zagorsk Conference of 1968 considered the theological understanding

of development from a social, ethical, and political perspective.

Also, a joint committee of the W.C.C. (Unit II) and the Roman

Catholic Church (Pontilical Commission Justice and Peace) referred

to as the Exploratory Committee on Society, Development and Peace

(SODEPAX) was formed in 1968. SODEPAX had as its mandate "to awaken

the Christian churches and their members to a realization of their

obligation to make the problems of international social injustice a

32
matter of conscience".' Among the committee's early tasks were the

publication of a document entitled Towards A Theology of Development

following the Conference on World Cooperation for Development

(Beirut, 1968) and In Search of a Theology of Development following

the Conference on Theology and Development (Cartigny, 1969). SODEPAX

was terminated by the parent organizations in 1980 due to

bureaucratic difficulties. These three conferences, the World

Conference of 1966, the Zagorsk Conference of 1968, and the formation

of SODEPAX in 1968 , allowed the development debate to gather momentum

in time for the Uppsala Assembly. One of the main themes of this

"most fantastic assembly", to quote van der Bent, was "World

Economic and Social Development".

Shortly after the Uppsala Assembly, a conference was held at

Cartigny, Switzerland, which addressed an ecumenical theory of

development. This was followed by a significant consultation at

Montreux in 1970 on Ecumenical Development Projects. The

consultation focused on the failure of the United Nations' First

Development Decade, which had created a greater gap between the rich

and the poor. The participants in the consultation concluded that

development could no longer be determined as being merely a matter of

economic growth, but rather is a process involving human values,

social and economic structures, and people's interests. World

development was perceived of as a "process of people's struggle"

ft ^4which involves social justice, self-reliance, and economic growth"

all of which are closely related to one another. An outcome of the
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consultation was the recommendation that two percent of all Church

income be designated for development assistance through the

establishment of an Ecumenical Development Rind.

Following the Montreux Consultation, the W.C.C. decided to

establish a commission which would serve as a "forum for the

discussion of the meaning of development and the churches' role in

35
it". Ihe formation of the Commission on the Churches'

Participation in Development (C.C.P.D.) in 1970 is symbolic in that

it formally acknowledged the development debate as a priority of the

W.C.C. C.C.P.D. 's "mandate calls for' a continuing analysis of the

r 36
world situation and of the development debate." It was envisioned

that C.C.P.D.

be responsible for proposing strategy and policy for'

ecumenical assistance to development programs and projects;

promoting development studies and educational programs;

administration of the Ecumenical Development Fund and

coordination of the activities of the World Council of

Churches in the field of development.^

A C.C.P.D. conference at Albano in 1973 had as its agenda the

analysis of "consortium", which may be described as structured

dialogue and cooperation in development action. It was felt that the

Churches' participation in development must take this consideration

into account. Also proceeding from the Uppsala Assembly and

preceding the Nairobi Assembly were the completion of two W.C.C.

development projects in 1975» namely the Hurnanurn Studies and the

Futurum Project. In each of these studies tire idea of the "quality

of life" is treated. Tire Hurnanurn Studies explores issues of

humanization as it pertains to science, tecimology, and the economy.

The studies offered the sharpest criticism to date of the gross

national product as an indicator of development. The conclusion of

the Futurum Project is twofold. First, tire project emphasized the

relationship between Christians and the Church as a prophetic

community. Second, the project examined materialism as it has come

to be an expression of tire "quality of life".

The Fifth Assembly of tire W.C.C. at Nairobi in 1975 is

significant to the development debate in that it was held in the

context of a "Third World" nation. Tire location of the gathering
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indicates the impact which C.C.P.D. had on the program of the W.C.C.

since its inception in 1970. The Assembly at Nairobi was intended

to symbolize the W.C.C. 's solidarity with the under-developed of the

world. For many of the people who participated, Nairobi primarily

represented a period of conscientization within the African culture.

C.C.P.D. took advantage of this gathering to focus on the unjust

structures of society. At the time of the Assembly, C.C.P.D. was

related to church agencies for 1 development action in six countries,

namely Cameroun, the Caribbean, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, and

Uruguay.

The Core Group of C.C.P.D. met in 1976 Lo set program priorities

for the Churches' participation in development. These priorities are

fourfold: first, to assist churches in manifesting their solidarity

with the struggle of the poor and oppressed; second, to assist

development agencies of the churches in following the mandates of the

Nairobi Assembly; third, to assist churches in supporting

organizations of the poor and the oppressed; fourth, to assist

churches in contributing towards "the search for a just,

participatory, and sustainable society".' In 1979. the priorities

of C.C.P.D. were clarified as follows: first, building a network of

relationships for 1 mutual learning and support, in the struggle for

justice at all levels; second, mobilizing of resources to enhance the

power and freedom of the poor (including the Ecumenical Development

Fund); third, enabling and formation of participating leadership;

fourth, basic studies, delineating root causes and searching for

genuine solutions to the problems faced by the poor- and the oppressed.

The period between the Nairobi Assembly and the Vancouver

Assembly of 1983 may be characterized as a period of growing

awareness of the situation of the poor, the disabled, and the

oppressed. It is a period in which the under-developed of the world

have assumed more substantial responsibility in the decision

processes which determine the direction of development. Since 1977,

C.C.P.D. has been defining and implementing regional strategies.

Regional networks and meetings in Africa, the Middle East, Asia, the

Caribbean, Latin America, and in the industrial countries of

Australasia, Europe, and North America have enhanced the Churches'
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fellowship and development. A meeting in Sofia in 1978 examined the

criteria for partnership in regional networks. Meetings at Crete in

1980 and at Ariccia, near Rome, in 1982 explored how South-South

linkages might be strengthened to promote collective self-reliance of

under-developed nations.

During this same period, C.C.P.D. has concentrated on

development education which resulted in numerous publications

pertaining to development strategies. Among these publications are

"Betting on the Weak" (1976), Good News to the Poor (1977),

Separation Without Hope (1978), "Dossier on Appropriate Technology"

(1979)* Towards a Church in Solidarity with the Poor ( 1980 ), and

Handbook of People's Technologies ( 1982 ). Also, C.C.P.D. has

sponsored or co-sponsored numerous conferences during this time,

including "New Life-styles" (1977, I98O), "Political Economy, Ethics

and Theology: Some Contemporary Challenges" (Zurich, 1978), "Faith,

Science and the Future" (Cambridge, 1979), "People's Technologies"

(Geneva, 1980 ), "Participation" (Geneva, 1982 ), and "Just Development

for Fullness of Life" (Kiev, 1982 ).

The Sixth Assembly of the W.C.C. at Vancouver in 1983 may be

remembered as having invoked the voices of many who struggle for

justice and peace as a means of development. This offering of life

in response to the theme "Jesus Christ, Life of the World" was shared

in the Assembly's vibrant worship experience, which served as a

witness to justice and peace. It remains to be seen what impact the

Vancouver Assembly will have on the W.C.C.'s participation in the

development debate as i t enters into dialogue on "the unity of the

39Church and tire renewal of human community". It is to be hoped that

the voices of Vancouver will be heard.



Conclusion

The development debate of recent years has resulted from the

conscientization of those living on the periphery of society. It is

not a new debate but rather one which has existed from the time of

the expulsion of humanity from the garden of Eden. Hie debate has

emerged from the initial dialogue between God and humanity following

the act of disobedience in the garden of Eden. Hie consequence of

this act of disobedience is that humanity is compel Jed to search for

God while existing in a world associated with good and evil. An

E. Clinton Gardner concludes, "On the one hand, considered in

relation to the Creator, the world as God's creation is good. On the

other hand, the world as the sphere of human existence has become the

scene of evil, of disobedience to the Creator, and of estrangement
40

from the Source of humanity's true life."

Development is not a process involving the search for a society

which is without social unrest, political turmoil, economic hardship,

or religious intolerance. Such a society is not to be discovered on

this side of the eschaton , or end-time. Rather, development is the

transforming realization of "hope in process" which leads to our

awareness of the relationship between sin and salvation, between

rejection and redemption. Development involves the interplay between

interpretation and realization. It is in the midst of this interplay

that participants are confronted and challenged with the hope that is

ours in Christ. Our hope becomes real through the cross, the

suffering of Christ for the sake of all humanity. Hopefully, or in

fullness of hope, development will lead humanity to identify with

Christ in moving from the center to the periphery of life. In

abiding with Christ, we may abound in hope and "fullness of life".

May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in
believing , so that by the power of the Holy Spirit you
may abound in hope (Romans 15:13)*
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Assemblies of God, Brazil

Philippine Independent Church (Aglipay)

Kimbanguist Church, Zaire

Council of Dutch Reformed Churches, S. Africa

Protestant (Reformed) Church, Indonesia

Nigeria Fellowship of Churches of Christ (S.U.M.)

Church of South India

Church of Christ, llanalista (Philippines)
C.Wv/^V' 1 '

'

Presbyterian Church in Korea (Tonghap)
"

26.

28 .

29-

- 2f

.

30.

31 .

Presbytet

Anglican Church of South Africa

Council of Baptist Churches, N.E. India

Baptist Convention, Brazil

Batak Christian Protestant Church, Indonesia

Pentecostal Churches of Indonesia

Congregations Crista, Brazil

Presbyterian Church of Korea , (Hapdong)

Evangelical Pentecostal s , Brazil for Christ

South African flethodist Church

Methodist Church in South Asia (India)

Madagascar Church of Jesus Christ

Burma Baptist Convention

United Ev. Lutheran Churches in India

Church of Central Africa, Malawi (Presbyterian)

Evangelical Lutheran Church, Brazil)

Presbyterian Church of Brazil

Korean Methodist Church

Zion Christian Church, South Africa

Tanzania Evangelical Lutheran Church
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Tumutumu, November 2, 1983

Dear Friends at WWC,

It is just a little over two weeks since I left the States, yet already

it feels like months! I arrived in Nairobi at 6:03 a.m. and fortunately had

no trouble with customs (kept praying that they would not open my bags and

find 8 stethoscopes, 4 blood pressure cuffs, assorted needles and syringes

and other dutiables). The customs man smiled at' me and said simply, "Tumutumu

is my place" — and I had it made! First impressions of Nairobi/Kenya: traffic

as wild as ever, matatus stuffed full of people (Kenyan government keeps
installing new "bumps" in the roads to slow drivers down, but never seems to

help!); purple jacarandra trees and flame-of-the- forest everywhere gorgeously
in bloom! I stayed in Nairobi long enough to sleep and get work permits, etc.,

straightened out with the P.C.E.A. office and then went on to Tumutumu.

And what is it like to be back at Tumutumu after talking/thinking/praying
about it for so long? At first I felt as though I was seeing all my old slides
over again, only continuously. But then people started recognizing me and

coming over to greet me and shaking hands and saying simply, "So, you are back!
You are welcome!" in the non-fuss manner that people here have. The other
question that they all had immediately was, "How long are you staying?", to
which I could now reply, "for two-three years,". at which they seemed very
pleased and made me feel at home. Actually, there are a lot of familiar faces
here, though most of the volunteer population has changed.

I am beginning to feel settled in now both at home and at work. I am
sharing a house with another American, a nurse-midwife also from the Volunteers-
in-Mission program, who is very nice and has a five-year-old son named Daniel.
It is actually a great way to get to know all the kids in the neighborhood!
Every evening after Mary and Daniel and I have eaten (we generally cook together)
we are likely to have anywhere from 1 to 9 variously-sized small visitors —
always extremely curious but generally well-behaved. They are all totally
fascinated with my mosquito coils and are liable to come up at any time with a

small piece of one and say, "How long will this burn for?", at which time I

glance speculatively at it and say, "4% minutes!". It is actually amazing to
see how inventive the kids are and what they find to play with — pot lids make
shields and TV's can be made out of cardboard boxes and the like.

I spent last week and part of this week reorienting and trying madly to
relearn the little Kikuyu I knew before. Am realizing that when I was here
before was a particularly crisis time for the hospital, for things definitely
seem better organized and staffed now. The big push now for the hospital is
to convert their general nursing program (which includes only hospital nursing)
to a community nursing program which includes midwifery training and public
health and is much more suited to Kenya's health care needs. In order to do
this we need to revise the curriculum and design a timetable for phasing in the
new program and phasing out the old. In order to get approval from the Ministry
of Health to go ahead with the new curriculum, however, we need to build better
facilities for the nursing students who are packed into a small dorm as it is
now. At present the plans for the new dorm and school are drawn up, but the
money for it has not been raised. Apparently, in order to raise the money we
must do a "harambee" (Swahili for "pull-together" and is how money is raised
here typically for rural health centers and schools) and get a prominent
politician to come and speak on our behalf and get people to donate money. It
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is all very interesting and my first job is to start working on the new
curriculum and a timetable so that we will at least have something to show
the Ministry of Health to perhaps facilitate getting some kind of grant. It

is definitely an exciting time to be here as I feel that things are finally
happening but at the same time frustrating because everything seems to be
contingent upon everything else!

The volunteer staff here now consists of Dr. Potts, the Canadian doctor
who has been medical superintendent for the past two years (he and his wife
leave the end of this month because of a severly handicapped child now a year
old who was born two months prematurely in a car outside Mombasa - it is sad!),
another Canadian doctor who leaves in early December, an Australian couple (both
are doctors and super-nice!) who will be acting superintendents for the next
nine months, and an American doctor just arrived (even since I did!) from
Michigan who walks around shaking his head and saying that he never realized
how good he had it back in the States! So things are still very much come-
and-go-ish

.

Apart from that, everyone here seems to either have had a baby since I

was here before, or to be pregnant now! I am very happy to be back, though I

do miss Warren Wilson and all of you. It is such a different world here and I

am both less hurried because things are more relaxed, and busier because every
little thing from going to market to cleaning the rice to picking the feathers
off the chicken takes longer! I have to remind myself that things like Grenada
and the slaughter in Lebanon are really 'happening

,
and yet crazy things happen

here, too. I am grateful to be where I' am, though, and grateful to all of you

for making it possible. I do feel that I can be useful here!

I will say kwaheri "good-bye" for now, but would appreciate hearing from

any of you. It is strange to think that Christmas will soon be here!

P.S. Did not get to mail this as soon as I had hoped. I can tell that I am

starting to settle in because the spiders and webs in my house now look guaint
to me and no water for two days has not disturbed me particularly —

With love, Betsy

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

!

Mailing address; Sister Betsy Scott, R.N.

P.C.E.A. Hospital
P.0. Karatina
KENYA (East Africa)


